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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

[0001] The present invention relates to a two-wheeled vehicle having a front wheel and a rear wheel.

2. Description of the Related Art

[0002] In such a vehicle, for example a motorcycle, having a front wheel and a rear wheel arranged spaced apart from
each other in the longitudinal direction of the vehicle body, the front wheel usually serves as a steered wheel. In order
to enhance the straight traveling property of the motorcycle, the steering axis of the front wheel (rotational axis of steering
of the front wheel) is tilted backward (with a positive caster angle). Further, the axle of the front wheel is arranged on,
or slightly behind, the steering axis.
[0003] As a result, a motorcycle of this type usually has a large positive trail. It should be noted that having a positive
trail means that the point of intersection of the steering axis and the ground surface with which the wheels come into
contact lies in front of the ground contact point of the steered wheel.
[0004] Further, as a motorcycle of this type, a motorcycle which is configured such that the rear wheel is passively
steered by a reaction force that the rear wheel receives from the road surface when the motorcycle makes a turn is also
known, as seen, for example, in JP 04-224488 A.
[0005] EP 1 273 506 A1, on which the preamble of claim 1 is based, shows a two-wheeled vehicle comprising a vehicle
body and front and rear wheels, wherein at least either one of the front or rear wheels is drivable by a front-wheel and/or
rear-wheel drive device and either the front wheel or the rear wheel is adapted to be steerable by means of a steering
device, an inclination sensor for detecting an inclination state of a vehicle body and an attitude-control means for creating
a biasing force in the lateral direction of the vehicle body being based on a current status of a vehicle body detected by
the inclination sensor for balancing the two-wheeled vehicle in a transverse direction of the vehicle body.
[0006] EP 1 780 109 A2 shows a control system which includes a vehicle speed sensor, a roll rate sensor, a steering
angle calculation unit, a steering angle control unit, an actuator, and a rear wheel steering angle sensor. The steering
angle calculation unit acquires a roll rate and vehicle speed of a motorcycle and determines a target steering angle and
a delayed steering angle of a rear wheel depending on the acquired roll rate and vehicle speed. The steering angle
control unit causes the actuator to steer the rear wheel by the actuator based on the delayed steering angle determined
by the steering angle calculation unit.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0007] For two-wheeled vehicles such as motorcycles, it is desired to enhance the stability of the posture of the vehicle
body particularly when the vehicle is stopped or traveling at a low speed.
[0008] In view of the foregoing, it is an object of the present invention to provide a two-wheeled vehicle which is capable
of enhancing the stability of the posture of the vehicle body by steering of a front wheel or a rear wheel.
[0009] First of all, the fundamental technical matters related to the present invention will be described with reference
to Figs. 1 to 10.
[0010] Fig. 1 is a schematic side view of a two-wheeled vehicle 1 (specifically, the two-wheeled vehicle 1 in the basic
posture state as will be described later) which is a mobile vehicle having a vehicle body 2 and a front wheel 3f and a
rear wheel 3r arranged spaced apart from each other in the longitudinal direction of the vehicle body 2. In Fig. 1, besides
the side view of the two-wheeled vehicle 1, the rear wheel 3r as seen from the back of the two-wheeled vehicle 1 is
illustrated on the left side of the two-wheeled vehicle 1, and the front wheel 3f as seen from the front of the two-wheeled
vehicle 1 is illustrated on the right side of the two-wheeled vehicle 1.
[0011] The front wheel 3f is axially supported in a rotatable manner by a front-wheel support mechanism 4 provided
at the front portion of the vehicle body 2. The front-wheel support mechanism 4 is made up, for example, of a front fork.
The front wheel 3f is a steered wheel which can be steered (turned) about a steering axis Csf which is tilted backward.
[0012] It should be noted that the steering axis Csf being tilted backward means that the steering axis Csf extends
obliquely with respect to the longitudinal direction and up-and-down direction of the vehicle body 2 such that the steering
axis Csf has its upper portion located rearward relative to its lower portion in the front-rear (longitudinal) direction of the
vehicle body 2.
[0013] The rear wheel 3r is axially supported in a rotatable manner by a rear-wheel support mechanism 5 provided at
the rear portion of the vehicle body 2. The rear-wheel support mechanism 5 is made up, for example, of a swing arm.
This rear wheel 3r is a non-steered wheel.
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[0014] It is here assumed that a two-wheeled vehicle 1 which is in the state of standing still in the straight-ahead
posture on a flat ground surface 110, as shown in the figure, is regarded as one rigid body. It should be noted that the
state in which the two-wheeled vehicle 1 is standing still in the straight-ahead posture means the state in which the front
wheel 3f and the rear wheel 3r are both stationary in the upright posture in contact with the ground surface 110 and in
which the axle centerlines (centers of rotational axes) Cf and Cr of the front wheel 3f and the rear wheel 3r extend in
parallel with each other in the direction orthogonal to the longitudinal direction of the vehicle body 2. Hereinafter, the
state in which the two-wheeled vehicle 1 is standing still in the straight-ahead posture as described above will be referred
to as the "basic posture state" of the two-wheeled vehicle 1.
[0015] In the state where the two-wheeled vehicle 1 in the basic posture state is regarded as one rigid body, the overall
mass of the two-wheeled vehicle 1 (hereinafter, also simply referred to as "total mass") is denoted as m, the height of
the overall center of gravity G of the two-wheeled vehicle 1 (hereinafter, also simply referred to as "center-of-gravity
height") is denoted as h, and the overall inertia moment of the two-wheeled vehicle 1 (hereinafter, also simply referred
to as "overall inertia") about the longitudinal axis Crol (hereinafter, referred to as "central roll axis Crol") which extends
in the longitudinal direction of the vehicle body 2 while passing through the overall center of gravity G is denoted as I.
[0016]

m: total mass
h: center-of-gravity height
I: overall inertia

[0017] Here, the length Lb defined by the following expression (1) will be called "overall radius of inertia". In the present
specification, "*" is an arithmetic sign representing multiplication.

Lb: overall radius of inertia
[0018] With the overall radius of inertia Lb thus defined, a system having the total mass of m, overall inertia of I, and
center-of-gravity height of h (the system obtained by regarding the two-wheeled vehicle 1 as one rigid body; hereinafter,
this system may also be referred to as "two-wheeled vehicle rigid body system") is represented by a model (hereinafter,
referred to as "first model") shown in Fig. 2A.
[0019] The first model is a model which represents a two-wheeled vehicle rigid body system as a system (mass point
system) configured with two mass points 121 and 122 each having an equal mass of m/2. In this first model, the two
mass points 121 and 122 are arranged such that a height of their midpoint (height of the center of gravity of the mass
points 121 and 122) from the ground surface 110 coincides with the center-of-gravity height h of the overall center of
gravity G and that the distance from each mass point 121, 122 to the midpoint matches the overall radius of inertia Lb
defined by the aforesaid expression (1).
[0020] The first model described above can be equivalently transformed to a model (hereinafter, referred to as "second
model") shown in Fig. 2B.
[0021] The second model is a model which represents a two-wheeled vehicle rigid body system as a system (mass
point system) configured with two mass points of a first mass point 123 and a second mass point 124. In this case, the
second mass point 124 is located on the ground surface 110. That is, the height of the second mass point 124 from the
ground surface 110 is "0".
[0022] In the second model, as shown below, the mass of the first mass point 123 is represented as m1, the mass of
the second mass point 124 as m2, the height of the first mass point 123 from the ground surface 110 as h’, and the
difference (=h’-h) between the height h’ and the center-of-gravity height h of the overall center of gravity G as c (where
c>0). In other words, the height h’ of the first mass point 123 from the ground surface 110 is represented as (h+c).
[0023]

m1: mass of the first mass point 123
m2: mass of the second mass point 124
h’: height of the first mass point 123
c: difference between the height h’ of the first mass point 123 and the center-of-gravity height h (where c>0)

[0024] The condition that the overall mass in the second model agrees with the overall mass (= total mass m) in the
first model is expressed by the following expression (2).
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[0025] The condition that the height of the center of gravity of the mass points 123 and 124 in the second model agrees
with the height of the center of gravity (= center-of-gravity height h) of the mass points 121 and 122 in the first model is
expressed by the following expression (3).

[0026] The condition that the inertia moment about the overall center of gravity (specifically, the inertia moment about
the aforesaid central roll axis Crol) in the second model agrees with the inertia moment about the center of gravity of
the mass points 121 and 122 (= overall inertia I) in the first model is expressed by the following expression (4).

[0027] From the above expressions (1) to (4), the following expressions (5a), (6a), and (7a) are obtained.

[0028] When the values of c, m1, and m2 are set as above, the second model becomes a model which has been
equivalently transformed from the first model. Accordingly, the two-wheeled vehicle rigid body system can also be
expressed by the second model, instead of the first model.
[0029] According to the above expression (1), Lb*Lb = I/m. Therefore, the expressions (5a), (6a), and (7a) can be
rewritten to the following expressions (5b), (6b), and (7b), respectively. Therefore, the second model is, in other words,
a model of a two-wheeled vehicle rigid body system which has a first mass point 123 whose height h’ from the ground
surface 110 is higher than the center-of-gravity height h of the two-wheeled vehicle 1 in the basic posture state, and a
second mass point 124 on the ground surface 110 (mass point 124 whose height from the ground surface 110 is "0"),
and in which the difference c (= h’-h) between the height h’ of the first mass point 123 and the center-of-gravity height
h and the masses m1 and m2 are set by the following expressions (5b), (6b), and (7b) in accordance with the total mass
m, overall inertia I, and center-of-gravity height h of the two-wheeled vehicle 1.

[0030] Fig. 3 shows an approximate dynamics model which approximately expresses the dynamics of the two-wheeled
vehicle 1 in the aforesaid basic posture state and similar posture states (close to the basic posture state). This approximate
dynamics model has been established by regarding the two-wheeled vehicle 1 as a two-wheeled vehicle rigid body
system having the mass points 123 and 124 in the aforesaid second model.
[0031] It is here assumed a three-axis orthogonal coordinate system (XYZ coordinate system) in which a projected
point obtained by projecting the overall center of gravity G of the two-wheeled vehicle 1 in the basic posture state onto
the ground surface 110 in the perpendicular direction (up-and-down direction) is defined as the origin, the longitudinal
direction of the vehicle body 2 of the two-wheeled vehicle 1 as the X-axis direction, the lateral direction (vehicle width
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direction) as the Y-axis direction, and the vertical direction as the Z-axis direction. In this case, the positive directions of
the X, Y, and Z axes correspond to the forward, leftward, and upward directions, respectively.
[0032] Further, in terms of rotation or angle, the direction about the X axis is called the roll direction, the direction about
the Y axis is called the pitch direction, and the direction about the Z axis is called the yaw direction. The positive directions
of the roll, pitch, and yaw directions are each determined as the direction of rotation of a right-hand screw when the
screw is turned so as to move in the positive direction of the corresponding one of the X, Y, and Z axes.
[0033] In the case where the two-wheeled vehicle 1 makes a small motion from the basic posture state, the rotation
of each of the front wheel 3f and the rear wheel 3r about the corresponding axle centerline Cf, Cr is small. Therefore,
in the following consideration, the gyroscopic effect by the rotations (small rotations) of the front wheel 3f and the rear
wheel 3r about their axle centerlines Cf and Cr are considered to be ignorable.
[0034] Further, the caster angle of the front wheel 3f (the inclination angle (with respect to the up-and-down direction)
of the steering axis Csf of the front wheel 3f in the basic posture state) is denoted as θcf. In this case, the caster angle
θcf in the case where the steering axis Csf of the front wheel 3f is tilted backward as shown in Fig. 1 is defined to be positive.
[0035] Supplementally, in an actual two-wheeled vehicle 1, the center of gravity of the front wheel 3f is generally
eccentric from the steering axis Csf and, therefore, the steering (turning about the steering axis Csf) of the front wheel
3f causes translational force (inertial force) in the Y-axis direction to be generated at the center of gravity of the front
wheel 3f.
[0036] The magnitude of this translational force is obtained as a product of the amount of eccentricity of the center of
gravity of the front wheel 3f from the steering axis Csf, the mass of the front wheel 3f, and the steering angular acceleration
(rotational angular acceleration about the steering axis Csf). However, it is considered that the effect of this translational
force is ignorable, because the mass of the front wheel 3f is sufficiently small compared to the total mass m.
[0037] Further, due to the fact that the caster angle θcf is not "0", when the front wheel 3f is steered about the steering
axis Csf, a rotational motion component in the roll direction of the front wheel 3f is generated. This results in generation
of an inertial force moment (specifically, moment in the direction about the X axis due to the inertial force) of the front
wheel 3f.
[0038] The magnitude of this inertial force moment is obtained as a product of the inertia moment (inertia) of the front
wheel 3f about an axis which passes through the center of gravity of the front wheel 3f and extends in parallel with the
X axis, the sine value sin(θcf) of the caster angle θcf, and the steering angular acceleration of the front wheel 3f. However,
the inertia moment of the front wheel 3f is sufficiently small compared to the overall inertia I. Therefore, it is considered
that the effect of this inertial force moment is also ignorable.
[0039] It is now assumed that, in the basic posture state of the two-wheeled vehicle 1, the steering angle of the front
wheel 3f (hereinafter, also simply referred to as "front-wheel steering angle") is changed instantaneously from "0" to δf
(≠0). It is defined that the front-wheel steering angle is "0" in the basic posture state (non-steered state of the front wheel
3f). It is also defined that the positive rotational direction of the front-wheel steering angle (rotational angle) about the
steering axis Csf corresponds to the direction of rotation that makes the front end of the front wheel 3f turn left with
respect to the vehicle body 2 (so that the two-wheeled vehicle 1 turns to the left when traveling forward).
[0040] As shown in Fig. 4, the inclination angle in the roll direction (hereinafter, also referred to as "roll angle") of the
vehicle body 2 immediately after the instantaneous change of the front-wheel steering angle from "0" to δf (≠0) is denoted
as φb, and the movement amount in the Y-axis direction of the second mass point 124 is denoted as q.
[0041] According to the dynamic relationship, the moment generated about the X axis by the resultant force of a
reaction force that the two-wheeled vehicle 1 receives from the ground surface 110 and an inertial force resulting from
the motions of the mass points 123 and 124 is "0".
[0042] Here, the reaction force that the two-wheeled vehicle 1 receives from the ground surface 110 is composed of
a reaction force in the vertical direction (vertical load) and a friction force in the horizontal direction. The friction force,
however, does not generate a moment in the roll direction about the origin.
[0043] Further, when the front-wheel steering angle is changed, the ground contact point (point of application of the
reaction force in the vertical direction) moves by a finite distance. Immediately after the instantaneous change of the
front-wheel steering angle, however, the lapse time is infinitesimal. Therefore, a value obtained by time integration of
the moment in the roll direction generated by the reaction force in the vertical direction is infinitesimal. That is, immediately
after the instantaneous change of the front-wheel steering angle, the total angular momentum (in the roll direction) about
the origin due to the motions of the mass points 123 and 124 is infinitesimal.
[0044] Incidentally, the height of the second mass point 124 is "0", and the motion of the second mass point 124 is
limited to the transverse direction. Therefore, the angular momentum about the origin due to the motion of the second
mass point 124 is "0".
[0045] On the basis of the above, the angular momentum about the origin due to the motion of the first mass point
123 becomes infinitesimal. That is, the first mass point 123 is instantaneously held still. As a result, the rotation in the
roll direction (change in roll angle) of the vehicle body 2 is performed about the mass point 123. In other words, it can
be considered that the position of the first mass point 123 is fixed at the instant when the steering angle of the front
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wheel 3f is changed from the basic posture state.
[0046] In this case, the movement amount q in the Y-axis direction (hereinafter, simply referred to as "lateral movement
amount q") of the second mass point 124 is expressed by the following expression (8).

 In the expression (8), it is considered that the magnitude of φb is sufficiently small and that the following holds: sin(φb)≈φb.
[0047] The roll angle of the front wheel 3f is denoted as φf, and the roll angle of the rear wheel 3r is denoted as φr.
[0048] Since the caster angle θcf is not "0", the steering of the front wheel 3f causes a rotational motion component
in the roll direction to be generated on the front wheel 3f Therefore, the roll angle φf of the front wheel 3f is obtained
approximately by the following expression (9). In the expression (9), the magnitude of δf is considered to be sufficiently
small.

[0049] Further, the roll angle φr of the rear wheel 3r is obtained by the following expression (10).

[0050] Further, as shown in Fig. 1, a distance in the longitudinal direction (in the X-axis direction) between the overall
center of gravity G of the two-wheeled vehicle 1 and the ground contact point of the front wheel 3f in the basic posture
state is denoted as Lf, and a distance in the longitudinal direction (in the X-axis direction) between the overall center of
gravity G of the two-wheeled vehicle 1 and the ground contact point of the rear wheel 3r in the basic posture state is
denoted as Lr. That is, Lf represents the longitudinal distance between the center of the axle of the front wheel 3f and
the overall center of gravity G of the two-wheeled vehicle 1 in the basic posture state, and Lr represents the longitudinal
distance between the center of the axle of the rear wheel 3r and the overall center of gravity G of the two-wheeled vehicle
1 in the basic posture state.
[0051] Further, in the basic posture state, the point of intersection of the steering axis Csf and a straight line connecting
the center of the axle and the ground contact point of the front wheel 3f is denoted as Ef, and the height of the intersection
point Ef (height from the ground surface 110) is denoted as a.
[0052] It should be noted that the height a of the intersection point Ef indicates the position in the Z-axis direction (Z
coordinate) of the intersection point Ef. When the intersection point Ef lies above the ground surface 110, a>0; when
the intersection point Ef lies below the ground surface 110, a<0. Furthermore, in the case where the caster angle θcf is
positive, the height a being positive means a positive trail (t shown in Fig. 1); whereas the height a being negative means
a negative trail t.
[0053] Further, as shown in Fig. 1, on a straight line connecting the center of the axle of the rear wheel 3r and its
ground contact point in the basic posture state, a point whose height from the ground surface 110 coincides with the
aforesaid height a is denoted as Er. The points Ef and Er are fixed to the vehicle body 2. The line segment connecting
these points Ef and Er intersects the line segment connecting the mass points 123 and 124 (i.e. the line segment which
is orthogonal to the X axis and which passes through the overall center of gravity G). This point of intersection is denoted
as E, as shown in Fig. 1.
[0054] The movement amount in the Y-axis direction (lateral movement amount) of the point Ef at the time when the
front wheel 3f is instantaneously steered from the basic posture state is denoted as ef, and the movement amount in
the Y-axis direction (lateral movement amount) of the point Er at that time is denoted as er. These ef and er are expressed
by the following expressions (11) and (12), respectively. 
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[0055] In the expressions (11) and (12), it is considered that the magnitudes of φf and φr are sufficiently small and that
the following hold: sin(φf)≈φf, sin(φr)≈φr.
[0056] The movement amount in the Y-axis direction (lateral movement amount) of the point E is denoted as e. As
the point E is an internally dividing point between the points Ef and Er, the lateral movement amount e of the point E is
expressed by the following expression (13).

[0057] On the other hand, as shown in Fig. 4, the inclination of the line segment connecting the point E and the second
mass point 124 is equal to the roll angle φb of the vehicle body 2. The height of the point E is a. Therefore, the following
expression (14) holds. In the expression (14), it is considered that the magnitude of φb is sufficiently small and that the
following holds: sin(φb)≈φb.

[0058] From the above expressions (9) to (14), the following expression (15) is obtained.

[0059] From the expressions (5a), (8), and (15), the following expression (16) is obtained.

[0060] As shown in Fig. 1 or 3, the radius of curvature of the transverse cross-sectional shape of the front wheel 3f at
the position of the ground contact point of the front wheel 3f in the basic posture state is denoted as Rf. Similarly, the
radius of curvature of the transverse cross-sectional shape of the rear wheel 3r at the position of the ground contact
point of the rear wheel 3r in the basic posture state is denoted as Rr.
[0061] It should be noted that the above-described transverse cross-sectional shape of the front wheel 3f means the
shape of the ground contact part as seen in a transverse cross section including the axle centerline Cf and the ground
contact point of the front wheel 3f (this corresponds to the transverse cross-sectional shape of the ground contact part
of the tire of the front wheel 3f). The radius of curvature at the point of contact with the ground surface 110 in this
transverse cross-sectional shape is the above-described Rf. The same applies to the rear wheel 3r.
[0062] The point of application, on the ground surface 110, of the resultant force of the reaction force in the vertical
direction which acts on the front wheel 3f from the ground surface 110 and the reaction force in the vertical direction
which acts on the rear wheel 3r from the ground surface 110, i.e. the center of contact pressure, is denoted as COP,
and the movement amount in the Y-axis direction (lateral movement amount) of the COP is denoted as p.
[0063] As shown in Fig. 5, the movement amount in the Y-axis direction of the ground contact point of the front wheel
3f is (-Rf*φf), and the movement amount in the Y-axis direction of the ground contact point of the rear wheel 3r is (-Rr*φr).
The example shown in Fig. 5 is the case where φr>0 and φf<0.
[0064] The COP is, as shown in Fig. 5, the point of intersection between the Y axis and the line segment connecting
the ground contact point of the front wheel 3f and the ground contact point of the rear wheel 3r. Therefore, the lateral
movement amount p of the COP is expressed by the following expression (17).

[0065] From the expressions (9), (10), and (17), the following expression (18) is obtained.
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[0066] Supplementally, it can be interpreted that the part (Lr/(Lf+Lr))*Rf in the first term on the right side of the expression
(18) corresponds to a virtual tire radius (tire radius as seen on the plane orthogonal to the X axis) at the position
immediately beneath the overall center of gravity G corresponding to the roll angle resulting from the steering of the
front wheel 3f.
[0067] Further, it can be interpreted that the part ((Lf/(Lf+Lr))*Rr+(Lr/(Lf+Lr))*Rf) in the second term on the right side
of the expression (18) corresponds to a virtual tire radius (tire radius as seen on the plane orthogonal to the X axis) at
the position immediately beneath the overall center of gravity G corresponding to the roll angle of the vehicle body 2.
[0068] Consideration will now be given to balancing in moment about the origin (of the XYZ coordinate system)
immediately after the steering angle of the front wheel 3f of the two-wheeled vehicle 1 in the basic posture state is
changed stepwise from "0" to δf (≠0) at a given initial time t0.
[0069] The dynamic behavior at this time can be expressed by a model shown in Fig. 6.
[0070] This model includes, as virtual components, a body link 132 which is supported on a dolly 131 movable in the
Y axis direction, and a mobile section 133 which is movably supported by the body link 132. The body link 132 and the
mobile section 133 correspond to the vehicle body 2.
[0071] The Y axis is set above a floor 134 which supports the dolly 131. The floor 134 does not correspond to the
actual ground surface 110 with which the two-wheeled vehicle 1 comes into contact. That is, the floor 134 is simply a
virtual plane that supports the dolly 131 to enable the dolly 131 to move in a horizontal direction. The actual ground
surface 110 exists at the level of the Y axis (the level where the Z coordinate (position coordinate in the Z-axis direction)
becomes "0").
[0072] In the model shown in Fig. 6, all the components are set to have the inertia moment of "0". Of the components
of this model, the components except the body link 132 and the mobile section 133 are set to have the mass of "0".
[0073] The body link 132 has a rail portion 132a which extends in the transverse direction and an erecting portion
132b which extends upward from the rail portion 132a. The model has a first mass point 123 having a mass m1 at the
upper portion of the erecting portion 132b. Before the initial time t0, the Y coordinate of the position of the first mass
point 123 is "0", and its Z coordinate is (h+c) (=h+Lb*Lb/h =h+I/(m*h)).
[0074] The body link 132 is connected via a link 136 to a member 135 which is fixedly secured to the floor 134. This
constrains the movement in the Y-axis direction of the body link 132; it cannot move in the Y-axis direction. Before the
initial time t0, the rail portion 132a of the body link 132 extends in the Y-axis direction.
[0075] The mobile section 133 is supported by the rail portion 132a of the body link 132 so as to be movable along
the rail portion 132a. The position in the Y-axis direction (Y coordinate) of this mobile section 133 is controlled by an
actuator 137 which is interposed between the mobile section 133 and the erecting portion 132b of the body link 132.
[0076] Further, the mobile section 133 has a second mass point 124 having a mass m2. Before the initial time t0, the
Z coordinate of the position of the mass point 124 is "0".
[0077] The dolly 131 supporting the body link 132 is freely movable in a horizontal direction on the floor 134. This dolly
131 has a wheel 131a at its upper end, and is in contact (point contact) with the body link 132 via the wheel 131a, thereby
supporting the body link 132 from underneath. The point of contact between the wheel 131a of the dolly 131 and the
body link 132 corresponds to the aforesaid COP. With the COP as the fulcrum, the body link 132 can be inclined in the
direction about the X axis (roll direction).
[0078] The Z coordinate of the position of the COP is always "0". Further, the Y coordinate of the position of the COP
is controlled by an actuator 138 which is interposed between the lower portion of the rail portion 132a of the body link
132 and the dolly 131. Supplementally, the inclination in the direction about the X axis (roll direction) of the line segment
connecting the first mass point 123 and the second mass point 124 corresponds to the inclination in the direction about
the X axis (roll direction) of the vehicle body 2.
[0079] Before the initial time t0, the Y coordinate of the position of the COP and the Y coordinate of the position of the
second mass point 124 are both "0".
[0080] It is here assumed that, with a stepwise change (from "0" to δf) of the front-wheel steering angle at the initial
time t0, the Y coordinate of the position of the COP has instantaneously become p by the actuator 138 and the Y
coordinate of the position of the second mass point 124 has instantaneously become q by the actuator 137.
[0081] Before the initial time t0, the Y coordinate of the position of the first mass point 123 is "0". Further, instantaneously,
the first mass point 123 can be regarded as a fixed point, as stated above. Therefore, immediately after the initial time
t0, the moment in the roll direction which is generated about the origin due to the gravitational force acting on the first
mass point 123 is "0".
[0082] Further, the moment M2 (hereinafter, also referred to as "gravitational moment M2") in the roll direction which
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is generated about the origin due to the gravitational force acting on the second mass point 124 is obtained by the
following expression (19). It should be noted that g represents the gravitational acceleration constant (>0). Further, the
gravitational moment M2 corresponds to a second gravitational moment in the present invention, as will be described later.

[0083] Further, the moment Mp (hereinafter, also referred to as "road surface reaction force moment Mp") in the roll
direction which is generated about the origin due to the road surface reaction force in the vertical direction (vertical load)
acting on the COP from the ground surface 110 is obtained by the following expression (20).

[0084] According to the dynamic relationship, the sum of the above-described moments M2 and Mp coincides with
the sign-reversed (or, opposite-polarity) total inertial force moment Ma in the roll direction generated about the origin
due to the motions of the first mass point 123 and the second mass point 124. That is, the following expression (21) holds.

[0085] Consideration will now be given to the inertial force moment Ma.
[0086] The motions of the first mass point 123 and the second mass point 124 are made up of the motion which is
generated by the actuator 137 and the motion which is generated as the body link 132 inclines (rotates) in the roll direction
about the COP.
[0087] The direction of the acceleration of the second mass point 124 generated by the actuator 137 corresponds to
the direction of the straight line connecting the second mass point 124 and the origin. Thus, the inertial force moment
in the roll direction generated about the origin due to the motion of the second mass point 124 by the actuator 137 is "0".
[0088] Here, the rotational angular velocity of the body link 132 which inclines in the roll direction about the COP is
denoted as ω, and its differential value (i.e. rotational angular acceleration) is denoted as ωdot. The inertial force moment
in the roll direction generated about the origin due to the motions of the mass points 123 and 124 resulting from this
rotational motion is obtained as a sum, multiplied by --1, of the square of the distance between the first mass point 123
and the origin multiplied by the mass m1 and ωdot, and the square of the distance between the second mass point 124
and the origin multiplied by the mass m2 and ωdot.
[0089] The distance between the origin and the second mass point 124, however, is "0" before the initial time t0. Even
after the initial time t0, it is considered that the distance between the origin and the second mass point 124 (= absolute
value of q) is sufficiently small compared to the distance between the origin and the first mass point 123 (=h+c =h+Lb*Lb/h).
Further, the mass m2 is generally smaller than the mass m1.
[0090] Therefore, the magnitude of the inertial force moment due to the motion of the second mass point 124 is
sufficiently small compared to the magnitude of the inertial force moment due to the motion of the first mass point 123,
so that the inertial force moment due to the motion of the second mass point 124 can be ignored. Accordingly, Ma
becomes comparable to the inertial force moment generated due to the motion of the first mass point 123 accompanying
the inclination of the vehicle body 2.
[0091] As a result, the total inertial force moment Ma in the roll direction generated about the origin is obtained by the
following expression (22).

[0092] From the expressions (21) and (22), the following expression (23) is obtained.
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[0093] The expression (23) can be interpreted that it expresses the behavior of inclination of an inverted pendulum,
having a mass m1 and a mass point height (h+Lb*Lb/h) and having the origin at the fulcrum, at the time when the moment
(Mp+M2) is applied to the fulcrum of the inverted pendulum. Thus, hereinafter, the first mass point 123 may also be
referred to as "inverted pendulum mass point 123".
[0094] Even if the body link 132 inclines in the roll direction about the COP, the position of the origin of the body link
132 hardly moves in the transverse direction. Therefore, the inclination of the inverted pendulum mass point 123 coincides
with the inclination in the roll direction of the body link 132.
[0095] Further, the position of the fulcrum of the inverted pendulum mass point 123 corresponds to the origin of the
aforesaid three-axis orthogonal coordinate system (the projected point obtained by projecting the overall center of gravity
G in the basic posture state of the two-wheeled vehicle 1 onto the ground surface 110 in the perpendicular direction (up-
and-down direction)).
[0096] Furthermore, since the first mass point (inverted pendulum mass point) 123 and the second mass point 124
are on the plane of symmetry of the vehicle body 2 (plane of symmetry when the vehicle body 2 is considered to be
bilaterally symmetrical), the inclination in the roll direction of the line segment connecting the first mass point 123 and
the second mass point 124 corresponds to the inclination in the roll direction of the vehicle body 2 of the two-wheeled
vehicle 1.
[0097] Further, as can be seen from the expression (15), the movement amount q in the Y-axis direction of the second
mass point 124 is determined uniquely from the steering angle δf. It should be noted that in an actual two-wheeled
vehicle such as the two-wheeled vehicle 1A in an embodiment which will be described later, the movement amount q
is determined from the steering angle δf by a nonlinear function.
[0098] On the basis of the foregoing, stabilizing the motional state of the inverted pendulum mass point 123 while
stabilizing the steering angle δf becomes equivalent to stabilizing the inclination in the roll direction of the vehicle body
2 of the two-wheeled vehicle 1 while stabilizing the steering angle δf.
[0099] It can be appreciated from the above expression (23) that the rotational angular acceleration ωdot in the roll
direction of the body link 132 (in other words, the rotational angular acceleration in the roll direction of the line segment
connecting the origin and the inverted pendulum mass point 123, or in yet other words, the rotational angular acceleration
in the roll direction of the inverted pendulum mass point 123 as seen from the origin) at the instant immediately after the
initial time t0 is determined depending on: the aforesaid road surface reaction force moment Mp, which is generated
about the origin due to the reaction force in the vertical direction acting on the two-wheeled vehicle 1 from the ground
surface 110 via the COP, and the aforesaid gravitational moment M2, which is generated about the origin due to the
gravitational force acting on the second mass point 124.
[0100] Accordingly, it is possible to use (Mp+M2) as a manipulation moment for controlling the motional state of the
inverted pendulum mass point 123. Consequently, it is possible to use (Mp+M2) as a manipulation moment for controlling
the posture (inclination angle in the roll direction) of the vehicle body 2 of the two-wheeled vehicle 1 to a desired or
required posture. Therefore, hereinafter, (Mp+M2) is denoted as Msum, as in the following expression (24), and is called
the "posture controlling manipulation moment".

[0101] This posture controlling manipulation moment Msum is expressed by the following expression (25) from the
aforesaid expressions (1), (7), (15), (16), (18), (19), (20), and (24).
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[0102] As can be seen from the aforesaid expression (18), Rg corresponds to the ratio of the amount of change in
lateral movement amount p of the COP to the amount of change in roll angle of the vehicle body 2 (i.e. sensitivity of the
change in lateral movement amount p of the COP to a small change in roll angle) in the case where the roll angle of the
vehicle body 2 is changed by a small amount from the basic posture state.
[0103] On the other hand, the gravitational moment M2 is expressed by the following expression (26) from the aforesaid
expressions (1), (7), (15), and (19).

[0104] Further, the road surface reaction force moment Mp is expressed by the following expression (27) from the
aforesaid expressions (1), (16), (18), (20), and (25a).

[0105] Here, a_sum, k_sum, a_p, k_p, and k_m are defined as follows.

 

[0106] From the expressions (25), (28), and (29), the following expression (33) is obtained.

[0107] Further, from the expressions (26) and (30), the following expression (34) is obtained.
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[0108] Further, from the expressions (27), (31), and (32), the following expression (35) is obtained.

[0109] As can be seen from the expressions (33), (34), and (35), Msum, M2, and Mp are proportional to the steering
angle δf.
[0110] It should be noted that, from the expressions (28) and (31), the following magnitude relationship holds between
a_sum and a_p. 

[0111] Fig. 7 is a graph showing the relationships between the height a and Msum/δf, M2/δf, and Mp/5f (indicated by
the expressions (33), (34), and (35)).
[0112] Consideration will now be given to the relation between the setting value of the height a and the stability of the
two-wheeled vehicle 1 at a standstill, with reference to Fig. 7.
[0113] First, the case is assumed where the height a coincides with a_sum determined by the expression (28) (the
case where a = a_sum).
[0114] Fig. 8C illustrates the positional relationship between the second mass point 124 and the COP in this case. In
the illustrated example, it is assumed that δf>0. The same applies to Figs. 8A, 8B, 8D, 9A, 9B, 9C, and 9D, which will
be explained later.
[0115] In the case where a = a_sum, the posture controlling manipulation moment Msum obtained by the aforesaid
expression (33) is always "0", irrespective of a change in front-wheel steering angle. Therefore, it is not possible to
control, using Msum, the motional state of the inverted pendulum mass point 123 (or the posture (inclination angle in
the roll direction) of the vehicle body 2 of the two-wheeled vehicle 1).
[0116] Next, the case is assumed where the height a is greater than a_sum and smaller than a_p, as shown by the
following expression (37).

[0117] Fig. 8B illustrates the positional relationship between the second mass point 124 and the COP in this case
(δf>0 in the illustrated example). In this case, as shown in Fig. 7, Msum/δf takes a negative value. Therefore, when the
steering angle δf is positive, Msum becomes negative; when the steering angle δf is negative, Msum becomes positive.
[0118] Accordingly, it is theoretically possible to control the posture (inclination angle in the roll direction) of the vehicle
body 2 of the two-wheeled vehicle 1 by manipulating the front-wheel steering angle. According to the experiments and
studies conducted by the present inventors, however, it has been found that the following disadvantages arise in this case.
[0119] In the case where a_sum<a<a_p, as shown in Fig. 7, M2/δf and Mp/δf differ in polarity from each other, and
the absolute value of M2/δf is larger than the absolute value of Mp/δf.
[0120] Therefore, the posture controlling manipulation moment Msum obtained by manipulating the front-wheel steering
angle depends primarily on M2. Further, Mp functions to disturb the control of the posture of the vehicle body 2 of the
two-wheeled vehicle 1 by Msum generated in the same direction as M2 (making the absolute value of Msum decreased
further than the absolute value of M2).
[0121] This means that, in order to generate the posture controlling manipulation moment Msum of the magnitude
sufficient for controlling the posture of the vehicle body 2 of the two-wheeled vehicle 1, the front-wheel steering angle
will have to be manipulated more largely compared to the case where the assumption is made that Mp would not disturb
the control of the posture of the vehicle body 2 (i.e. the case where Mp=0, or Mp and M2 are in the same polarity).
[0122] That is, in the case where a_sum<a<a_p, when the posture (inclination angle in the roll direction) of the vehicle
body 2 of the two-wheeled vehicle 1 deviates from a desired or required posture, in order to generate a restoring force
for making the posture of the vehicle body 2 restored to the required posture (that can stabilize the inverted pendulum
mass point 123), it is necessary to considerably increase the absolute value of the feedback gain for changing the front-
wheel steering angle in response to the change in inclination angle in the roll direction of the vehicle body 2 of the two-
wheeled vehicle 1.
[0123] Incidentally, in the case where the front-wheel steering angle is changed from the basic posture state of the
two-wheeled vehicle 1 and, thus, the second mass point 124 is accelerated in the lateral direction of the two-wheeled
vehicle 1, the inertial force generated by the second mass point 124 by the acceleration is balanced with the friction
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force which acts on the two-wheeled vehicle 1 from the ground surface 110.
[0124] The tires fitted to the front wheel 3f and the rear wheel 3r generally undergo shear deformation in the transverse
direction due to the friction force received from the ground surface 110. This generally causes a delay in response of
the behavior of the second mass point 124 to the change in front-wheel steering angle and, hence, a delay in response
of the change of the gravitational moment M2 to the change in front-wheel steering angle.
[0125] Therefore, if the absolute value of the feedback gain for changing the front-wheel steering angle in response
to the change in inclination angle of the vehicle body 2 of the two-wheeled vehicle 1 is set large, an oscillation phenomenon
is likely to occur in the control system due to the delay in response of the change of the gravitational moment M2 and
the delay in response of the inclination angle in the roll direction of the vehicle body 2 of the two-wheeled vehicle 1 to
the change in front-wheel steering angle. This leads to degradation in robustness of the control of the posture of the
vehicle body 2 by the manipulation of the front-wheel steering angle.
[0126] As such, when the posture controlling manipulation moment Msum becomes highly dependent on M2, an
oscillation phenomenon becomes more likely to occur in the control system due to the effect of the delay in response
of the change of M2 attributable to the shear deformation of the tires fitted to the front wheel 3f and the rear wheel 3r.
That is, in the case where a_sum<a<a_p, the oscillation phenomenon is likely to occur in the control system due to the
effect of the delay in response of the change of M2 caused by the shear deformation of the tires.
[0127] Further, in the case where a_sum<a<a_p, at the time when the absolute value of the steering angle δf is large,
it is difficult to stabilize the control of the posture of the two-wheeled vehicle 1, for the following reasons.
[0128] When the absolute value of the steering angle δf is large, the radius of curvature of the ground contact part of
the steered wheel (front wheel 3f) as seen in a cross section including the ground contact point of the steered wheel
(front wheel 3f) and having a normal corresponding to the X-axis direction (longitudinal direction of the vehicle body 2)
becomes greater than the radius of curvature in the case where the steering angle δf is "0". Accordingly, the substantial
Rf becomes larger as the absolute value of the steering angle of becomes larger. Further, Mp has dependency on Rf,
as indicated by the aforesaid expression (27).
[0129] Fig. 10 illustrates differences in graphs of Mp/δf due to the differences in magnitude of Rf. A straight line α1
illustrates a graph of Mp/δf in the case where Rf takes a standard value (radius of curvature of the transverse cross-
sectional shape of the front wheel 3f at the position of the ground contact point of the front wheel 3f in the basic posture
state), and a straight line α2 illustrates a graph of Mp/δf in the case where Rf is larger than the standard value. Further,
a_p1 and a_p2 denote the values of a_p (values of a when Mp/δf is "0") corresponding respectively to the straight lines
α1 and α2.
[0130] As shown in Fig. 10, a_p2, i.e. the value of a_p when Rf is large, is larger than a_p1, i.e. the value of a_p when
Rf is small. Further, the inclination of the straight line α2 when Rf is large is greater than the inclination of the straight
line α1 when Rf is small.
[0131] Therefore, in the case where a takes a value satisfying a_sum<a<a_p, when Rf becomes larger, Mp/δf increases
in the positive direction (that is, it changes toward a direction of opposite polarity to that of M2/δf). This causes Msum/δf
to approach "0", leading to degradation of the restoring force for making the posture of the vehicle body 2 of the two-
wheeled vehicle 1 restored to a desired or required posture, or the polarity of Msum/δf is reversed from negative to
positive, making it difficult to stabilize the control of the posture of the vehicle body 2.
[0132] As such, in the case where a_sum<a<a_p, when the absolute value of the steering angle δf is large, it is difficult
to stabilize the control of the motional state of the inverted pendulum mass point 123 (and, hence, the control of the
posture of the vehicle body 2 of the two-wheeled vehicle 1) because the substantial Rf deviates from the Rf (standard
value) in the basic posture state.
[0133] Next, the case is assumed where the height a is not smaller than a_p, as shown by the following expression (38).

[0134] Fig. 8A illustrates the positional relationship between the second mass point 124 and the COP in this case
(δf>0 in the illustrated example). In this case, as shown in Fig. 7, Msum/δf takes a negative value. Therefore, when the
steering angle δf is positive, Msum becomes negative; when the steering angle δf is negative, Msum becomes positive,
as in the case where a_sum<a<a_p (in the case of Fig. 8B).
[0135] Accordingly, it is theoretically possible to control the motional state of the inverted pendulum mass point 123
by manipulating the front-wheel steering angle. Consequently, it is possible to control the posture (inclination angle in
the roll direction) of the vehicle body 2 of the two-wheeled vehicle 1 by the manipulation of the front-wheel steering angle.
[0136] Further, in this case, M2/δf and Mp/δf will not become opposite in polarity. That is, in the case where a=a_p,
Mp/δf=0 and M2/δf<0. In the case where a>a_p, M2/δf and Mp/δf are in the same polarity. Therefore, it is possible to
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generate the posture controlling manipulation moment Msum by M2 alone, or by cooperation of M2 and Mp.
[0137] This makes it possible to set the absolute value of the feedback gain for the posture control of the vehicle body
2 to a value smaller than in the case where a_sum<a<a_p (in the case of Fig. 8B).
[0138] However, since the absolute value of M2/δf is larger than the absolute value of Mp/δf, as shown in Fig. 7, Msum
is highly dependent on M2. Further, since the height a is large, the lateral acceleration (acceleration in the Y-axis direction)
of the second mass point 124 tends to become large.
[0139] Therefore, the effect of the shear deformation of the tires fitted to the front wheel 3f and the rear wheel 3r
becomes large, as in the case where a_sum<a<a_p (in the case of Fig. 8B). The response of the change of the gravitational
moment M2 to the change of the front-wheel steering angle is likely to delay, and accordingly, an oscillation phenomenon
is likely to occur in the control system.
[0140] Next, the value of a which makes the following expression (39) hold is denoted as a_s.

[0141] The state where the above expression (39) holds corresponds to the state where M2 functions to disturb the
control of the posture of the vehicle body 2 of the two-wheeled vehicle 1 by Msum (i.e. the direction of M2 becomes
opposite to the direction of Msum) and where the absolute values of M2 and Msum are equal to each other.
[0142] From the expressions (25) and (27), the above a_s is expressed by the following expression (40).

[0143] From the fact that all the parameters on the right side of the expression (40) are positive and from the aforesaid
expressions (28) and (40), the relationship in the following expression (41) is obtained.

[0144] Next, the case is assumed where the height a is larger than a_s and smaller than a_sum, as shown by the
following expression (42).

[0145] Fig. 8D illustrates the positional relationship between the second mass point 124 and the COP in this case
(δf>0 in the illustrated example). In this case, Msum/δf (=Mp/δf+M2/δf) takes a positive value. In other words, Mp/δf>-M2/δf.
[0146] Therefore, when the steering angle δf is positive, the posture controlling manipulation moment Msum becomes
positive; when the steering angle δf is negative, the posture controlling manipulation moment Msum becomes negative.
Accordingly, it is theoretically possible to control the motional state of the inverted pendulum mass point 123 by manip-
ulating the front-wheel steering angle. Consequently, it is possible to control the posture (inclination angle in the direction
about the X axis) of the vehicle body 2 of the two-wheeled vehicle 1 by the manipulation of the front-wheel steering angle.
[0147] In the case where a_s<a<a_sum, however, although the absolute value of M2 becomes smaller than in the
case where a>a_sum and the oscillation in the control of the posture of the vehicle body 2 resulting from the shear
deformation of the tires of the front wheel 3f and the rear wheel 3r can be restricted, compared to the case where 0<a≤a_s
which will be described later, oscillation is still likely to occur in the control of the posture of the vehicle body 2 due to
the shear deformation of the tires of the front wheel 3f and the rear wheel 3r, for the following reasons.
[0148] In the case where a takes a value satisfying the expression (42), Msum/δf and M2/δf are opposite in polarity,
as shown in Fig. 7. That is, M2 functions to disturb the control of the posture of the vehicle body 2 by Msum. In addition,
as explained above, M2 is accompanied by lateral acceleration due to the movement of the second mass point 124,
causing shear deformation of the tires of the front wheel 3f and the rear wheel 3r. Consequently, an oscillation phenomenon
is likely to occur in the control system because of the delay in response resulting from the shear deformation.
[0149] Further, when a takes a value satisfying the expression (42), the absolute value of Msum/δf is smaller than the
absolute value of M2/δf. That is, the absolute value of the posture controlling manipulation moment Msum becomes
smaller than the absolute value of M2 which disturbs the posture control of the vehicle body 2 and causes an oscillation
phenomenon in the control system. Therefore, when the absolute value of the feedback gain is set to a relatively small
value so as to avoid the oscillation phenomenon in the control system, the magnitude of the posture controlling manip-
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ulation moment Msum is likely to become insufficient.
[0150] Next, the case is assumed where the height a is larger than "0" and not larger than a_s, as shown by the
following expression (43).

[0151] Fig. 9A illustrates the positional relationship between the second mass point 124 and the COP in the case
where a=a_s (δf>0 in the illustrated example). Fig. 9B illustrates the positional relationship between the second mass
point 124 and the COP in the case where 0<a<a_s (δf>0 in the illustrated example).
[0152] In the case where 0<a≤a_s, Msum/δf becomes positive, as shown in Fig. 7. Therefore, Msum becomes positive
when the steering angle δf is positive, while Msum becomes negative when the steering angle δf is negative.
[0153] Further, in this case, Msum/δf and M2/δf are opposite in polarity, as in the case where a_s<a<a_sum. That is,
M2 functions to disturb the control of the posture of the vehicle body 2 by Msum.
[0154] However, when a takes a value satisfying the expression (43), the absolute value of Msum/δf becomes equal
to or larger than the absolute value of M2/δf. In other words, Msum/δf>-M2/δf. That is, the absolute value of M2 which
disturbs the posture control of the vehicle body 2 and causes the oscillation phenomenon in the control system is kept
at or below the absolute value of the posture controlling manipulation moment Msum.
[0155] Accordingly, even if the absolute value of the feedback gain is set to a relatively large value in order to cause
a sufficiently large posture controlling manipulation moment Msum to be generated for making the posture (inclination
angle in the roll direction) of the vehicle body 2 restored to a required posture, oscillation is not likely to occur in the
control system. That is, it is possible to enhance the stability of the control of the motional state of the inverted pendulum
mass point 123 by the manipulation of the front-wheel steering angle (and, hence, the stability of the posture control of
the vehicle body 2 of the two-wheeled vehicle 1).
[0156] Next, the case is assumed where the height a is "0" (in the case where a=0).
[0157] Fig. 9C illustrates the positional relationship between the second mass point 124 and the COP in this case
(δf>0 in the illustrated example). In this case, as shown in Fig. 7, Msum/δf becomes positive. Thus, Msum becomes
positive when the steering angle δf is positive, while Msum becomes negative when the steering angle δf is negative.
[0158] Further, in this case, M2 is always "0". Therefore, the posture controlling manipulation moment Msum caused
by the manipulation of the front-wheel steering angle is generated by Mp alone. In this case, even if the front-wheel
steering angle is manipulated from the basic posture state, the movement amount in the Y-axis direction of the second
mass point 124 is "0", so that no friction force is generated to act on the two-wheeled vehicle 1 from the ground surface 110.
[0159] The tires of the front wheel 3f and the rear wheel 3r do not undergo shear deformation, and thus, an oscillation
phenomenon in the control system due to the shear deformation of the tires is unlikely to occur. Accordingly, it is possible
to further increase the absolute value of the aforesaid feedback gain, than in the case where the value of a satisfies the
aforesaid expression (43), to thereby increase the restoring force for making the motional state of the inverted pendulum
mass point 123 restored to the required state and also enhance the stability of the control of the motional state. Conse-
quently, it is possible to increase the restoring force for making the posture of the vehicle body 2 restored to the required
posture and also enhance the stability of the control of the posture.
[0160] Further, since the magnitude of Msum which can be generated per unit change amount of the front-wheel
steering angle becomes larger than in the case where the value of a satisfies the aforesaid expression (43), it is possible
to decrease the change amount of the front-wheel steering angle that is necessary for making the posture of the vehicle
body 2 restored to the required posture.
[0161] Next, the case is assumed where the height a is negative (in the case where a<0).
[0162] Fig. 9D illustrates the positional relationship between the second mass point 124 and the COP in this case
(δf>0 in the illustrated example). In this case, as shown in Fig. 7, Msum/δf becomes positive. Thus, the posture controlling
manipulation moment Msum becomes positive when the steering angle δf is positive, while the posture controlling
manipulation moment Msum becomes negative when the steering angle δf is negative.
[0163] Further, in this case, M2/δf and Mp/δf are in the same polarity. This enables M2 and Mp to cooperate to generate
the posture controlling manipulation moment Msum. As a result, the magnitude of Msum that can be generated per unit
change amount of the front-wheel steering angle becomes larger than in the case where a=0, and accordingly, it is
possible to still further decrease the magnitude of the change amount of the front-wheel steering angle necessary for
making the posture of the vehicle body 2 restored to the required posture.
[0164] It can be said from the foregoing that, in the case of attempting to control the posture (inclination angle in the
roll direction) of the vehicle body 2 of the two-wheeled vehicle 1 to a required posture by steering of the front wheel 3f
of the two-wheeled vehicle 1 (in the case of attempting to control the motional state of the inverted pendulum mass point
123 in the dynamics model of the two-wheeled vehicle 1), setting the arrangement position of the backwardly tilted
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steering axis Csf of the front wheel 3f (steered wheel) such that the height a of the intersection point Ef of the steering
axis Csf and the straight line connecting the center of the axle of the front wheel 3f (steered wheel) and the ground
contact point of the front wheel 3f becomes smaller than a_sum defined by the expression (28) is a prerequisite for stably
controlling the motional state of the inverted pendulum mass point 123 (and, hence, the posture of the vehicle body 2).
[0165] In order to suppress the oscillation phenomenon in the control system due to the tire shear deformation, it is
further preferable to set the arrangement position of the steering axis Csf such that the height a becomes not greater
than a_s defined by the expression (40).
[0166] For still further decreasing the magnitude of the change amount of the front-wheel steering angle necessary
for making the posture of the vehicle body 2 restored to the required posture, it is further preferable to set the arrangement
position of the steering axis Csf such that the height a becomes "0" or takes a negative value.
[0167] The matters described above are related to the case of steering the front wheel 3f for controlling the posture
of the vehicle body 2. These matters also apply to the case of steering a rear wheel for controlling the posture (inclination
angle in the roll direction) of a vehicle body in a two-wheeled vehicle (mobile vehicle) having a steerable rear wheel.
[0168] Hereinafter, a description will be made for a two-wheeled vehicle having a steerable rear wheel. Fig. 11 sche-
matically shows, as in Fig. 1, a side view of a two-wheeled vehicle 201 (in the basic posture state) which is a mobile
vehicle having a vehicle body 202 and a front wheel 203f and a rear wheel 203r arranged spaced apart from each other
in the longitudinal direction of the vehicle body 202, in which the rear wheel 203r is steerable, a view of the rear wheel
203r as seen from the back of the two-wheeled vehicle 201, and a view of the front wheel 203f as seen from the front
of the two-wheeled vehicle 201.
[0169] It should be noted that the basic posture state of this two-wheeled vehicle 201 means a state similar to the
basic posture state of the two-wheeled vehicle 1 in Fig. 1. That is, it means the state in which the front wheel 203f and
the rear wheel 203r are both stationary in the upright posture in contact with the ground surface 110 and in which the
axle centerlines (centers of rotational axes) Cf and Cr of the front wheel 203f and the rear wheel 203r extend in parallel
with each other in the direction orthogonal to the longitudinal direction of the vehicle body 202 (the state in which the
two-wheeled vehicle 201 is standing still in the straight-ahead posture).
[0170] The rear wheel 203r is axially supported in a rotatable manner by a rear-wheel support mechanism 205 provided
at the rear portion of the vehicle body 202. The rear-wheel support mechanism 205 is made up of a mechanism, similar
to the front fork or the like, which enables steering of the rear wheel 203r. This mechanism makes the rear wheel 203r
a steered wheel which can be turned (steered) about a steering axis Csr.
[0171] The steering axis Csr for the rear wheel 203r is tilted backward. That is, the steering axis Csr extends obliquely
with respect to the longitudinal direction and up-and-down direction of the vehicle body 202 such that the steering axis
Csr has its upper portion located rearward relative to its lower portion in the front-rear (longitudinal) direction of the
vehicle body 202.
[0172] The front wheel 203f is axially supported in a rotatable manner by a front-wheel support mechanism 204, made
up of a front fork or the like, provided at the front portion of the vehicle body 202, as in the two-wheeled vehicle 1 shown
in Fig. 1. The front wheel 203f is a steered wheel which can be turned (steered) about a steering axis Csf which is tilted
backward.
[0173] In the two-wheeled vehicle 201 in Fig. 11 in which the rear wheel 203r is steerable, the steering axis Csf of the
front wheel 203f does not necessarily have to be tilted backward. Further, the front wheel 203f does not necessarily
have to be a steered wheel.
[0174] In the two-wheeled vehicle 201 (hereinafter, also referred to as "rear-wheel steering two-wheeled vehicle 201 ")
having the steerable rear wheel 203r as described above, as in the case of the two-wheeled vehicle 1 in Fig. 1 (hereinafter,
also referred to as "front-wheel steering two-wheeled vehicle 1 "), the rear-wheel steering two-wheeled vehicle 201 in
the basic posture state can be regarded as a rigid body system (two-wheeled vehicle rigid body system) which is made
up of two mass points of a first mass point 123 having a mass m1 and a second mass point 124 having a mass m2, as
shown in Fig. 12.
[0175] The masses m1 and m2 of the mass points 123 and 124, and a difference c between the height of the mass
point 123 and the center-of-gravity height h are defined by the aforesaid expressions (5a), (6a), and (7a), or by the
expressions (5b), (6b), and (7b), as in the case of the front-wheel steering two-wheeled vehicle 1 in Fig. 1.
[0176] It should be noted that the XYZ coordinate system in Fig. 12 is set in a similar manner as in the case of the
front-wheel steering two-wheeled vehicle 1.
[0177] Further, in this case, the dynamic behavior when, instead of steering of the front wheel 203f, the steering angle
(rotational angle about the steering axis Csr) of the rear wheel 203r is changed stepwise from "0" from the basic posture
state of the rear-wheel steering two-wheeled vehicle 201 (i.e. the dynamic behavior related to the moment generated
about the origin in the direction about the X axis (roll direction) of the XYZ coordinate system) is similar to that in the
front-wheel steering two-wheeled vehicle 1.
[0178] In more detail, the caster angle of the rear wheel 203r (the inclination angle (with respect to the up-and-down
direction) of the steering axis Csr of the rear wheel 203r in the basic posture state) is denoted as θcr. In this case, the
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caster angle θcr in the case where the steering axis Csr of the rear wheel 203r is tilted backward as shown in Fig. 12 is
defined to be positive.
[0179] Further, the value of the steering angle of the rear wheel 203r (hereinafter, also simply referred to as "rear-
wheel steering angle") after a stepwise change is denoted as δr. In this case, it is defined that the rear-wheel steering
angle is "0" in the basic posture state (non-steered state of the rear wheel 203r). It is also defined that the positive
rotational direction of the rear-wheel steering angle corresponds to the direction of rotation that makes the front end of
the rear wheel 203r turn left with respect to the vehicle body 202 (so that the two-wheeled vehicle 201 turns to the right
when traveling forward).
[0180] Further, in the basic posture state of the rear-wheel steering two-wheeled vehicle 201, as shown in Fig. 12, the
height of an intersection point Er’ of the steering axis Csr and a straight line connecting the center of the axle of the rear
wheel 203r and its ground contact point (height from the ground surface 110) is denoted as a’.
[0181] It should be noted that the height a’ of the intersection point Er’ indicates the position in the Z-axis direction (Z
coordinate). When the intersection point Er’ lies above the ground surface 110, a’>0; whereas when the intersection
point Er’ lies below the ground surface 110, a’<0. Furthermore, in the case where the caster angle θcr of the rear wheel
203r is positive (i.e. when the steering axis Csr is tilted backward), the height a’ being positive means a positive trail (t’
shown in Fig. 12); whereas the height a’ being negative means a negative trail t’.
[0182] Further, in Figs. 11 and 12, Ef represents a point, on the straight line connecting the center of the axle of the
front wheel 203f and its ground contact point, at which the height from the ground surface 110 agrees with the aforesaid
height a’ in the basic posture state, and E’ represents a point of intersection of the line segment connecting the points
Ef and Er’ and the line segment connecting the mass points 123 and 124 (supplementally, this line segment is orthogonal
to the X axis and passes through the overall center of gravity G).
[0183] In the rear-wheel steering two-wheeled vehicle 201, when the parameters θcf, δf, and a in the above-described
expressions related to the front-wheel steering two-wheeled vehicle 1 are replaced with the above-described θcr, δr,
and a’, respectively, and when the suffixes r and f in Lf, Lr, Rf, Rr, φf, φr, ef, and er are replaced with each other, then
the expressions corresponding to the rear-wheel steering two-wheeled vehicle 201 are obtained.
[0184] For example, the values for the rear-wheel steering two-wheeled vehicle 201 corresponding to Msum, M2, Mp,
a_sum, a_p, and a_s for the front-wheel steering two-wheeled vehicle 1 are denoted as Msum’, M2’, Mp’, a_sum’, a_p’,
and a_s’, respectively. At this time, for the aforesaid expressions (25), (26), (27), (28), (31), and (40) related to Msum,
M2, Mp, a_sum, a_p, and a_s, the following expressions (25)’, (26)’, (27)’, (28)’, (31)’, and (40)’ related to Msum’, M2’,
Mp’, a_sum’, a_p’, and a_s’ are obtained respectively.
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[0185] It should be noted that m, I, h, Lf, Lr, Rf, Rr, and g in the above expressions have the same meanings as in the
case of the front-wheel steering two-wheeled vehicle 1. Further, in the rear-wheel steering two-wheeled vehicle 201, ef,
er, and e expressed by the aforesaid expressions (11), (12), and (13) indicate the movement amounts in the Y-axis
direction of the points Ef, Er’, and E’, respectively, shown in Fig. 11 or 12.
[0186] On the basis of the above, the behavior in the case of steering the rear-wheel steering angle in the rear-wheel
steering two-wheeled vehicle 201 becomes similar to the behavior in the case of steering the front-wheel steering angle
in the front-wheel steering two-wheeled vehicle 1. Therefore, in the case of attempting to control the posture (inclination
angle in the roll direction) of the vehicle body 202 of the two-wheeled vehicle 201 to a desired or required posture by
steering of the rear wheel 203r of the rear-wheel steering two-wheeled vehicle 201, the relationship between the stability
of the control and the value of a’ becomes similar to the relationship between the stability of the control of the posture
of the vehicle body 2 and the value of a in the front-wheel steering two-wheeled vehicle 1.
[0187] Accordingly, it can be said that, in the case of attempting to control the posture (inclination angle in the roll
direction) of the vehicle body 202 of the rear-wheel steering two-wheeled vehicle 201 to a required posture by steering
of the rear wheel 203r of the two-wheeled vehicle 201 (in the case of attempting to control the motional state of the
inverted pendulum mass point 123 in the dynamics model of the two-wheeled vehicle 201), setting the arrangement
position of the backwardly tilted steering axis Csr of the rear wheel 203r (steered wheel) such that the height a’ of the
intersection point Er’ of the steering axis Csr of the rear wheel 203r (steered wheel) and the straight line connecting the
center of the axle of the rear wheel 203r (steered wheel) and the ground contact point of the rear wheel 203r becomes
smaller than a_sum’ defined by the expression (28)’ is a prerequisite for stabilizing the motional state of the inverted
pendulum mass point 123 (and, hence, stably controlling the posture of the vehicle body 202).
[0188] In order to suppress the oscillation phenomenon in the control system due to the tire shear deformation, it is
further preferable to set the arrangement position of the steering axis Csr of the rear wheel 203r (steered wheel) such
that the height a’ becomes not greater than a_s’ defined by the expression (40)’.
[0189] For still further decreasing the magnitude of the change amount of the rear-wheel steering angle necessary for
making the posture of the vehicle body 202 restored to the required posture, it is further preferable to set the arrangement
position of the steering axis Csr of the rear wheel 203r (steered wheel) such that the height a’ becomes "0" or takes a
negative value.
[0190] Supplementally, regarding the front-wheel steering two-wheeled vehicle 1, Msum in the aforesaid expression
(25), M2 in the expression (26), and Mp in the expression (27) are each linear with respect to the steering angle δf of
the front wheel 3f. Similarly, regarding the rear-wheel steering two-wheeled vehicle 201, Msum’ in the aforesaid expression
(25)’, M2’ in the expression (26)’, and Mp’ in the expression (27)’ are each linear with respect to the steering angle δr of
the rear wheel 203r.
[0191] Therefore, the posture controlling manipulation moment in the case of controlling the posture of the vehicle
body of the two-wheeled vehicle by steering both of the front and rear wheels is obtained as a sum of Msum in the
expression (25) and Msum’ in the expression (25)’. Similarly, the gravitational moment (moment in the roll direction
generated about the origin due to the gravitational force) in the case of steering both of the front and rear wheels is
obtained as a sum of M2 in the expression (26) and M2’ in the expression (26)’. Furthermore, the road surface reaction
force moment (moment in the roll direction generated about the origin due to the reaction force in the vertical direction
from the ground surface 110) in the case of steering both of the front and rear wheels is obtained as a sum of Mp in the
expression (27) and Mp’ in the expression (27)’.
[0192] Incidentally, it can be considered in the front-wheel steering two-wheeled vehicle 1 or the rear-wheel steering
two-wheeled vehicle 201 that it is practically impossible that the center-of-gravity height h becomes equal to or lower
than Rg defined by the aforesaid expression (25a).
[0193] Even assuming that the center-of-gravity height h is Rg or lower, in this case, the two-wheeled vehicle 1 or 201
becomes dynamically stable in the basic posture state, without the need of posture control by steering of the steered
wheel (front wheel 3f or rear wheel 203r). Therefore, in discussing the stability of the posture control of the vehicle 2 or
202 by way of steering, it is only necessary to consider the case where the value of the center-of-gravity height h is Rg
or larger.
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[0194] In this case, for example regarding the front-wheel steering two-wheeled vehicle 1, the value of
((h+I/(m*h))/(Rg+I/(m*h))) becomes larger than 1, so that the right side of the expression (28) becomes larger than Rf.
That is, as long as h is larger than Rg, the value of a_sum determined by the expression (28) becomes always larger
than Rf with respect to arbitrary h, I, and m.
[0195] On the other hand, regarding the front-wheel steering two-wheeled vehicle 1, when the height a is smaller than
a_sum, Mp/δf becomes positive, Mp/δf>(-M2/δf), and Msum/δf becomes positive, as explained above.
[0196] From the above, when a is set to Rf or lower, as long as h is larger than Rg, Mp/δf becomes positive,
Mp/δf>(-M2/δf), and Msum/δf becomes positive with respect to arbitrary h, I, and m.
[0197] That is, when a is set to Rf or lower, even in the case where the values of h, I, and m have not been calculated
at the planning phase, or the values of h, I, and m have not been measured, or even in the case where the values of h,
I, and m may vary because a given object may be mounted on or attached to the mobile vehicle, Mp/δf becomes always
positive, Mp/δf becomes always greater than (-M2/δf), and Msum/δf becomes always positive, as long as h is larger than
Rg. Accordingly, it is possible to cause the posture controlling manipulation moment Msum for making the posture
(inclination angle in the roll direction) of the vehicle body 2 restored to a required posture to be generated in an appropriate
direction, independently of the values of h, I, and m.
[0198] It cannot be determined whether the posture controlling manipulation moment Msum is sufficiently large, unless
the values of h, I, and m are known. However, even if the values of h, I, and m are unknown, only checking whether a
is Rf or lower makes it possible to determine whether the posture controlling manipulation moment Msum for making
the posture restored to a required posture can be generated in an appropriate direction. It is therefore possible to use
the height a equal to or lower than Rf, as a design guideline for a two-wheeled vehicle 1.
[0199] The above-described matters also apply to the rear-wheel steering two-wheeled vehicle 201. That is, when the
height a’ is set to Rr or lower, as long as h is larger than Rg, the following always hold: Mp’/δr is positive; Mp’/δr>(-M2’/δr);
and Msum’/δr is positive. Accordingly, it is possible to cause the posture controlling manipulation moment Msum’ for
making the posture (inclination angle in the roll direction) of the vehicle body 202 restored to a required posture to be
generated in an appropriate direction, independently of the values of h, I, and m.
[0200] In the above-described model for the front-wheel steering two-wheeled vehicle 1 shown in Fig. 1, the mass
and the inertia moment (inertia) were concentrated on the vehicle body 2. In the model, the gravitational force which
acts on a steering mobile section made up of the front wheel 3f and the front-wheel support mechanism 4, and the inertial
force of the steering mobile section which is generated when the steering mobile section makes a motion relative to the
vehicle body 2 in accordance with the steering of the front wheel 3 f were both ignored.
[0201] Similarly, in the model for the rear-wheel steering two-wheeled vehicle 201 schematically shown in Fig. 11, the
mass and the inertia moment (inertia) were concentrated on the vehicle body 202. In the model, the gravitational force
which acts on a steering mobile section made up of the rear wheel 203r and the rear-wheel support mechanism 205,
and the inertial force of the steering mobile section which is generated when the steering mobile section makes a motion
relative to the vehicle body 202 in accordance with the steering of the rear wheel 203r were both ignored.
[0202] For an ordinary two-wheeled vehicle, steering control of the steered wheel (front wheel 3f or rear wheel 203r)
based on the model as described above ensures sufficient posture stabilizing control for the vehicle body 2 or 202.
[0203] When accessory equipment such as audio equipment is attached to the front-wheel support mechanism 4 (or
rear-wheel support mechanism 205), however, the mass of the aforesaid steering mobile section may increase, the
inertia moment of the steering mobile section about the steering axis Csf (or Csr) may increase, or the center of gravity
of the steering mobile section may greatly deviate from the steering axis Csf (or Csr).
[0204] In such a case, posture control with higher accuracy will be possible when the two-wheeled vehicle is modeled
by further taking into account the gravitational force which acts on the steering mobile section made up of the front wheel
3f and the front-wheel support mechanism 4 (or the steering mobile section made up of the rear wheel 203r and the
rear-wheel support mechanism 205) as well as the inertial force of the steering mobile section which is generated when
the steering mobile section makes a motion relative to the vehicle body 2 (or vehicle body 202).
[0205] A description will now be made, with reference to Figs. 13 to 15, about dynamics models for a two-wheeled
vehicle 1 having the mechanical structure similar to that of the front-wheel steering two-wheeled vehicle 1 shown in Fig.
1, for controlling the posture of the vehicle body 2 by taking into account the inertial force of the steering mobile section
(hereinafter, referred to as "front-wheel steering mobile section") made up of the front wheel 3f and the front-wheel
support mechanism 4, and the gravitational force acting on the front-wheel steering mobile section.
[0206] Fig. 13 shows a two-wheeled vehicle 1 having the mechanical structure similar to that of the front-wheel steering
two-wheeled vehicle 1 shown in Fig. 1. The two-wheeled vehicle 1 in Fig. 13 is different from the two-wheeled vehicle
1 in Fig. 1 in the manner of arrangement of the mass and inertia moment which are set for modeling of the vehicle.
[0207] In the model of the two-wheeled vehicle 1 in Fig. 1, the mass of the front-wheel steering mobile section is
included in the vehicle body 2, and no mass point is set for the front-wheel steering mobile section. In contrast, in the
model of the two-wheeled vehicle 1 in Fig. 13, the mass of the front-wheel steering mobile section is separated from the
vehicle body 2, and mass points are set respectively for the front-wheel steering mobile section and the vehicle body 2.
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[0208] More specifically, in the model of the two-wheeled vehicle 1 in Fig. 13, it is set such that the front-wheel steering
mobile section has a mass point 125 (hereinafter, referred to as "third mass point 125") having a mass m3. With a change
in steering angle δf of the front wheel 3f, the third mass point 125 moves, together with the front-wheel steering mobile
section, relative to the vehicle body 2.
[0209] Further, in the model of the two-wheeled vehicle 1 in Fig. 13, a mass point 126 having a mass mb, and an
inertia moment Ib (inertia moment about a longitudinal axis Crol which extends in the longitudinal direction (X-axis
direction) while passing through the mass point 126) are set for the vehicle body 2, as in the case of the two-wheeled
vehicle 1 in Fig. 1.
[0210] In the model of the two-wheeled vehicle 1 in Fig. 13, however, the mass m3 of the front-wheel steering mobile
section is not included in the vehicle body 2. Therefore, the mass mb of the mass point 126 and its position, and the
inertia moment Ib are different from the total mass m of the two-wheeled vehicle 1 in Fig. 1, the position of the overall
center of gravity G (position of the mass point having the mass m), and the inertia moment I, respectively.
[0211] Here, it is assumed that the arrangement of the mass and inertia moment of the two-wheeled vehicle 1 in Fig.
13 is equivalently transformed to a mass point system which is made up of three mass points of a first mass point 123
having a mass m1, a second mass point 124 having a mass m2, and a third mass point 125 having a mass m3, as
shown in Fig. 14A.
[0212] The third mass point 125 is a mass point corresponding to the front-wheel steering mobile section of the two-
wheeled vehicle 1 in Fig. 13. The height of the third mass point 125 is denoted as h3.
[0213] Of the two-wheeled vehicle 1 in Fig. 13, the portion excluding the front-wheel steering mobile section (i.e. the
portion having the mass point 126 with the mass mb and the inertia moment Ib) is equivalently transformed to the first
mass point 123 having the mass m1 and a height h’ (=hb+c) and the second mass point 124 having the mass m2 and
a height "0", in a manner similar to that in which the two-wheeled vehicle 1 in Fig. 1 was equivalently transformed to the
second model shown in Fig. 2B.
[0214] In this case, the value of the difference c (=h’-hb) between h’ and hb (= height of the mass point 126 shown in
Fig. 13) and the values of m1 and m2 in Fig. 14A are determined by expressions which are obtained by replacing I, m,
and h on the right sides of the expressions (5b), (6b), and (7b) with Ib, mb, and hb, respectively.
[0215] It should be noted that since the first mass point 123 and the second mass point 124 in the two-wheeled vehicle
1 in Fig. 13 are on the plane of symmetry of the vehicle body 2 of the two-wheeled vehicle 1 (plane of symmetry when
the vehicle body 2 is considered to be bilaterally symmetrical), as in the case of the two-wheeled vehicle 1 in Fig. 1, the
inclination in the roll direction of the line segment connecting the first mass point 123 and the second mass point 124
corresponds to the inclination in the roll direction of the vehicle body 2 of the two-wheeled vehicle 1 in Fig. 13.
[0216] Now, consideration is given to equivalent transformation of the mass arrangement in Fig. 14A to that in Fig.
14B. A second mass point 124 in Fig. 14B has its mass and position identical to those of the second mass point 124 in
Fig. 14A.
[0217] Further, a fifth mass point 128 in Fig. 14B is on the ground surface 110. That is, the height of the fifth mass
point 128 from the ground surface 110 is "0". A fourth mass point 127 has a height h4, which is kept constant.
[0218] First, it will be shown that a set of the first mass point 123 and the third mass point 125 in Fig. 14A can be
equivalently transformed to a set of the fourth mass point 127 and the fifth mass point 128 in Fig. 14B.
[0219] This equivalent transformation can be performed to satisfy the following six conditions.
[0220] The first condition in the equivalent transformation is that the mass sum of the set of the first mass point 123
and the third mass point 125 agrees with the mass sum of the set of the fourth mass point 127 and the fifth mass point
128. This condition will be hereinafter referred to as "mass sum condition".
[0221] The second condition in the equivalent transformation is that the height of the center of gravity of the set of the
first mass point 123 and the third mass point 125 agrees with the height of the center of gravity of the set of the fourth
mass point 127 and the fifth mass point 128. This condition will be hereinafter referred to as "center-of-gravity height
condition".
[0222] The third condition in the equivalent transformation is that the inertia moment about the origin of the set of the
first mass point 123 and the third mass point 125 agrees with the inertia moment about the origin of the set of the fourth
mass point 127 and the fifth mass point 128. This condition will be hereinafter referred to as "inertia moment condition".
[0223] The fourth condition in the equivalent transformation is that the angular momentum about the origin of the set
of the first mass point 123 and the third mass point 125 agrees with the angular momentum about the origin of the set
of the fourth mass point 127 and the fifth mass point 128. This condition will be hereinafter referred to as "angular
momentum condition".
[0224] The fifth condition in the equivalent transformation is that in the basic posture state of the front-wheel steering
two-wheeled vehicle 1 in Fig. 13, the fourth mass point 127 and the fifth mass point 128 are on the plane of symmetry
of the vehicle body 2. That is, the fifth condition is a condition that, in the aforesaid basic posture state, the movement
amount in the Y-axis direction (position in the transverse direction) of each of the fourth mass point 127 and the fifth
mass point 128 is "0". This condition will be hereinafter referred to as "base-time movement amount condition".
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[0225] The sixth condition in the equivalent transformation is that the moment (gravitational moment) which is generated
about the origin in the direction about the X axis (roll direction) by the gravitational force acting on the set of the first
mass point 123 and the third mass point 125 agrees with the moment (gravitational moment) which is generated about
the origin in the direction about the X axis (roll direction) by the gravitational force acting on the set of the fourth mass
point 127 and the fifth mass point 128. This condition will be hereinafter referred to as "gravitational moment condition".
[0226] The above-described six conditions of mass sum condition, center-of-gravity height condition, inertia moment
condition, angular momentum condition, base-time movement amount condition, and gravitational moment condition
will be collectively called the "dynamics conditions". It should be noted that even in the case where the discussion about
the conditions is extended to a system having three or more mass points, the conditions will be similarly called the mass
sum condition, center-of-gravity height condition, inertia moment condition, angular momentum condition, base-time
movement amount condition, gravitational moment condition, and dynamics conditions.
[0227] Consideration is now given to determination of the relational expressions for determining a set of the movement
amounts in the Y-axis direction (positions in the transverse direction) of the fourth mass point 127 and the fifth mass
point 128 in accordance with a set of the movement amounts in the Y-axis direction (positions in the transverse direction)
of the first mass point 123 and the third mass point 125, and also determination of the height h4 (constant value) of the
fourth mass point 127, so as to satisfy the above-described dynamics conditions.
[0228] Here, xn (where n=1, 2, 3, 4, 5) is defined as the movement amount in the Y-axis direction of the nth mass point.
[0229] According to the mass sum condition, center-of-gravity height condition, and inertia moment condition, the
following expressions (101), (102), and (103), respectively, hold.

[0230] From the above expressions (102) and (103), h4 and m4 are obtained as follows.

[0231] From the expressions (101), (104), and (105), m5 is obtained as follows.

[0232] In the above-described manner, the structural parameters h4, m4, and m5 can be determined to satisfy the
mass sum condition, center-of-gravity height condition, and inertia moment condition. Hereinbelow, unknown variables
x4 and x5 will further be obtained.
[0233] In the state where the mass sum condition, center-of-gravity height condition, and inertia moment condition
are satisfied, if the base-time movement amount condition and angular momentum condition are also satisfied, then the
integrated value of the angular momentum about the origin of the set of the first mass point 123 and the third mass point
125 will agree with the integrated value of the angular momentum about the origin of the set of the fourth mass point
127 and the fifth mass point 128. Accordingly, the following expression (107) holds.
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[0234] From the expressions (102) and (107), x4 is obtained as follows.

[0235] On the other hand, according to the gravitational moment condition, the following expression (109) holds.

[0236] From the expressions (108) and (109), x5 is obtained as follows.

[0237] Incidentally, x3 is determined uniquely from the roll angle φb of the vehicle body 2 and the steering angle δf of
the front wheel 3f. Thus, the function for determining x3 from the roll angle φb of the vehicle body 2 and the steering
angle δf of the front wheel 3f is denoted as f3(φb, δf), and it is assumed that the following expression (111) holds.

[0238] Although f3(φb, δf) may be determined experimentally, it may be expressed analytically by using a trigonometric
function, from the geometric structure of the two-wheeled vehicle 1.
[0239] Further, in the case where φb is sufficiently small, sin(φb) can be approximated by φb. Because of this and other
reasons, f3(φb, δf) can be approximated by the sum of a component attributable to φb and a component attributable to
δf, as expressed by the following expression (112).

[0240] Here, f33(δf) is a function which represents the component attributable to δf. When the divergence of the third
mass point 125 from the steering axis Csf of the front wheel 3f is denoted as bsf (with a positive value representing
upward and forward divergence from the steering axis Csf of the front wheel 3f) as shown in Fig. 13, f33(δf) is obtained
as a sum of a component proportional to bsf*sin(δf) and a component proportional to the height a. It should be noted
that φb on the right side of the expression (112) may be replaced with sin(φb).
[0241] Further, x1 is also determined uniquely from the roll angle φb of the vehicle body 2 and the steering angle δf
of the front wheel 3f. Thus, the function for determining x1 from the roll angle φb of the vehicle body 2 and the steering
angle δf of the front wheel 3 f is denoted as f1(φb, δf), and it is assumed that the following expression (113) holds.

[0242] Further, in the case where φb is sufficiently small, as in the case of f3(φb, δf), f1(φb, δf) can be approximated
by the sum of a component attributable to φb and a component attributable to δf, as expressed by the following expression
(114). 

[0243] It should be noted that φb on the right side of the expression (114) may be replaced with sin(φb).
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[0244] From the expressions (104), (108), and (111) to (114), the following expression (115) is obtained.

[0245] Here, a function f4(δf) is defined by the following expression (116).

[0246] At this time, the expression (115) can be rewritten into the following expression (117).

[0247] It should be noted that φb on the right side of the expression (117) may be replaced with sin(φb).
[0248] From the expressions (102), (110) to (114), and (117), the following expression (118) is obtained. 

[0249] Therefore, x5 is expressed in the form shown by the following expression (119).

[0250] It should be noted that f5(δf) means the function (of δf) expressed by the right side of the expression (118).
[0251] As described above, the set of the first mass point 123 and the third mass point 125 in Fig. 14A can be
equivalently transformed to the set of the fourth mass point 127 and the fifth mass point 128 in Fig. 14B. Accordingly,
the system (shown in Fig. 14A) made up of the first mass point 123, the second mass point 124, and the third mass
point 125 can be equivalently transformed to the system (shown in Fig. 14B) made up of the fourth mass point 127, the
second mass point 124, and the fifth mass point 128.
[0252] Accordingly, in the case where the mass is set for the front-wheel steering two-wheeled vehicle 1 in the manner
as shown in Fig. 13, the approximate dynamics model that approximately expresses the dynamics of the two-wheeled
vehicle 1 in the aforesaid basic posture state and similar posture states (close to the basic posture state) can be
equivalently transformed to the dynamics model of the system shown in Fig. 14B.
[0253] It should be noted that the position and the mass m2 of the second mass point 124 in Fig. 14B are identical to
those of the second mass point 124 in Fig. 14A. The mass m2 of the second mass point 124 in Figs. 14A and 14B is
generally different from that in the case of the front-wheel steering two-wheeled vehicle 1 in which the mass has been
set as shown in Fig. 1 (two-wheeled vehicle having no mass point for the front-wheel steering mobile section).
[0254] The set of the second mass point 124 and the fifth mass point 128 in Fig. 14B can further be equivalently
transformed to a sixth mass point 129 having a mass m6, in accordance with the following expressions (120) and (121).
The expression (120) shows the condition that the mass m6 of the sixth mass point 129 agrees with the sum of the
masses m2 and m5 of the second mass point 124 and the fifth mass point 128, respectively. The expression (121) shows
the condition that the position of the sixth mass point 129 coincides with the position of the center of gravity of the set
of the second mass point 124 and the fifth mass point 128.
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[0255] Accordingly, the dynamics model of the system shown in Fig. 14B can be equivalently transformed to the
dynamics model of the system shown in Fig. 14C. The mass and position of the fourth mass point 127 in Fig. 14C are
identical to those of the fourth mass point 127 in Fig. 14B.
[0256] On the other hand, x2 (which corresponds to the aforesaid q) is expressed by a function of δf, as in the aforesaid
expression (15), and x5 is expressed by a function of δf, f5(δf), as in the aforesaid expression (119). Therefore, x6 is
expressed as a function of δf, f(δf), as in the form in the following expression (122).

[0257] As with the mass point system (shown in Fig. 2B) corresponding to the two-wheeled vehicle 1 in Fig. 1 having
no mass point set for the front-wheel steering mobile section, the mass point system in Fig. 14C corresponding to the
two-wheeled vehicle 1 in Fig. 13 having the mass point 125 set for the front-wheel steering mobile section is made up
of a mass point (fourth mass point 127) which moves in accordance with the inclination in the roll direction of the vehicle
body 2 and the steering angle of the front wheel 3 f, and a mass point (sixth mass point 129) which moves on the ground
surface 110 in accordance with the steering angle of the front wheel 3f, independently of the inclination in the roll direction
of the vehicle body 2.
[0258] In this case, it can be considered that the fourth mass point 127 corresponds to the first mass point (inverted
pendulum mass point) 123 in Fig. 2B and the sixth mass point 129 corresponds to the second mass point 124 in Fig. 2B.
[0259] Therefore, the dynamic behavior of the two-wheeled vehicle 1 in Fig. 13, in which the mass point 125 has been
set for the front-wheel steering mobile section, can be expressed by the dynamics of the same form as that of the
dynamics model shown in Fig. 6, as in the case of the two-wheeled vehicle 1 in Fig. 1 having no mass point set for the
front-wheel steering mobile section.
[0260] The dynamic behavior of a two-wheeled vehicle 1 having a plurality of mass points set for the front-wheel
steering mobile section (for example, a two-wheeled vehicle 1, as illustrated in Fig. 15, having a mass point with a mass
m7 and a mass point with a mass m8 set for the front-wheel steering mobile section) can also be equivalently transformed
to the behavior expressed by the dynamics model shown in Fig. 6.
[0261] Specifically, first, the dynamic behavior of the system composed of one of the plurality of mass points of the
front-wheel steering mobile section and the mass point and inertia moment (inertia) of the vehicle body 2 is equivalently
transformed to the behavior of the dynamics model shown in Fig. 6. Next, the dynamic behavior of the system obtained
by combining another one of the remaining mass points of the front-wheel steering mobile section with the above,
equivalently transformed system is again equivalently transformed to the behavior of the dynamics model shown in Fig. 6.
[0262] Thereafter, the similar procedure is repeated until all the mass points of the front-wheel steering mobile section
are combined into the system. According to the above-described procedure, the dynamic behavior of a two-wheeled
vehicle 1 having a plurality of mass points set for the front-wheel steering mobile section can also be equivalently
transformed to the dynamic behavior of the system made up of a mass point (inverted pendulum mass point) which
moves in accordance with the inclination angle in the roll direction of the vehicle body 2 and the steering angle of the
front wheel 3f, and a mass point which moves on the ground surface 110 in accordance with the steering angle of the
front wheel 3f, independently of the inclination angle in the roll direction of the vehicle body 2.
[0263] Accordingly, the dynamic behavior of the two-wheeled vehicle 1 having a mass point set for the front-wheel
steering mobile section can be expressed by the dynamics of the same form as that of the dynamics model shown in Fig. 6.
[0264] Furthermore, in the case of a two-wheeled vehicle 1 in which a mass point and an inertia moment about the
mass point have been set for the front-wheel steering mobile section, the system having the mass point and the inertia
moment can be equivalently transformed to a system made up of a plurality of mass points. For example, in a similar
manner as in the case shown in Fig. 2A, two mass points each having half the mass of the mass point that has been
set for the front-wheel steering mobile section (hereinafter, referred to as "original mass point") may be arranged at
positions above and below the original mass point each at a distance of the radius of inertia therefrom. In this manner,
the system having the original mass point and the inertia moment about the original mass point can be equivalently
transformed to the system having a plurality of mass points set for the front-wheel steering mobile section.
[0265] Accordingly, the dynamic behavior of a two-wheeled vehicle 1 in which a mass point (original mass point) and
an inertia moment about the mass point have been set for the front-wheel steering mobile section can also be equivalently
transformed to the dynamic behavior of a system which is made up of a mass point (inverted pendulum mass point)
which moves in accordance with the inclination angle in the roll direction of the vehicle body 2 and the steering angle of
the front wheel 3f, and a mass point which moves on the ground surface 110 in accordance with the steering angle of
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the front wheel 3f, independently of the inclination angle in the roll direction of the vehicle body 2. Its dynamic behavior
can be expressed by the dynamics of the same form as that of the dynamics model shown in Fig. 6.
[0266] The matters explained above can be summarized as follows. Even in the case where at least one of a mass
point and an inertia moment is set for the steering mobile section (front-wheel steering mobile section) made up of the
front wheel 3f and the front-wheel support mechanism 4, it is possible to equivalently transform the dynamic behavior
of the two-wheeled vehicle 1 to the behavior of a system which is made up of a mass point that moves in accordance
with the inclination angle in the roll direction of the vehicle body 2 and the steering angle of the front wheel 3f, and a
mass point that moves on the ground surface 110 in accordance with the steering angle of the front wheel 3f, independently
of the inclination angle in the roll direction of the vehicle body 2.
[0267] Accordingly, the dynamic behavior of the two-wheeled vehicle 1 having at least one of the mass point and the
inertia moment set for the front-wheel steering mobile section can also be expressed by the dynamics of the same form
as that of the dynamics model shown in Fig. 6.
[0268] That is, irrespective of whether at least one of the mass point and the inertia moment has been set for the front-
wheel steering mobile section or neither of them has been set therefor, the dynamic behavior of the two-wheeled vehicle
1 can be equivalently transformed to the dynamic behavior of a system which is made up of a mass point (inverted
pendulum mass point; hereinafter, this mass point may be generically referred to as "mass point A") that moves in
accordance with the inclination angle in the roll direction of the vehicle body 2 and the steering angle of the front wheel
3f (steered wheel), and a mass point (hereinafter, this mass point may be generically referred to as "mass point B") that
moves on the ground surface 110 in accordance with the steering angle of the front wheel 3f (steered wheel), independ-
ently of the inclination angle in the roll direction of the vehicle body 2.
[0269] To be more specific, the dynamic behavior of this system is expressed by the dynamic behavior of the system
in which the aforesaid mass point A (inverted pendulum mass point) accelerates or decelerates in response to the
gravitational moment which is generated about the origin due to the gravitational force acting on the mass point A, the
gravitational moment which is generated about the origin due to the gravitational force acting on the aforesaid mass
point B, and the road surface reaction force moment which is generated about the origin by the movement of the center
of contact pressure, COP. That is, it is expressed by the dynamics of the same form as that of the dynamics model
shown in Fig. 6.
[0270] For example, the dynamic behavior in the case where one mass point has been set for the front-wheel steering
mobile section (in the case of the two-wheeled vehicle 1 shown in Fig. 13) can be expressed by a dynamics model in
which the first mass point 123 (inverted pendulum mass point 123) having the mass m1 in Fig. 6 has been replaced with
the fourth mass point 127 having the mass m4 shown in Fig. 14C (this corresponds to the above-described mass point
A) and the second mass point 124 having the mass m2 in Fig. 6 has been replaced with the sixth mass point 129 having
the mass m6 shown in Fig. 14C (this corresponds to the above-described mass point B).
[0271] In the case of the rear-wheel steering two-wheeled vehicle 201 having the structure shown in Fig. 11 as well,
matters similar to those in the case of the front-wheel steering two-wheeled vehicle 1 hold. Therefore, irrespective of
whether at least one of a mass point and an inertia moment has been set for the steering mobile section (hereinafter,
referred to as "rear-wheel steering mobile section") made up of the rear wheel 203r and the rear-wheel support mechanism
205, or neither of them has been set therefor, the dynamic behavior of the two-wheeled vehicle 201 can be equivalently
transformed to the dynamic behavior of the system which is made up of the mass point A (inverted pendulum mass
point) that moves in accordance with the inclination angle in the roll direction of the vehicle body 202 and the steering
angle of the rear wheel 203r (steered wheel), and the mass point B that moves on the ground surface 110 in accordance
with the steering angle of the rear wheel 203r (steered wheel), independently of the inclination angle in the roll direction
of the vehicle body 202.
[0272] The dynamic behavior of this system is expressed by the dynamic behavior of the system in which the aforesaid
mass point A accelerates or decelerates in response to the gravitational moment which is generated about the origin
due to the gravitational force acting on the mass point A, the gravitational moment which is generated about the origin
due to the gravitational force acting on the aforesaid mass point B, and the road surface reaction force moment which
is generated about the origin by the movement of the center of contact pressure, COP. That is, it is expressed by the
dynamics of the same form as that of the dynamics model shown in Fig. 6.
[0273] In summary of the foregoing, in each of the case where neither the mass point nor the inertia moment has been
set for the front-wheel (or rear-wheel) steering mobile section (hereinafter, this may be referred to as the "case of basic
configuration") and the case where one or both of the mass point and the inertia moment have been set for the front-
wheel (or rear-wheel) steering mobile section (hereinafter, this may be referred to as the "case of extended configuration"),
the dynamic behavior of the two-wheeled vehicle 1 (or the two-wheeled vehicle 201) becomes the behavior of the same
form as that of the dynamics model shown in Fig. 6 which corresponds to the case of basic configuration.
[0274] In the case of basic configuration, the inclination in the direction about the X axis (roll direction) of the line
segment connecting the first mass point 123 and the second mass point 124 corresponds to the inclination in the direction
about the X axis (roll direction) of the vehicle body 2.
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[0275] In contrast, in the case where one or both of the mass point and inertia moment have been set for the front-
wheel (or rear-wheel) steering mobile section, the inclination in the direction about the X axis (roll direction) of the line
segment connecting the two mass points (the above-described mass points A and B) does not necessarily correspond
to the inclination in the direction about the X axis (roll direction) of the vehicle body 2.
[0276] For the movement amount of the mass point A (inverted pendulum mass point), however, the relationship as
in the form obtained by extending the aforesaid expression (117) holds. Specifically, the movement amount (for example,
dimensional quantity of the position (in the Y-axis direction) or the angle (in the direction about the X axis)) of the mass
point A can be obtained by a sum of: a value proportional to the inclination angle φb in the direction about the X axis
(roll direction) of the vehicle body 2 or its sine value sin(φb) (a value of a constant multiple of φb or sin(φb)), and a value
of a prescribed nonlinear function related to one or both of the steering angles δf and δr.
[0277] The above nonlinear function is a function related to the steering angle δf or δr (a function in the form of f(δf)
or f(δr)) when the steered wheel is a front wheel alone or a rear wheel alone, respectively. When the front and rear
wheels are both steerable, the nonlinear function is a function related to both the steering angles δf and δr (for example,
a function in the form of fa(δf, δr), or a function in the form of fb(δf)+fc(δr)).
[0278] That is, the movement amount of the above-described mass point A can be obtained by a prescribed function
related to the inclination angle φb in the direction about the X axis (roll direction) of the vehicle body 2 and one or both
of the steering angles δf and δr (a function in the form of f(φb, δf, δr), or f(φb, δf), or f(φb, δr)).
[0279] Alternatively, the movement amount of the mass point A can be obtained by a function into which the inclination
angle φb in the direction about the X axis (roll direction) of the vehicle body 2, a prescribed function (in the form of f(δf))
related to the steering angle δf, and a prescribed function (in the form of f(δr)) related to the steering angle δr are combined
(for example, a function as a linear combination of φb, f(δf), and f(δr)).
[0280] It should be noted that in the case where the steered wheel is the front wheel or the rear wheel alone, the
movement amount (in the Y-axis direction) of the mass point B on the ground surface 110 can be obtained by a function
(in the form of f(δf) or f(δr)) related to the steering angle δf or δr, respectively. In the case where the front wheel and the
rear wheel are both steerable, the movement amount (in the Y-axis direction) of the mass point B on the ground surface
110 can be obtained by a function (in the form of f(δf, δr)) related to both the steering angles δf and δr.
[0281] Further, as explained above, in either the case of basic configuration or the case of extended configuration,
the dynamic behavior of the two-wheeled vehicle 1 (or the two-wheeled vehicle 201) becomes the behavior of the same
form as that of the dynamics model shown in Fig. 6 corresponding to the case of basic configuration. Therefore, a similar
argument as that about the dynamics model shown in Fig. 6 can be developed about the control of the posture of the
vehicle 2 (or 202).
[0282] That is, the dynamic matters similar to those in the case of basic configuration hold in the case of extended
configuration as well. In the case of extended configuration, however, the expressions related to Msum, M2, Mp, a_sum,
a_p, and a_s for the front-wheel steering two-wheeled vehicle 1 and Msum’, M2’, Mp’, a_sum’, a_p’, and a_s’ for the
rear-wheel steering two-wheeled vehicle 201 become more complicated compared to the expressions in the case of
basic configuration.
[0283] In an ordinary two-wheeled vehicle having a conventional structure, however, the differences between the
values obtained by these expressions in the case of extended configuration and those in the case of basic configuration
are small. More specifically, the values obtained by the expressions for a_sum, a_p, a_s, a_sum’, a_p’, and a_s’ in the
case of extended configuration tend to be slightly lower (downside) than those in the case of basic configuration.
[0284] Therefore, in the case of extended configuration, the conditions regarding the height a defined as explained
above (the conditions for stably controlling the posture of the vehicle body 2 or 202) become slightly severer than in the
case of basic configuration. That is, the conditions calculated regarding the height a in the case of extended configuration
become slightly severer than those calculated in the case of basic configuration. Therefore, the conditions calculated
regarding the height a in the case of basic configuration become the prerequisites for favorably controlling the posture
of the vehicle body 2 (or 202) of the two-wheeled vehicle 1 (or 201).
[0285] Supplementally, in a two-wheeled vehicle having both the front-wheel steering mobile section and the rear-
wheel steering mobile section (for example, the two-wheeled vehicle 201 having the structure shown in Fig. 11), in the
case where at least one of a mass point and an inertia moment has been set for each of the front-wheel steering mobile
section and the rear-wheel steering mobile section, the system having the mass point and the inertia moment for the
entirety of the front-wheel steering mobile section, the rear-wheel steering mobile section, and the vehicle body may be
equivalently transformed to a system made up of two mass points (mass points A and B), in a similar manner as that
described above in conjunction with the case where a plurality of mass points have been set for the front-wheel steering
mobile section or the case where a mass point and an inertia moment have been set for the front-wheel steering mobile
section.
[0286] In this case, the movement amount (for example, dimensional quantity of the position (in the Y-axis direction)
or the angle (in the direction about the X axis)) of the above-described mass point A can be obtained by a sum of: a
value proportional to the inclination angle φb in the direction about the X axis (roll direction) of the vehicle body or its
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sine value sin(φb) (a value of a constant multiple of φb or sin(φb)), and a value of a prescribed nonlinear function related
to both of the steering angles δf and δr.
[0287] That is, the movement amount of the mass point A can be obtained by the inclination angle φb in the direction
about the X axis (roll direction) of the vehicle body and a prescribed nonlinear function related to both of the steering
angles δf and δr. Further, in this case, the movement amount of the above-described mass point B can be obtained by
a prescribed function related to the steering angles δf and δr.
[0288] It should be noted that the movement amount of the mass point A can be obtained in the above-described
manner even in the case where the front-wheel steering mobile section or the rear-wheel steering mobile section is not
equipped with an actuator for steering. Further, in a two-wheeled vehicle having both the front-wheel steering mobile
section and the rear-wheel steering mobile section, even in the case where the mass point and the inertia moment have
not been set for one or both of the front-wheel steering mobile section and the rear-wheel steering mobile section, the
movement amount of the mass point A can be obtained in the above-described manner.
[0289] The above has described the fundamental technical matters related to the present invention.
[0290] The present invention provides a two-wheeled vehicle in accordance with claim 1.
[0291] Preferred embodiments of the present invention are laid down in the appended dependent claims 2 -19. The
two-wheeled vehicle has a vehicle body and a front wheel and a rear wheel arranged spaced apart from each other in
a longitudinal direction of the vehicle body,
one of the front wheel and the rear wheel being a steered wheel which can be steered about a steering axis tilted backward,
the two-wheeled vehicle including:

a steering actuator which generates a steering force for steering the steered wheel; and
a control device which controls the steering actuator, wherein
the control device is configured to control the steering actuator so as to stabilize controlled state quantities including
a motional state quantity of a steering angle of the steered wheel and a motional state quantity of an inverted
pendulum mass point in a case where dynamics of the two-wheeled vehicle is equivalently transformed to a dynamics
model which is expressed by dynamics of a mass point system which is made up of the inverted pendulum mass
point and a ground surface mass point, whereing the inverted pendulum mass point moves in a horizontal direction
above a ground surface, with which the two-wheeled vehicle comes into contact, in accordance with an inclination
angle in a roll direction of the vehicle body and the steering angle of the steered wheel, and wherein the ground
surface mass point moves horizontally on the ground surface, with which the two-wheeled vehicle comes into contact,
in accordance with the steering angle of the steered wheel, independently of the inclination angle in the roll direction
of the vehicle body (a first aspect of the invention).

[0292] Here, a supplementary explanation will be given for the terms used in the present invention. The "inverted
pendulum mass point" has the meaning as an equivalent to the aforesaid mass point A. The "ground surface mass point"
has the meaning as an equivalent to the aforesaid mass point B.
[0293] The above applies to both of the case where a mass point and an inertia moment are set for the vehicle body
alone in the aforesaid dynamics model (this corresponds to the aforesaid case of basic configuration), and the case
where, in addition to the mass point and the inertia moment set for the vehicle body, at least one of a mass point and
an inertia moment is set for the steering mobile section (made up of the steered wheel and the portion (front-wheel
support mechanism 4, rear-wheel support mechanism 205, etc.) which rotates about the steering axis in an integrated
manner with the steered wheel) (this corresponds to the aforesaid case of extended configuration).
[0294] Further, for the "motional state quantity of the inverted pendulum mass point" in the first aspect of the invention,
for example, the position in the horizontal direction of the inverted pendulum mass point, or the relative movement
amount in the horizontal direction of the inverted pendulum mass point with respect to a given reference position, or one
or both of the inclination angle in the roll direction of a line segment connecting the inverted pendulum mass point and
a given reference point and a temporal change rate thereof (transfer velocity or inclination angular velocity) may be
adopted.
[0295] Further, for the "motional state quantity of the steering angle of the steered wheel", one or both of the steering
angle and a temporal change rate thereof (steering angular velocity) may be adopted.
[0296] Furthermore, there is one-to-one correspondence between the aforesaid "motional state quantity of the steering
angle of the steered wheel" and the motional state quantity of the ground surface mass point which horizontally moves
on the ground surface, with which the two-wheeled vehicle comes into contact, in accordance with the steering angle
of the steered wheel. Therefore, the motional state quantity of the steering angle of the steered wheel is determined
uniquely in accordance with the motional state quantity of the ground surface mass point.
[0297] Accordingly, the motional state quantity of the ground surface mass point can also be adopted as the "motional
state quantity of the steering angle of the steered wheel". In other words, the motional state quantity of the ground surface
mass point can be considered to be equivalent to the "motional state quantity of the steering angle of the steered wheel".
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[0298] In the first aspect of the invention, the control device uses the motional state quantity of the inverted pendulum
mass point and the motional state quantity of the steering angle of the steered wheel, as the controlled state quantities,
to control the steering actuator so as to stabilize the controlled state quantities.
[0299] It should be noted that "to stabilize the controlled state quantities" means to make actual values of the controlled
motional state quantities converge to prescribed desired values, or to generate a moment (in the roll direction) that acts
on the two-wheeled vehicle in the direction of making the actual values of the controlled motional state quantities approach
the prescribed desired values, if not sufficient to make them converge.
[0300] In this case, the desired value means a value of a controlled state quantity that is predetermined in correspond-
ence with a desired posture state of the two-wheeled vehicle (for example, the aforesaid basic posture state). The desired
value may be a value corresponding to a posture state other than the basic posture state. For example, in the case
where the two-wheeled vehicle is provided with an operation apparatus for allowing a rider of the two-wheeled vehicle
to steer the steered wheel, or in the case where the wheel different from the steered wheel steerable by the aforesaid
steering actuator is a steered wheel not equipped with an actuator for steering, the desired value may be a value which
is determined in accordance with the force applied to the operation apparatus by the rider’s manipulation or the manip-
ulated variable of the operation apparatus, or in accordance with the steering angle of the steered wheel not equipped
with the actuator.
[0301] In the first aspect of the invention, the steering angle of the steered wheel is manipulated in accordance with
the control of the steering actuator by the control device, so that a moment (corresponding to the aforesaid posture
controlling manipulation moment Msum; in the description of the present invention below, this may be simply referred
to as "posture controlling manipulation moment") which is made up of a moment (corresponding to the aforesaid grav-
itational moment M2) in the roll direction attributable to the gravitational force acting on the aforesaid ground surface
mass point and a moment (corresponding to the aforesaid road surface reaction force moment Mp) in the roll direction
attributable to the vertical load (reaction force in the vertical direction) acting on the center of contact pressure (COP)
as the point of application of overall reaction force acting on the two-wheeled vehicle from the ground surface, is generated
so as to stabilize the controlled state quantities.
[0302] The response of the motional state quantity of the inverted pendulum mass point to the posture controlling
manipulation moment is equivalent to the behavior of inclination of an invented pendulum having the aforesaid inverted
pendulum mass point at the time when the posture controlling manipulation moment is applied to the fulcrum of the
inverted pendulum.
[0303] Therefore, the above response becomes integral and moderate. Because of this, oscillation is unlikely to occur
in the controlled state quantities even if the feedback gains for stabilizing the controlled state quantities are set high.
Consequently, it is possible to generate the posture controlling moment as a restoring force sufficient for stabilizing the
controlled state quantities, while suppressing the oscillation of the controlled state quantities.
[0304] Here, in case that the motional state quantity of the inclination angle in the roll direction of the vehicle body is
adopted as the controlled state quantity instead of the motional state quantity of the inverted pendulum mass point, the
motional state quantity of the inclination angle will basically change too sensitively in accordance with the change in
steering angle of the steered wheel, because the steering axis of the steered wheel is tilted backward (and the rotation
of the steered wheel about the steering axis includes a rotational component in the roll direction).
[0305] On the other hand, when the change in steering angle of the steered wheel becomes large, a delay of the
change in inclination angle in the roll direction of the vehicle body is likely to occur due to the elastic deformation (shear
deformation etc.) of the ground contact part of the steered wheel (front wheel or rear wheel).
[0306] Because of these reasons, if the motional state quantity of the inclination angle in the roll direction of the vehicle
body is adopted as the controlled state quantity instead of the motional state quantity of the inverted pendulum mass
point, oscillation is likely to occur in the controlled state quantity, as compared to the first aspect of the invention.
[0307] Therefore, according to the first aspect of the invention, the steering actuator can be controlled so as to stabilize
the motional state quantity of the inverted pendulum mass point and the motional state quantity of the steering angle of
the steered wheel, while suppressing the oscillation in these motional state quantities (controlled state quantities).
[0308] Consequently, the stability of the posture of the vehicle body can be enhanced by the steering of the steered
wheel (front wheel or rear wheel).
[0309] Incidentally, in the case where the steered wheel is steered about the steering axis which is tilted backward,
the inclination angle in the roll direction of the vehicle body changes sensitively in response to the rotation of the steered
wheel in the roll direction. In the case where the magnitude of the steering angle of the steered wheel from its non-
steered state (steering angle from the neutral steering angle) is sufficiently small, the amount of change in the inclination
angle is small enough to be ignorable.
[0310] In the case where the magnitude of the steering angle of the steered wheel from its non-steered state becomes
large to some extent, however, the amount of change in inclination angle in the roll direction of the vehicle body due to
the steering of the steered wheel becomes relatively large.
[0311] Further, in the case where the one of the front wheel and the rear wheel that is different from the steered wheel
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steered by the aforesaid steering actuator is arranged so as to be steerable by an external force about a steering axis
tilted backward, in the event that the other wheel is steered by the external force from its non-steered state, if the steering
angle of the other wheel from its non-steered state becomes large to some extent, the amount of change in inclination
angle in the roll direction of the vehicle body due to the steering of the other wheel also becomes relatively large.
[0312] In view of the foregoing, in the first aspect of the invention, it is preferable that the motional state quantity of
the inverted pendulum mass point included in the controlled state quantities is a motional state quantity which is expressed
by a linear combination of a first motional state quantity component having a value changed in accordance with the
change in inclination angle in the roll direction of the vehicle body and a second motional state quantity component
having a value changed in accordance with the change in steering angle of the steered wheel (a second aspect of the
invention).
[0313] Alternatively, in the first aspect of the invention, it is preferable that in the case where one of the front wheel
and the rear wheel that is other than the steered wheel steered by the steering actuator is arranged so as to be steerable
by an external force about a steering axis tilted backward, the motional state quantity of the inverted pendulum mass
point included in the controlled state quantities is a motional state quantity which is expressed by a linear combination
of a first motional state quantity component having a value changed in accordance with the change in inclination angle
in the roll direction of the vehicle body, a second motional state quantity component having a value changed in accordance
with the change in steering angle of the steered wheel, and a third motional state quantity component having a value
changed in accordance with the change in steering angle of the other wheel (a third aspect of the invention).
[0314] According to the second aspect of the invention, the motional state quantity of the inverted pendulum mass
point included in the controlled state quantities is set to be the motional state quantity which is expressed by a linear
combination of the first motional state quantity component having its value changed in accordance with the change in
inclination angle in the roll direction of the vehicle body and the second motional state quantity component having its
value changed in accordance with the change in steering angle of the steered wheel. As a result, the motional state
quantity of the inverted pendulum mass point becomes the motional state quantity that will not respond to the change
in the steering angle too sensitively.
[0315] More specifically, the above configuration can prevent the motional state quantity of the inverted pendulum
mass point from including any direct term from the motional state of the steering angle of the steered wheel. Accordingly,
it is possible to stabilize the motional state quantity of the inverted pendulum mass point appropriately, even in the case
where the magnitude of the steering angle of the steered wheel from its non-steered state is relatively large.
[0316] Further, according to the third aspect of the invention, the motional state quantity of the inverted pendulum
mass point included in the controlled state quantities is set to be the motional state quantity which is expressed by a
linear combination of the first motional state quantity component having its value changed in accordance with the change
in inclination angle in the roll direction of the vehicle body, the second motional state quantity component having its value
changed in accordance with the change in steering angle of the steered wheel, and the third motional state quantity
component having its value changed in accordance with the change in steering angle of the other wheel. As a result,
the motional state quantity of the inverted pendulum mass point becomes the motional state quantity that will not respond
to the change in steering angle of the steered wheel or the change in steering angle of the other wheel too sensitively.
[0317] More specifically, the above configuration can prevent the motional state quantity of the inverted pendulum
mass point from including any direct term from the motional state of the steering angle of the steered wheel or from the
motional state of the steering angle of the other wheel. Accordingly, it is possible to stabilize the motional state quantity
of the inverted pendulum mass point appropriately, even in the case where the magnitude of the steering angle of the
steered wheel from its non-steered state or the magnitude of the steering angle of the other wheel from its non-steered
state is relatively large.
[0318] The first motional state quantity component in the second or third aspect of the invention has high linearity with
respect to the inclination angle in the roll direction, or its angular velocity, of the vehicle body. In contrast, the second
motional state quantity component in the second aspect of the invention tends to have increased nonlinearity with respect
to the steering angle of the steered wheel when the steering angle (from the non-steered state) becomes relatively large.
[0319] Further, the second motional state quantity component and the third motional state quantity component in the
third aspect of the invention tend to have increased nonlinearity with respect to the steering angle of the steered wheel
and the steering angle of the other wheel, respectively, when the steering angles (from the non-steered states) become
relatively large.
[0320] In view of the foregoing, in the second aspect of the invention, it is preferable that the first motional state quantity
component is a linear component with respect to the inclination angle in the roll direction of the vehicle body or an angular
velocity thereof, and that the second motional state quantity component is a nonlinear component with respect to the
steering angle of the steered wheel (a fourth aspect of the invention).
[0321] Further, in the third aspect of the invention, it is preferable that the first motional state quantity component is a
linear component with respect to the inclination angle in the roll direction of the vehicle body or an angular velocity
thereof, and that at least one of the second motional state quantity component and the third motional state quantity
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component is a nonlinear component with respect to the steering angle of the corresponding one of the steered wheel
and the other wheel (a fifth aspect of the invention).
[0322] It should be noted that the "linear component" in the fourth and fifth aspects of the invention does not mean
the exactly linear component alone; it may be an approximately linear component (that can be considered to be sub-
stantially linear).
[0323] As described above, in the fourth aspect of the invention, the second motional state quantity component of the
motional state quantity of the inverted pendulum mass point, which is a constituent element of the controlled state
quantities, is set to be a nonlinear component with respect to the steering angle of the steered wheel. This can compensate
for the effect of the nonlinearity, and can stabilize the motional state quantity of the inverted pendulum mass point further
appropriately.
[0324] Similarly, in the fifth aspect of the invention, at least one of the second motional state quantity component and
the third motional state quantity component of the motional state quantity of the inverted pendulum mass point, which
is a constituent element of the controlled state quantities, is set to be a nonlinear component with respect to the steering
angle of the corresponding one of the steered wheel and the other wheel. This can compensate for the effect of the
nonlinearity, and can stabilize the motional state quantity of the inverted pendulum mass point further appropriately.
[0325] In the first through fifth aspects of the invention, it is preferable that the control device includes a desired steering
angular acceleration determining section which successively receives observed values of actual values of the controlled
state quantities and determines, on the basis of the received observed values, a desired steering angular acceleration
of the steered wheel for stabilizing the controlled state quantities, and a desired steering angle determining section which
integrates the determined desired steering angular acceleration and further integrates the integrated value to determine
a desired steering angle of the steered wheel, and that the control device is configured to control the steering actuator
so as to cause an actual value of the steering angle of the steered wheel to track the determined desired steering angle
(a sixth aspect of the invention).
[0326] According to the sixth aspect of the invention, the feedback gain for controlling the steering actuator for causing
the actual value of the steering angle of the steered wheel to track the determined desired steering angle can be set
high. Therefore, even if an external force acts on the steered wheel, the actual value of the steering angle of the steered
wheel is unlikely to be affected by the external force. Accordingly, it is possible to stabilize the motional state quantity
of the inverted pendulum mass point further appropriately even in the case where an external force acts on the steered
wheel.
[0327] In the first through sixth aspects of the invention, it is preferable that in the case where a steering angular
acceleration of the steered wheel steered by the steering actuator or a torque about the steering axis applied to the
steered wheel from the steering actuator is defined as a reference quantity, the control device is configured to control
the steering actuator such that the magnitude of a ratio Ra1/Rb1 between sensitivity Ra1 of the change in value of the
reference quantity to the change in observed value of the basic motional state quantity of the inverted pendulum mass
point and sensitivity Rb1 of the change in value of the reference quantity to the change in observed value of the basic
motional state quantity of the steering angle of the steered wheel becomes smaller as the magnitude of an observed
value of a traveling speed of the two-wheeled vehicle becomes larger (a seventh aspect of the invention).
[0328] According to the seventh aspect of the invention, as the magnitude of the observed value of the traveling speed
of the two-wheeled vehicle becomes larger (i.e. as the traveling speed becomes higher), the sensitivity Ra1 of the change
in value of the reference quantity to the change in observed value of the basic motional state quantity of the steering
angle of the steered wheel.
[0329] Therefore, in the case where the traveling speed of the two-wheeled vehicle is in a high-speed range, even if
the basic motional state quantity of the inverted pendulum mass point deviates from the desired value, the generation
of the steering force of the steering actuator for eliminating the divergence is restricted as compared to when the traveling
speed of the two-wheeled vehicle is in a low-speed range.
[0330] Therefore, in the case where a rider is driving the two-wheeled vehicle at a speed in a high-speed range, the
rider can readily bank the vehicle body of the two-wheeled vehicle for turning. On the other hand, while the two-wheeled
vehicle is stopped or traveling at a low speed, the stability of the posture of the vehicle body can be maintained auton-
omously, without the need of skillful control by the rider.
[0331] It should be noted that in the seventh aspect of the invention, the case where the magnitude of the aforesaid
ratio Ra1/Rb1 becomes smaller as the magnitude of the observed value of the traveling speed of the two-wheeled vehicle
becomes larger may be any of the following: the case where the sensitivity Ra1 becomes smaller as the magnitude of
the observed value of the traveling speed of the two-wheeled vehicle becomes larger; the case where the sensitivity
Rb1 becomes larger as the magnitude of the observed value of the traveling speed of the two-wheeled vehicle becomes
larger; the case where the sensitivities Ra1 and Rb1 both become larger as the magnitude of the observed value of the
traveling speed of the two-wheeled vehicle becomes larger; and the case where the sensitivities Ra1 and Rb1 both
become smaller as the magnitude of the observed value of the traveling speed of the two-wheeled vehicle becomes larger.
[0332] In the seventh aspect of the invention, it is more preferable that in the case where the motional state quantity
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of the inverted pendulum mass point included in the controlled state quantities is made up of the basic motional state
quantity of the inverted pendulum mass point and a temporal change rate of the basic motional state quantity, and in
the case where the motional state quantity of the steering angle of the steered wheel included in the controlled state
quantities is made up of the basic motional state quantity of the steering angle of the steered wheel and a temporal
change rate of the basic motional state quantity, the control device is configured to control the steering actuator such
that the magnitude of the ratio Ra1/Rb1 becomes smaller as the magnitude of the observed value of the traveling speed
of the two-wheeled vehicle becomes larger and also such that the magnitude of a ratio Ra2/Rb2 between sensitivity
Ra2 of the change in value of the reference quantity to the change in observed value of the temporal change rate of the
basic motional state quantity of the inverted pendulum mass point and sensitivity Rb2 of the change in value of the
reference quantity to the change in observed value of the temporal change rate of the basic motional state quantity of
the steering angle of the steered wheel becomes smaller as the magnitude of the observed value of the traveling speed
of the two-wheeled vehicle becomes larger (an eighth aspect of the invention).
[0333] According to the eighth aspect of the invention, as the magnitude of the observed value of the traveling speed
of the two-wheeled vehicle becomes larger (i.e. as the traveling speed becomes higher), the sensitivity Ra1 of the change
in value of the reference quantity to the change in observed value of the basic motional state quantity of the inverted
pendulum mass point becomes relatively small compared to the sensitivity Rb1 of the change in value of the reference
quantity to the change in observed value of the basic motional state quantity of the steering angle of the steered wheel,
and additionally, the sensitivity Ra2 of the change in value of the reference quantity to the change in observed value of
the temporal change rate of the basic motional state quantity of the inverted pendulum mass point becomes relatively
small compared to the sensitivity Rb2 of the change in value of the reference quantity to the change in observed value
of the temporal change rate of the basic motional state quantity of the steering angle of the steered wheel.
[0334] Therefore, in the case where the traveling speed of the two-wheeled vehicle is in a high-speed range, even if
the basic motional state quantity of the inverted pendulum mass point and the temporal change rate thereof deviate
from their desired values, the generation of the steering force of the steering actuator for eliminating the divergences is
restricted as compared to when the traveling speed of the two-wheeled vehicle is in a low-speed range.
[0335] Therefore, in the case where a rider is driving the two-wheeled vehicle at a speed in a high-speed range, he/she
can more readily bank the vehicle body of the two-wheeled vehicle for turning. On the other hand, while the two-wheeled
vehicle is stopped or traveling at a low speed, the stability of the posture of the vehicle body can be maintained auton-
omously, without the need of skillful control by the rider.
[0336] It should be noted that in the eighth aspect of the invention, the case where the magnitude of the aforesaid
ratio Ra2/Rb2 becomes smaller as the magnitude of the observed value of the traveling speed of the two-wheeled vehicle
becomes larger may be any of the following: the case where the sensitivity Ra2 becomes smaller as the magnitude of
the observed value of the traveling speed of the two-wheeled vehicle becomes larger; the case where the sensitivity
Rb2 becomes larger as the magnitude of the observed value of the traveling speed of the two-wheeled vehicle becomes
larger; the case where the sensitivities Ra2 and Rb2 both become larger as the magnitude of the observed value of the
traveling speed of the two-wheeled vehicle becomes larger; and the case where the sensitivities Ra2 and Rb2 both
become smaller as the magnitude of the observed value of the traveling speed of the two-wheeled vehicle becomes larger.
[0337] In the seventh aspect of the invention, it is preferable that the control device is further configured to control the
steering actuator such that the magnitude of the sensitivity Ra1 of the change of the reference quantity to the change
in value of the basic motional state quantity of the inverted pendulum mass point becomes smaller as the magnitude of
an observed value of the steering angle of the steered wheel from a non-steered state thereof becomes larger (a ninth
aspect of the invention).
[0338] Similarly, in the eighth aspect of the invention, it is preferable that the control device is further configured to
control the steering actuator such that the magnitude of the sensitivity Ra1 of the change of the reference quantity to
the change in value of the basic motional state quantity of the inverted pendulum mass point and the magnitude of the
sensitivity Ra2 of the change of the reference quantity to the change of the temporal change rate of the basic motional
state quantity of the inverted pendulum mass point each become smaller as the magnitude of an observed value of the
steering angle of the steered wheel from a non-steered state thereof becomes larger (a tenth aspect of the invention).
[0339] Specifically, in the case where the magnitude of the actual steering angle of the steered wheel is large, compared
to the case where it is small, the radius of curvature of the ground contact part of the steered wheel as seen in a cross
section including the ground contact point of the steered wheel and having a normal direction corresponding to the
longitudinal direction of the vehicle body generally becomes larger.
[0340] Therefore, in the case where the magnitude of the actual steering angle of the steered wheel is large, compared
to the case where it is small, the change in movement amount of the ground contact point of the steered wheel according
to the change in the steering angle becomes larger. Because of this, if it is configured such that the aforesaid sensitivity
Ra1, or the sensitivities Ra1 and Ra2, is/are independent of the actual steering angle, oscillation is likely to occur in the
control of the posture in the roll direction of the vehicle body.
[0341] In view of the foregoing, in the ninth aspect of the invention, it has been configured such that the magnitude of
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the sensitivity Ra1 changes in accordance with the observed value of the steering angle of the steered wheel, as described
above. Similarly, in the tenth aspect of the invention, it has been configured such that the magnitudes of the sensitivities
Ra1 and Ra2 both change in accordance with the observed value of the steering angle of the steered wheel, as described
above. These configurations can prevent the above-described oscillation even in the case where the magnitude of the
actual steering angle of the steered wheel is large.
[0342] Making the sensitivity Ra1 or the sensitivities Ra1 and Ra2 change in accordance with the observed value of
the steering angle of the steered wheel as described above does not necessarily require the configuration of the seventh
or eighth aspect of the invention.
[0343] That is, in the first through sixth aspects of the invention, it is preferable that in the case where a steering
angular acceleration of the steered wheel steered by the steering actuator or a torque about the steering axis applied
to the steered wheel from the steering actuator is defined as a reference quantity, the control device is configured to
control the steering actuator such that the magnitude of the sensitivity Ra1 of the change in value of the reference
quantity to the change in value of the basic motional state quantity of the inverted pendulum mass point becomes smaller
as the magnitude of an observed value of the steering angle of the steered wheel from a non-steered state thereof
becomes larger (an eleventh aspect of the invention).
[0344] According to the eleventh aspect of the invention, as with the ninth aspect of the invention, the oscillation in
the control of the posture in the roll direction of the vehicle body can be prevented even in the case where the magnitude
of the actual steering angle of the steered wheel is large.
[0345] Further, in the eleventh aspect of the invention, it is preferable that in the case where the motional state quantity
of the inverted pendulum mass point included in the controlled state quantities is made up of the basic motional state
quantity of the inverted pendulum mass point and a temporal change rate of the basic motional state quantity, the control
device is further configured to control the steering actuator such that the magnitude of the sensitivity Ra1 of the change
of the reference quantity to the change in value of the basic motional state quantity of the inverted pendulum mass point
and the magnitude of sensitivity Ra2 of the change of the reference quantity to the change of the temporal change rate
of the basic motional state quantity of the inverted pendulum mass point each become smaller as the magnitude of the
observed value of the steering angle of the steered wheel from the non-steered state thereof becomes larger (a twelfth
aspect of the invention).
[0346] According to the twelfth aspect of the invention, as with the tenth aspect of the invention, the oscillation in the
control of the posture in the roll direction of the vehicle body can be prevented even in the case where the magnitude
of the actual steering angle of the steered wheel is large.
[0347] Further, in the first through sixth aspects of the invention, it is preferable that the two-wheeled vehicle further
includes an operation apparatus for a rider of the two-wheeled vehicle to hold for performing steering of the steered
wheel and a handlebar actuator for rotatively driving the operation apparatus, the operation apparatus being arranged
to be rotatively driven by the handlebar actuator in conjunction with the change of the steering angle of the steered wheel
from a non-steered state thereof during the steering of the steered wheel by the steering actuator, and that the control
device is further configured to control the handlebar actuator such that a rotational amount of the operation apparatus
has saturation characteristics with respect to the steering angle of the steered wheel from the non-steered state thereof
(a thirteenth aspect of the invention).
[0348] Here, the above-described saturation characteristics refer to the characteristics that the sensitivity of the change
in rotational amount of the operation apparatus to the change in magnitude of the steering angle of the steered wheel
becomes relatively small when the magnitude of the steering angle of the steered wheel is large as compared to when
it is small.
[0349] According to the thirteenth aspect of the invention, even if the steering angle of the steered wheel by the steering
actuator becomes relatively large, the rotational amount of the operation apparatus is prevented from becoming exces-
sively large. This can prevent the rider from having a sense of discomfort about the movement of the operation apparatus.
[0350] It should be noted that the thirteenth aspect of the invention may be combined with the seventh through twelfth
aspects of the invention.
[0351] In the first through thirteenth aspects of the invention, various kinds of arrangements of the steering axis of the
steered wheel (relative to the steered wheel) may be adopted, as long as the arrangement enables the control device
to control the steering actuator so as to stabilize the controlled state quantities including the motional state quantity of
the inverted pendulum mass point and the motional state quantity of the steering angle of the steered wheel.
[0352] In the first through thirteenth aspects of the invention, however, it is preferable that a mass of the inverted
pendulum mass point, a mass of the ground surface mass point, a height of the inverted pendulum mass point from the
ground surface, a relationship among an inclination angle in the roll direction of the vehicle body, a steering angle of the
steered wheel, and a displacement of the inverted pendulum mass point, and a relationship between a steering angle
of the steered wheel and a displacement of the ground surface mass point in the dynamics model are set to have dynamic
characteristics equivalent to those of the dynamics of the two-wheeled vehicle in the case where the steered wheel of
the two-wheeled vehicle being stationary on a prescribed origin in the basic posture state is steered by the steering
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angle, and the dynamics model is configured to express dynamics of the system in which the inverted pendulum mass
point accelerates or decelerates in response to a first gravitational moment, generated about the origin due to a gravi-
tational force acting on the inverted pendulum mass point, a second gravitational moment, generated about the origin
due to a gravitational force acting on the ground surface mass point, and a road surface reaction force moment, acting
about the origin due to a road surface reaction force in the vertical direction which acts on the center of contact pressure
of the front wheel and the rear wheel of the two-wheeled vehicle as a whole, and
it is also preferable that the height a of a point of intersection of the steering axis of the steered wheel and a virtual
straight line connecting a ground contact point of the steered wheel and the center of axle of the steered wheel in the
basic posture state from the ground surface is set to satisfy the following first condition (a fourteenth aspect of the
invention).

First Condition:

[0353] in the case where a steering angle of the steered wheel at the time when the steered wheel is steered to cause
a front end of the steered wheel to turn left as the two-wheeled vehicle in the basic posture state is seen from above is
defined as a positive steering angle and a moment that causes the vehicle body to lean to the right is defined as a
positive moment, the following holds: Mp/δ>-M2/δ, where M2 denotes the second gravitational moment generated by
movement of the ground surface mass point at the time when the steered wheel of the two-wheeled vehicle being
stationary on the origin in the basic posture state is steered instantaneously by the steering angle δ, and Mp denotes
the road surface reaction force moment generated about the origin by movement of the center of contact pressure at
the time when the steered wheel of the two-wheeled vehicle being stationary on the origin in the basis posture state is
steered instantaneously by the steering angle δ.
[0354] Here, of the moments in the roll direction acting on the two-wheeled vehicle in accordance with the steering of
the steered wheel in the basic posture state, the second gravitational moment M2 and the road surface reaction force
moment Mp have dependency on the height a. Therefore, setting the height a as appropriate makes it possible to satisfy
the first condition that Mp/δ>-M2/δ.
[0355] According to the fourteenth aspect of the invention, the height a defined by the arrangement of the steering
axis of the steered wheel (relative to the steered wheel) is set to satisfy the aforesaid first condition. Therefore, a sum
moment (Mp+M2) of the second gravitational moment M2 and the road surface reaction force moment Mp, i.e. the
moment corresponding to the aforesaid posture controlling manipulation moment Msum, becomes a moment in the
positive direction in the case where the steering angle δ is a small positive steering angle, and it becomes a moment in
the negative direction in the case where the steering angle δ is a small negative steering angle.
[0356] Further, the sum moment (Mp+M2) becomes a moment in the same direction as the road surface reaction force
moment Mp, and this road surface reaction force moment Mp contributes to the control of the posture of the vehicle body.
[0357] Therefore, in the case where the posture of the vehicle body deviates from the posture (hereinafter, this may
be referred to as "stable vehicle body posture") in which the motional state quantity of the inverted pendulum mass point
becomes stable, the posture of the vehicle body can be stably restored to the stable vehicle body posture by the steering
of the steered wheel.
[0358] Supplementally, in the system having the aforesaid inverted pendulum mass point (mass point A) and the
ground surface mass point (mass point B), in the case where the steered wheel of the two-wheeled vehicle being
stationary on the prescribed origin in the basic posture state is instantaneously steered by a small steering angle 8, the
position of the inverted pendulum mass point will not have any direct term with respect to the steering angle of the
steered wheel. Therefore, the inverted pendulum mass point can be regarded as a fixed point.
[0359] That is, the displacement of the inverted pendulum mass point at the instant when the steered wheel has been
steered by a small steering angle δ is maintained at "0". Accordingly, the inclination angle in the roll direction of the
vehicle body at this instant is obtained by substituting "0" for the displacement of the inverted pendulum mass point in
the aforesaid relationship among the inclination angle in the roll direction of the vehicle body, the steering angle of the
steered wheel, and the displacement of the inverted pendulum mass point.
[0360] Further, the posture angle (a set of the angle in the roll direction and the angle in the yaw direction) of the
steered wheel is obtained on the basis of the inclination angle in the roll direction of the vehicle body and the small
steering angle δ of the steered wheel at that instant. Furthermore, on the basis of this posture angle (the set of the angle
in the roll angle direction and the angle in the yaw direction) of the steered wheel, the position (in the lateral direction of
the vehicle body) of the center of contact pressure (COP) of the two-wheeled vehicle is obtained.
[0361] Lastly, by multiplying the position of the center of contact pressure (COP) by the vertical load (road surface
reaction force in the vertical direction) of the steered wheel, it is possible to obtain the road surface reaction force moment
Mp which acts about the prescribed origin due to the movement of the center of contact pressure, COP, at the time when
the steered wheel of the two-wheeled vehicle being stationary on the prescribed origin in the basis posture state is
instantaneously steered by a small steering angle δ.
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[0362] In the fourteenth aspect of the invention, in order to set the height a to satisfy the aforesaid first condition, the
height a may be set, for example, as follows.
[0363] In the fourteenth aspect of the invention, to satisfy the first condition, the height a is set, for example, to be
smaller than a first prescribed value a_sum determined by the following expression (A) (a fifteenth aspect of the invention).

where

polarity of a: a>0 in the case where the point of intersection is above the ground surface, a<0 in the case where the
point of intersection is below the ground surface;
I: inertia moment of the two-wheeled vehicle;
m: mass of the two-wheeled vehicle;
h: height of the center of gravity of the two-wheeled vehicle from the ground surface in the basic posture state of
the two-wheeled vehicle; 

Lf: longitudinal distance between the center of gravity of the two-wheeled vehicle and the center of axle of the front
wheel in the basic posture state of the two-wheeled vehicle;
Lr: longitudinal distance between the center of gravity of the two-wheeled vehicle and the center of axle of the rear
wheel in the basic posture state of the two-wheeled vehicle;
Rf: radius of curvature of a transverse cross-sectional shape of the front wheel at a ground contact point of the front
wheel in the basic posture state of the two-wheeled vehicle;
Rr: radius of curvature of a transverse cross-sectional shape of the rear wheel at a ground contact point of the rear
wheel in the basic posture state of the two-wheeled vehicle; and
Rs: one of the radii of curvature Rf and Rr that corresponds to the steered wheel.

[0364] In the fifteenth aspect of the invention, in the case where the steered wheel of the two-wheeled vehicle is the
front wheel, Rs in the expression (A) agrees with the radius of curvature Rf related to the front wheel (i.e., Rs=Rf).
[0365] Therefore, in this case, the first prescribed value a_sum defined by the right side of the expression (A) agrees
with a_sum in the aforesaid expression (28) related to the above-described front-wheel steering two-wheeled vehicle 1
shown in Fig. 1.
[0366] Further, in this case, the point of intersection in the fifteenth aspect of the invention corresponds to the intersection
point Ef described above in conjunction with the front-wheel steering two-wheeled vehicle 1 in Fig. 1. Accordingly, the
height a of the point of intersection in the fifteenth aspect of the invention corresponds to the height of the intersection
point Ef.
[0367] In the case where the steered wheel of the two-wheeled vehicle in the fifteenth aspect of the invention is the
rear wheel, Rs in the expression (A) agrees with the radius of curvature Rr related to the rear wheel (i.e., Rs=Rr).
[0368] Therefore, in this case, the first prescribed value a_sum defined by the expression (A) agrees with a_sum’ in
the aforesaid expression (28)’ related to the above-described rear-wheel steering two-wheeled vehicle 201 shown in
Fig. 11.
[0369] Further, in this case, the point of intersection in the fifteenth aspect of the invention corresponds to the intersection
point Er’ described above in conjunction with the rear-wheel steering two-wheeled vehicle 201 in Fig. 11. Accordingly,
the height a of the point of intersection in the fifteenth aspect of the invention corresponds to the height of the intersection
point Er’.
[0370] Therefore, in the fifteenth aspect of the invention, the event that the height a of the point of intersection is
smaller than a_sum determined by the aforesaid expression (A) corresponds to the event that the height a of the
intersection point Ef is smaller than a_sum in the expression (28) in the front-wheel steering two-wheeled vehicle 1 in
Fig. 1 in the case where the steered wheel is the front wheel, and also corresponds to the event that the height a’ of the
intersection point Er’ is smaller than a_sum’ in the expression (28)’
in the rear-wheel steering two-wheeled vehicle 201 in Fig. 11 in the case where the steered wheel is the rear wheel.
[0371] Therefore, according to the fifteenth aspect of the invention, it is possible to set the height a of the point of
intersection to satisfy the aforesaid first condition. Consequently, in the case where the posture of the vehicle body
deviates from the above-described stable vehicle body posture, the posture of the vehicle body can be stably restored
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to the stable vehicle body posture by the steering of the steered wheel.
[0372] , In the fourteenth aspect of the invention, it is more preferable that the height a is set to further satisfy the
following second condition (a sixteenth aspect of the invention).

Second Condition:

[0373] Msum/δ>-M2/δ, where Msum denotes a sum moment of the second gravitational moment M2 and the road
surface reaction force moment Mp.
[0374] According to the sixteenth aspect of the invention, the absolute value of the second gravitational moment M2,
which would likely cause an oscillation phenomenon in the control system, is kept at or below the absolute value of the
above-described sum moment Msum (=Mp+M2), which corresponds to the aforesaid posture controlling manipulation
moment.
[0375] Accordingly, it is possible to enhance the stability of the control of the motional state of the inverted pendulum
mass point (and, hence, the stability of the posture control of the vehicle body), while restricting the oscillation phenomenon
in the control system.
[0376] For setting the height a so as to satisfy the above-described first and second conditions, the height a may be
set, for example, as follows.
[0377] In the sixteenth aspect of the invention, to satisfy the first condition and the second condition, the height a is
set, for example, to be not greater than a second prescribed value a_s determined by the following expression (B) (a
seventeenth aspect of the invention).

[0378] It should be noted that the polarity of a and the meanings of I, m, h, Rg, and Rs are identical to those in the
fifteenth aspect of the invention.
[0379] In the seventeenth aspect of the invention, the event that the height a of the point of intersection becomes not
greater than a_s determined by the aforesaid expression (B) corresponds to the event that the height a of the intersection
point Ef becomes not greater than a_s in the expression (40) in the front-wheel steering two-wheeled vehicle 1 in Fig.
1 in the case where the steered wheel is the front wheel, and also corresponds to the event that the height a’ of the
intersection point Er’ becomes not greater than a_s’ in the expression (40)’ in the rear-wheel steering two-wheeled
vehicle 201 in Fig. 11 in the case where the steered wheel is the rear wheel.
[0380] Therefore, according to the seventeenth aspect of the invention, it is possible to set the height a of the point of
intersection to satisfy the aforesaid first and second conditions. Consequently, the stability of the control of the motional
state of the inverted pendulum mass point (and, hence, the stability of the posture control of the vehicle body) can be
enhanced appropriately, while restricting the oscillation phenomenon in the control system.
[0381] Further, in the first through thirteenth aspects of the invention, it is preferable that in the case where a radius
of curvature of a transverse cross-sectional shape of the steered wheel at a ground contact point of the steered wheel
in the basic posture state of the two-wheeled vehicle is denoted as Rs, the height a of a point of intersection of the
steering axis of the steered wheel and a virtual straight line connecting the ground contact point of the steered wheel
and the center of axle of the steered wheel in the basic posture state from the ground surface is set to be not higher
than the radius of curvature Rs (an eighteenth aspect of the invention).
[0382] That is, as explained above, it can be considered in the front-wheel steering two-wheeled vehicle 1 in Fig. 1 or
the rear-wheel steering two-wheeled vehicle 201 in Fig. 11 that it is practically impossible that the center-of-gravity height
h becomes equal to or lower than Rg which is defined by the aforesaid expression (25a).
[0383] In this case, when the height a of the point of intersection is set to be not higher than the aforesaid radius of
curvature Rs (this corresponds to Rf in the front-wheel steering two-wheeled vehicle 1 in Fig. 1 and Rr in the rear-wheel
steering two-wheeled vehicle 201 in Fig. 11), which is the radius of curvature of the transverse cross-sectional shape
of the steered wheel at the ground contact point of the steered wheel in the basic posture state, then the height a of the
point of intersection is eventually set to satisfy the first condition described in the fourteenth aspect of the invention, as
explained above.
[0384] Therefore, according to the eighteenth aspect of the invention, in the case where the posture of the vehicle
body deviates from the stable vehicle body posture, the posture of the vehicle body can be stably restored to the stable
vehicle body posture by the steering of the steered wheel, as in the fourteenth aspect of the invention.
[0385] In the eighteenth aspect of the invention, it is more preferable that the height a is set to a level below the ground
surface (a nineteenth aspect of the invention).
[0386] According to the nineteenth aspect of the invention, it is eventually possible to satisfy the second condition
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described in the sixteenth aspect of the invention.
[0387] Additionally, the sensitivity of the restoring force (moment) of the motional state quantity of the inverted pendulum
mass point, which can be generated by the change in steering angle of the steered wheel, and the sensitivity of the
restoring force (moment) of the posture of the vehicle body to the aforesaid stable vehicle body posture can be enhanced.
[0388] Accordingly, it is suitably possible to enhance the stability of the control of the posture of the vehicle body, while
suppressing an oscillation phenomenon in the control system.
[0389] It should be noted that in the first through nineteenth aspects of the invention, the aforesaid control device may
adopt, by way of example, the following configuration. The control device includes, for example, an actuator operational
target determining section which successively receives observed values of the actual values of the aforesaid controlled
state quantities and determines an operational target of the aforesaid steering actuator, in accordance with deviations
of the received observed values from desired values of the corresponding controlled state quantities for stabilizing the
controlled state quantities, so as to make the deviations approach zero, by a feedback control law. The control device
is configured to control the steering actuator in accordance with the determined operational target.
[0390] In this case, in the sixth aspect of the invention, the desired steering angular acceleration may be determined
as the operational target.
[0391] Supplementally, in the present specification, the "observed value" of a given state quantity related to the two-
wheeled vehicle (such as the inclination angle in the roll direction of the vehicle body) means a detected value or an
estimate of the actual value of the state quantity. In this case, the "detected value" means an actual value of the state
quantity which is detected by an appropriate sensor. The "estimate" means a value which is estimated from a detected
value of at least one state quantity having correlation with the state quantity, on the basis of the correlation, or it means
a pseudo estimate which can be considered to coincide with, or almost coincide with, the actual value of the state quantity.
[0392] For the "pseudo estimate", for example in the case where it is expected that the actual value of the state quantity
can adequately track a desired value of the state quantity, the desired value may be adopted as the pseudo estimate
of the actual value of the state quantity.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0393]

Fig. 1 is a diagram schematically showing a two-wheeled vehicle (front-wheel steering two-wheeled vehicle) for
illustrating the fundamental technical matters related to the present invention;
Figs. 2A and 2B are diagrams each showing a mass point system model of the two-wheeled vehicle in Fig. 1;
Fig. 3 is a diagram showing a model related to the behavior of the two-wheeled vehicle in Fig. 1;
Fig. 4 is a diagram for illustrating the behavior of the model in Fig. 3;
Fig. 5 is a graph for illustrating the behavior of the model in Fig. 3;
Fig. 6 is a diagram showing a model for illustrating a dynamic behavior of the two-wheeled vehicle in Fig. 1;
Fig. 7 is a graph showing the behavioral characteristics of the two-wheeled vehicle in Fig. 1;
Figs. 8A to 8D are diagrams for illustrating the behavioral characteristics of the two-wheeled vehicle in Fig. 1;
Figs. 9A to 9D are diagrams for illustrating the behavioral characteristics of the two-wheeled vehicle in Fig. 1;
Fig. 10 is a graph showing the behavioral characteristics of the two-wheeled vehicle in Fig. 1;
Fig. 11 is a diagram schematically showing another two-wheeled vehicle (rear-wheel steering two-wheeled vehicle)
for illustrating the fundamental technical matters related to the present invention;
Fig. 12 is a diagram showing a model related to the behavior of the two-wheeled vehicle in Fig. 11;
Fig. 13 is a diagram schematically showing a two-wheeled vehicle (front-wheel steering two-wheeled vehicle) for
illustrating additional technical matters related to the present invention;
Figs. 14A to 14C are diagrams each showing a mass point system model of the two-wheeled vehicle in Fig. 13;
Fig. 15 is a diagram schematically showing a two-wheeled vehicle (front-wheel steering two-wheeled vehicle) for
illustrating additional technical matters related to the present invention;
Fig. 16 is a side view of a mobile vehicle (two-wheeled vehicle) according to a first embodiment of the present
invention;
Fig. 17 is a block diagram showing the configuration related to the control of the mobile vehicle according to the first
embodiment;
Fig. 18 is a block diagram showing the major functions of the control device shown in Fig. 17;
Fig. 19 is a block diagram showing the processing performed by the estimated inverted pendulum mass point lateral
movement amount calculating section shown in Fig. 18;
Fig. 20 is a block diagram showing the processing performed by the estimated inverted pendulum mass point lateral
velocity calculating section shown in Fig. 18;
Fig. 21 is a block diagram showing the processing performed by the estimated traveling speed calculating section
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shown in Fig. 18;
Fig. 22 is a block diagram showing a first example of the processing performed by the control gain determining
section shown in Fig. 18;
Fig. 23 is a block diagram showing a second example of the processing performed by the control gain determining
section shown in Fig. 18;
Fig. 24 is a block diagram showing a third example of the processing performed by the control gain determining
section shown in Fig. 18;
Fig. 25 is a block diagram showing the processing performed by the desired front-wheel rotational transfer velocity
determining section shown in Fig. 18;
Fig. 26 is a block diagram showing a first example of the processing performed by the posture control arithmetic
section shown in Fig. 18;
Fig. 27 is a block diagram showing a second example of the processing performed by the posture control arithmetic
section shown in Fig. 18;
Fig. 28 is a block diagram showing a first example of the processing performed by the desired handlebar angle
determining section shown in Fig. 18;
Fig. 29 is a block diagram showing a second example of the processing performed by the desired handlebar angle
determining section shown in Fig. 18;
Fig. 30 is a block diagram showing the processing performed by a front-wheel steering actuator control section
included in the control device shown in Fig. 17;
Fig. 31 is a block diagram showing the processing performed by a front-wheel driving actuator control section
included in the control device shown in Fig. 17;
Fig. 32 is a block diagram showing the processing performed by a handlebar driving actuator control section included
in the control device shown in Fig. 17;
Fig. 33 is a side view of a mobile vehicle (two-wheeled vehicle) according to a second embodiment of the present
invention;
Fig. 34 is a block diagram showing the configuration related to the control of the mobile vehicle according to the
second embodiment;
Fig. 35 is a block diagram showing the major functions of the control device shown in Fig. 34;
Fig. 36 is a block diagram showing the processing performed by the estimated inverted pendulum mass point lateral
movement amount calculating section shown in Fig. 35;
Fig. 37 is a block diagram showing the processing performed by the estimated inverted pendulum mass point lateral
velocity calculating section shown in Fig. 35;
Fig. 38 is a block diagram showing the processing performed by the estimated traveling speed calculating section
shown in Fig. 35;
Fig. 39 is a block diagram showing a first example of the processing performed by the control gain determining
section shown in Fig. 35;
Fig. 40 is a block diagram showing a second example of the processing performed by the control gain determining
section shown in Fig. 35;
Fig. 41 is a block diagram showing a third example of the processing performed by the control gain determining
section shown in Fig. 35;
Fig. 42 is a block diagram showing the processing performed by the desired rear-wheel rotational transfer velocity
determining section shown in Fig. 35;
Fig. 43 is a block diagram showing an example of the processing performed by the posture control arithmetic section
shown in Fig. 35;
Fig. 44 is a block diagram showing the processing performed by a rear-wheel steering actuator control section
included in the control device shown in Fig. 34; and
Fig. 45 is a block diagram showing the processing performed by a rear-wheel driving actuator control section included
in the control device shown in Fig. 34.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

[First Embodiment]

[0394] A first embodiment of the present invention will be described below with reference to Figs. 16 to 32.
[0395] Referring to Fig. 16, a mobile vehicle 1A according to the present embodiment is a two-wheeled vehicle em-
bodying the front-wheel steering two-wheeled vehicle 1 shown in Fig. 1. In the description of the present embodiment,
for convenience sake, the components of the mobile vehicle 1A having the same functions as those of the front-wheel
steering two-wheeled vehicle 1 shown in Fig. 1 will be denoted by the same reference signs as those used in Fig. 1.
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[0396] This mobile vehicle 1A (hereinafter, referred to as "two-wheeled vehicle 1A") has a vehicle body 2, and a front
wheel 3f and a rear wheel 3r arranged spaced apart from each other in the longitudinal direction of the vehicle body 2.
[0397] On the upper surface of the vehicle body 2, a seat 6 is provided for a rider to sit astride.
[0398] At the front portion of the vehicle body 2, a front-wheel support mechanism 4 for axially supporting the front
wheel 3f, an operation apparatus 7 for a rider who has sat on the seat 6 to hold, and actuators 8 and 9 are mounted.
The actuator 8 generates a steering force for steering the front wheel 3f. The actuator 9 generates a steering force for
moving the operation apparatus 7 in conjunction with the steering of the front wheel 3f.
[0399] The front-wheel support mechanism 4 is made up of a front fork which includes a suspension mechanism such
as a damper, for example. The mechanical structure of the front-wheel support mechanism is similar to that of a con-
ventional motorcycle, for example. At one end of this front-wheel support mechanism 4 (at its end on the front side of
the vehicle body 2), the front wheel 3f is axially supported, via bearings or the like, such that it can rotate about the axle
centerline Cf (rotational axis of the front wheel 3f) that extends in the direction orthogonal to the diameter direction of
the front wheel 3f (in the direction perpendicular to the paper plane of Fig. 16).
[0400] In the present embodiment, an actuator 10 for rotatively driving the front wheel 3f about its axle centerline Cf
is attached to the axle of the front wheel 3f. The actuator 10 serves as a power engine which generates a thrust force
for the two-wheeled vehicle 1A. In the present embodiment, this actuator 10 (hereinafter, also referred to as "front-wheel
driving actuator 10") is made up of an electric motor (with a speed reducer).
[0401] It should be noted that the actuator 10 may be made up of a hydraulic actuator, for example, instead of the
electric motor. Alternatively, the actuator 10 may be made up of an internal combustion engine. Furthermore, the actuator
10 may be attached to the vehicle body 2 at a position apart from the axle of the front wheel 3f, and the actuator 10 and
the axle of the front wheel 3f may be connected by an appropriate power transmission device.
[0402] The front-wheel support mechanism 4 is mounted to the front portion of the vehicle body 2 such that the
mechanism can rotate about a steering axis Csf which is tilted backward. This configuration makes the front wheel 3 f
serve as a steered wheel which can be rotated, or, steered about the steering axis Csf together with the front-wheel
support mechanism 4. As the steering axis Csf is tilted backward, the front wheel 3f has a positive caster angle θcf.
[0403] In this case, in the two-wheeled vehicle 1A of the present embodiment, the relative arrangement of the steering
axis Csf and the front wheel 3f in the basic posture state of the vehicle is set, as shown in Fig. 16, such that an intersection
point Ef of the steering axis Csf and a straight line connecting the center of the axle of the front wheel 3f and the ground
contact point thereof is located below a ground surface 110 in the basic posture state. Accordingly, the height a of the
intersection point Ef from the ground surface 110 takes a negative value.
[0404] It should be noted that the basic posture state of the two-wheeled vehicle 1A is, as with the basic posture state
of the two-wheeled vehicle 1 in Fig. 1, the state where the front wheel 3f and the rear wheel 3r are both stationary in the
upright posture in contact with the ground surface 110 and the axle centerlines (centers of the rotational axes) Cf and
Cr of the front wheel 3f and the rear wheel 3r extend in parallel with each other in the direction orthogonal to the longitudinal
direction of the vehicle body 2.
[0405] The aforesaid actuator 8 generates, as a steering force for performing the steering of the front wheel 3f, a
rotative driving force to cause the front wheel 3f to rotate about the steering axis Csf. In the present embodiment, this
actuator 8 is made up of an electric motor (with a speed reducer). The actuator 8 (hereinafter, also referred to as "front-
wheel steering actuator 8") is connected to the front-wheel support mechanism 4 so as to apply the rotative driving force
about the steering axis Csf to the front-wheel support mechanism 4.
[0406] Accordingly, as the rotative driving force is applied from the front-wheel steering actuator 8 to the front-wheel
support mechanism 4, the front-wheel support mechanism 4 is rotatively driven about the steering axis Csf together with
the front wheel 3f. As a result, the front wheel 3f is steered by the rotative driving force from the front-wheel steering
actuator 8.
[0407] It should be noted that the actuator 8 is not limited to the electric motor; it may be made up, for example, of a
hydraulic actuator.
[0408] The operation apparatus 7 is mounted to the front portion of the vehicle body 2 such that the operation apparatus
7 can rotate about a handlebar axis Ch which is parallel to the steering axis Csf of the front wheel 3f. Although not shown
in detail in the figure, this operation apparatus 7 is equipped with an accelerator grip, brake lever, turn signal switch,
and so on, as with the handlebar of a conventional motorcycle.
[0409] The aforesaid actuator 9 generates, as a steering force for moving the operation apparatus 7, a rotative driving
force for causing the operation apparatus 7 to rotate about the handlebar axis Ch. In the present embodiment, this
actuator 9 is made up of an electric motor (with a speed reducer). The actuator 9 (hereinafter, also referred to as
"handlebar driving actuator 9") is connected to the operation apparatus 7 so as to apply the rotative driving force about
the handlebar axis Ch to the operation apparatus 7.
[0410] In the two-wheeled vehicle 1A of the present embodiment, as shown in Fig. 16, the handlebar axis Ch of the
operation apparatus 7 is offset from the steering axis Csf of the front wheel 3f. Alternatively, the handlebar axis Ch may
be arranged concentrically with the steering axis Csf. Still alternatively, the handlebar axis Ch may be tilted with respect
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to the steering axis Csf.
[0411] Further, the actuator 9 may be made up of a hydraulic actuator, for example, instead of the electric motor.
[0412] At the rear portion of the vehicle body 2, a rear-wheel support mechanism 5 for axially supporting the rear wheel
3r in a rotatable manner is mounted. The rear-wheel support mechanism 5 includes a swing arm 11, and a suspension
mechanism 12 made up of a coil spring, damper, and so on. These mechanical structures are similar to those in the
rear-wheel support mechanism in a conventional motorcycle, for example.
[0413] At one end of the swing arm 11 (at its end on the rear side of the vehicle body 2), the rear wheel 3r is axially
supported, via bearings or the like, such that it can rotate about the axle centerline Cr (center of the rotational axis of
the rear wheel 3r) that extends in the direction orthogonal to the diameter direction of the rear wheel 3r (in the direction
perpendicular to the paper plane of Fig. 16). It should be noted that the rear wheel 3r is a non-steered wheel.
[0414] Besides the above-described mechanical configuration, the two-wheeled vehicle 1A includes, as shown in Fig.
17, a control device 15 which carries out control processing for controlling the operations of the aforesaid front-wheel
steering actuator 8, handlebar driving actuator 9, and front-wheel driving actuator 10 (and, hence, controlling the posture
of the vehicle body 2 and so on).
[0415] The two-wheeled vehicle 1A further includes, as sensors for detecting various kinds of state quantities necessary
for the control processing in the control device 15, a vehicle-body inclination detector 16 for detecting an inclination
angle φb in the roll direction of the vehicle body 2, a front-wheel steering angle detector 17 for detecting a steering angle
δf (angle of rotation about the steering axis Csf) of the front wheel 3f, a handlebar angle detector 18 for detecting a
handlebar angle δh which is the rotational angle (angle of rotation about the handlebar axis Ch) of the operation apparatus
7, a handlebar torque detector 19 for detecting a handlebar torque Th which is the torque acting on the operation
apparatus 7 about the handlebar axis Ch, a front-wheel rotational speed detector 20 for detecting a rotational speed
(angular velocity) of the front wheel 3f, a rear-wheel rotational speed detector 21 for detecting a rotational speed (angular
velocity) of the rear wheel 3r, and an accelerator manipulation detector 22 which outputs a detection signal corresponding
to the accelerator manipulated variable which is the manipulated variable (rotational amount) of the accelerator grip of
the operation apparatus 7.
[0416] It should be noted that the steering angle δf of the front wheel 3f more specifically means the rotational angle
of the front wheel 3f from the steering angle (neutral steering angle) in its non-steered state (the state in which the
direction of the axle centerline Cf of the front wheel 3f corresponds to the direction orthogonal to the longitudinal direction
of the vehicle body 2 (or, direction parallel to the Y axis)). Therefore, the steering angle δf of the front wheel 3f in the
non-steered state is "0". The positive rotational direction of the steering angle δf of the front wheel 3f corresponds to the
direction of rotation that makes the front end of the front wheel 3f turn left with respect to the vehicle body 2 (in other
words, the direction in which the front wheel 3f turns counterclockwise about the steering axis Csf as the two-wheeled
vehicle 1A is seen from above), as in the case of the two-wheeled vehicle 1 shown in Fig. 1.
[0417] Further, the handlebar angle δh of the operation apparatus 7 means the rotational angle of the operation
apparatus 7 from its posture state corresponding to the non-steered state of the front wheel 3f. The positive rotational
direction of the handlebar angle δh corresponds to the direction in which the operation apparatus 7 turns counterclockwise
about the handlebar axis Ch as the two-wheeled vehicle 1A is seen from above.
[0418] The control device 15, which is an electronic circuit unit made up of a CPU, RAM, ROM, interface circuit and
so on, is mounted on the vehicle body 2. This control device 15 is configured to receive outputs (detection signals) from
the respective detectors 16 to 22 described above.
[0419] The control device 15 may include a plurality of CPUs or processors. Further, the control device 15 may be
made up of a plurality of mutually communicable electronic circuit units.
[0420] The vehicle-body inclination detector 16, which is made up of an acceleration sensor and a gyro sensor (angular
velocity sensor), for example, is mounted on the vehicle body 2. In this case, the control device 15 carries out arithmetic
processing on the basis of the outputs of the acceleration sensor and the gyro sensor, to measure the inclination angle
in the roll direction (more specifically, the inclination angle in the roll direction with respect to the vertical direction (direction
of gravitational force)) of the vehicle body 2. For this measurement, the technique proposed by the present applicant in
Japanese Patent No. 4181113, for example, may be adopted.
[0421] The front-wheel steering angle detector 17 is made up, for example, of a rotary encoder attached to the front-
wheel steering actuator 8 (electric motor) on the aforesaid steering axis Csf.
[0422] The handlebar angle detector 18 is made up, for example, of a rotary encoder attached to the handlebar driving
actuator 9 (electric motor) on the aforesaid handlebar axis Ch.
[0423] The handlebar torque detector 19 is made up, for example, of a force sensor interposed between the operation
apparatus 7 and the handlebar driving actuator 9.
[0424] The front-wheel rotational speed detector 20 is made up, for example, of a rotary encoder attached to the axle
of the front wheel 3f.
[0425] The rear-wheel rotational speed detector 21 is made up, for example, of a rotary encoder attached to the axle
of the rear wheel 3r.
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[0426] The accelerator manipulation detector 22 is made up, for example, of a rotary encoder or a potentiometer built
in the operation apparatus 7.
[0427] The functions of the above-described control device 15 will be described further with reference to Fig. 18. The
XYZ coordinate system used in the following description is, as in the case of the two-wheeled vehicle 1 in Fig. 1, a
coordinate system in which, in the basic posture state of the two-wheeled vehicle 1A, the vertical direction (up-and-down
direction) is defined as the Z-axis direction, the longitudinal direction of the vehicle body 2 as the X-axis direction, the
lateral direction of the vehicle body 2 as the Y-axis direction, and a point on the ground surface 110 immediately beneath
the overall center of gravity G of the two-wheeled vehicle 1A as the origin (see Fig. 16).
[0428] Further, in the following description, the suffix "_act" is added to the reference characters of a state quantity
as a sign indicating an actual value or its observed value (detected value or estimate). For a desired value, the suffix
"_cmd" is added.
[0429] The control device 15 includes, as functions implemented when the CPU executes installed programs (functions
implemented by software) or as functions implemented by hardware, as shown in Fig. 18: an estimated inverted pendulum
mass point lateral movement amount calculating section 31 which calculates an estimate of an actual value Pb_diff_y_act
(hereinafter, referred to as "estimated inverted pendulum mass point lateral movement amount Pb_diff_y_act") of an
inverted pendulum mass point lateral movement amount Pb_diff_y representing a movement amount in the Y-axis
direction (lateral direction of the vehicle body 2) of an inverted pendulum mass point 123 (= first mass point 123) of the
two-wheeled vehicle 1A, an estimated inverted pendulum mass point lateral velocity calculating section 32 which cal-
culates an estimate of an actual value Vby_act (hereinafter, referred to as "estimated inverted pendulum mass point
lateral velocity Vby_act") of an inverted pendulum mass point lateral velocity Vby representing a translational velocity
in the Y-axis direction (lateral direction of the vehicle body 2) of the inverted pendulum mass point 123, an estimated
traveling speed calculating section 33 which calculates an estimate of the actual value Vox_act (hereinafter, referred to
as "estimated traveling speed Vox_act") of the traveling speed Vox of the two-wheeled vehicle 1A, a desired posture
state determining section 34 which determines a desired value Pb_diff_y_cmd (hereinafter, referred to as "desired
inverted pendulum mass point lateral movement amount Pb_diff_y_cmd") of the inverted pendulum mass point lateral
movement amount Pb_diff_y and a desired value Vby_cmd (hereinafter, referred to as "desired inverted pendulum mass
point lateral velocity Vby_cmd") of the inverted pendulum mass point lateral velocity Vby, a control gain determining
section 35 which determines values of a plurality of gains K1, K2, K3, K4, and Kh for posture control of the vehicle body
2, and a desired front-wheel rotational transfer velocity determining section 36 which determines a desired value Vf_cmd
(hereinafter, referred to as "desired front-wheel rotational transfer velocity Vf_cmd") of the rotational transfer velocity Vf
of the front wheel 3f (translational velocity of the front wheel 3f as the front wheel 3f rolls on the ground surface 110).
[0430] The control device 15 further includes: a posture control arithmetic section 37 which carries out arithmetic
processing for the posture control of the vehicle body 2 to thereby determine a desired value δf_cmd (hereinafter, referred
to as "desired front-wheel steering angle δf_cmd") of the steering angle δf of the front wheel 3f, a desired value δf_dot_cmd
(hereinafter, referred to as "desired front-wheel steering angular velocity δf_dot_cmd") of the steering angular velocity
δf_dot which is a temporal change rate of the steering angle δf, and a desired value δf_dot2_cmd (hereinafter, referred
to as "desired front-wheel steering angular acceleration δf_dot2_cmd") of the steering angular acceleration δf_dot2 which
is a temporal change rate of the steering angular velocity δf_dot, and a desired handlebar angle determining section 38
which determines a desired value δh_cmd (hereinafter, referred to as "desired handlebar angle δh_cmd") of the handlebar
angle δh of the operation apparatus 7, and a desired value δh_dot_cmd (hereinafter, referred to as "desired handlebar
angular velocity δh_dot_cmd") of the handlebar angular velocity δh_dot which is a temporal change rate of the handlebar
angle δh.
[0431] The control device 15 carries out the processing in the above-described functional sections successively at
prescribed control processing cycles. The control device 15 then controls the front-wheel steering actuator 8 in accordance
with the desired front-wheel steering angle δf_cmd, the desired front-wheel steering angular velocity δf_dot_cmd, and
the desired front-wheel steering angular acceleration δf_dot2_cmd determined by the posture control arithmetic section
37.
[0432] Further, the control device 15 controls the front-wheel driving actuator 10 in accordance with the desired front-
wheel rotational transfer velocity Vf_cmd determined by the desired front-wheel rotational transfer velocity determining
section 36.
[0433] Further, the control device 15 controls the handlebar driving actuator 9 in accordance with the desired handlebar
angle δh_cmd and the desired handlebar angular velocity δh_dot_cmd determined by the desired handlebar angle
determining section 38.
[0434] The control processing performed by the control device 15 will be described below in detail.
[0435] At each control processing cycle, the control device 15 first carries out the processing in the estimated inverted
pendulum mass point lateral movement amount calculating section 31. It should be noted that the algorithm of the
processing in the estimated inverted pendulum mass point lateral movement amount calculating section 31 in the present
embodiment has been established assuming, by way of example, that the dynamic behavior of the two-wheeled vehicle
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1A is expressed by the dynamic behavior that is obtained when the system in which a mass point and an inertia moment
have been set only for the vehicle body 2 of the two-wheeled vehicle 1A, as in the two-wheeled vehicle 1 in Fig. 1, is
equivalently transformed to the system, shown in Fig. 2B, which is made up of the aforesaid first mass point 123 (inverted
pendulum mass point) and the second mass point 124.
[0436] As shown in Fig. 18, the estimated inverted pendulum mass point lateral movement amount calculating section
31 receives a detected value of the actual value φb_act (hereinafter, referred to as "detected roll angle φb_act") of the
roll angle (inclination angle in the direction about the X axis (roll direction)) φb of the vehicle body 2, and a detected
value of the actual value δf_act (hereinafter, referred to as "detected front-wheel steering angle φf_act") of the steering
angle δf of the front wheel 3f.
[0437] The detected roll angle φb_act is a detected value (observed value) indicated by an output from the vehicle-
body inclination detector 16, and the detected front-wheel steering angle δf_act is a detected value (observed value)
indicated by an output from the front-wheel steering angle detector 17.
[0438] Here, in the case where it is assumed that a mass point and an inertia moment are set only for the vehicle body
2 of the two-wheeled vehicle 1A and that the dynamic behavior of the two-wheeled vehicle 1A is expressed by the
behavior of the mass point system made up of the first mass point 123 (inverted pendulum mass point) and the second
mass point 124, the first mass point 123 and the second mass point 124 are on the plane of symmetry of the vehicle
body 2 (plane of symmetry when the vehicle body 2 is considered to be bilaterally symmetrical), as described above.
Therefore, the inclination in the roll direction of the line segment connecting the first mass point 123 and the second
mass point 124 corresponds to the inclination in the roll direction of the vehicle body 2 of the two-wheeled vehicle 1A.
[0439] Accordingly, in the case where the inclination angle φb in the roll direction of the vehicle body 2 of the two-
wheeled vehicle 1A is sufficiently small, the difference between the movement amount in the Y-axis direction of the first
mass point 123 and the movement amount in the Y-axis direction of the second mass point 124 coincides with a value
obtained by multiplying the inclination angle φb in the roll direction of the vehicle body 2 by the height h’ of the first mass
point 123.
[0440] Further, in the two-wheeled vehicle 1A of the present embodiment, the front wheel 3f alone is a steered wheel.
Therefore, the movement amount q in the Y-axis direction of the second mass point 124 is determined uniquely from
the steering angle δf of the front wheel 3f, as explained above.
[0441] Accordingly, the movement amount in the Y-axis direction of the first mass point 123, which is the inverted
pendulum mass point, is obtained as a sum of a component attributable to the inclination in the roll direction of the vehicle
body 2 of the two-wheeled vehicle 1A and a component attributable to the steering angle δf of the front wheel 3f.
[0442] The estimated inverted pendulum mass point lateral movement amount calculating section 31 uses this rela-
tionship to calculate the estimated inverted pendulum mass point lateral movement amount Pb_diff_y_act on the basis
of the detected roll angle φb_act and the detected front-wheel steering angle δf_act.
[0443] More specifically, the estimated inverted pendulum mass point lateral movement amount calculating section
31 calculates the estimated inverted pendulum mass point lateral movement amount Pb_diff_y_act by the processing
shown in the block diagram in Fig. 19.
[0444] This processing is configured to sum up a first estimated lateral movement amount component Pb_diff_y_act_1,
which is an estimate of the actual movement amount in the Y-axis direction of the inverted pendulum mass point 123
caused by the inclination in the roll direction of the vehicle body 2, and a second estimated lateral movement amount
component Pb_diff_y_act_2, which is an estimate of the actual movement amount in the Y-axis direction of the inverted
pendulum mass point 123 caused by the steering of the front wheel 3f, to thereby calculate the estimated inverted
pendulum mass point lateral movement amount Pb_diff_y_act.
[0445] In Fig. 19, a processing section 31-1 represents a processing section which obtains the first estimated lateral
movement amount component Pb_diff_y_act_1, a processing section 31-2 represents a processing section which obtains
the second estimated lateral movement amount component Pb_diff_y_act_2, and a processing section 31-3 represents
a processing section which sums up the first estimated lateral movement amount component Pb_diff_y_act_1 and the
second estimated lateral movement amount component Pb-diff_y_act_2.
[0446] The processing section 31-1 determines the first estimated lateral movement amount component Pb_diff_y_act
in accordance with the detected roll angle φb_act at the current time. More specifically, the processing section 31-1
multiplies the detected roll angle φb_act (angle value in [rad]) by the height h’ (=c+h), multiplied by -1, of the inverted
pendulum mass point 123, to calculate the first estimated lateral movement amount component Pb_diff_y_act_1
(=φb_act*(-h’)).
[0447] Accordingly, the first estimated lateral movement amount component Pb_diff_y_act_1 is calculated, in accord-
ance with the detected roll angle φb_act, as a value of a linear function with respect to the roll angle φb of the vehicle
body 2 (a value of a constant multiple of φb). Further, Pb_diff_y_act_1 becomes zero in the state where φb_act=0 (where
the vehicle body 2 is not leaned to the right or left), and therefore, it is the movement amount in the Y-axis direction with
reference to the position of the inverted pendulum mass point 123 in that state.
[0448] It should be noted that sin(φb_act) is approximated by φb_act in the calculating processing in the processing
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section 31-1. Further, the value of h’ (or c, h) has been preset in the two-wheeled vehicle 1A and is stored in a memory
in the control device 15. For example, the value has been set to satisfy the relationship in the aforesaid expression (5b)
(the relationship that c(=h’-h)=I/(m*h)), from the height h of the overall center of gravity G in the basic posture state of
the two-wheeled vehicle 1A, the overall inertia I of the two-wheeled vehicle 1A (inertia moment about the axis passing
through the overall center of gravity G and parallel to the X-axis direction), and the total mass m of the two-wheeled
vehicle 1A.
[0449] The value of h’, however, may be set to a value roughly approximating the value satisfying the relationship in
the above expression (5b) such that optimal control characteristics can be obtained on the basis of various experiments,
simulation, etc.
[0450] The processing section 31-2 in Fig. 19 determines the second estimated lateral movement amount component
Pb_diff_y_act_2 in accordance with the detected front-wheel steering angle δf_act at the current time. More specifically,
the processing section 31-2 obtains the second estimated lateral movement amount component Pb_diff_y_act_2
(=Plfy(δf_act)) from the detected front-wheel steering angle δf_act at the current time, by a preset conversion function
Plfy(δf). That is, the processing section 31-2 obtains a value Plfy(δf_act) of the conversion function Plfy(δf) corresponding
to δf_act, and determines the obtained value as the second estimated lateral movement amount component
Pb_diff_y_act_2.
[0451] The above conversion function Plfy(δf) is defined, for example, by a mapping or an arithmetic expression. The
conversion function Plfy(δf) is a nonlinear function which has been preset, as illustrated by the graph shown in the
processing section 31-2 in Fig. 19, such that it monotonically changes (in the present embodiment, monotonically de-
creases) with increasing steering angle δf of the front wheel 3f, and such that the magnitude of the rate of change of
Plfy(δf) with respect to the steering angle δf (the amount of change of Plfy(δf) per unit increase of δf) becomes relatively
small in the region where the magnitude (absolute value) of the steering angle δf of the front wheel 3f is relatively large,
compared to that in the region where the magnitude of the steering angle δf is small (region where δf is near zero).
[0452] Accordingly, the second estimated lateral movement amount component Pb_diff_y_act_2 is determined, in
accordance with the detected front-wheel steering angle δf_act, as a value of a nonlinear function with respect to the
steering angle δf of the front wheel 3f.
[0453] The estimated inverted pendulum mass point lateral movement amount calculating section 31 determines the
estimated inverted pendulum mass point lateral movement amount Pb_diff_y_act by summing up, in the processing
section 31-3, the first estimated lateral movement amount component Pb_diff_y_act_1 and the second estimated lateral
movement amount component Pb_diff_y_act_2 calculated in the above-described manner.
[0454] Accordingly, the estimated inverted pendulum mass point lateral movement amount Pb_diff_y_act is determined
by the following expression (51).

[0455] In the above expression (51), the first term on the right side is a linear term with respect to the detected roll
angle φb_act, and the second term on the right side is a nonlinear term with respect to the detected front-wheel steering
angle δf_act.
[0456] It should be noted that the second term on the right side of the expression (51) can be ignored when the
magnitude of the value Plfy(δf_act) of the aforesaid conversion function Plfy(δf) corresponding to the actual steering
angle δf_act of the front wheel 3f is sufficiently small (when the magnitude of δf_act is small). In this case, the detected
roll angle φb_act of the vehicle body 2 may be used instead of the estimated inverted pendulum mass point lateral
movement amount Pb_diff_y_act.
[0457] With this configuration, the processing in the estimated inverted pendulum mass point lateral movement amount
calculating section 31 becomes unnecessary, and the computational load of the control device 15 can be reduced.
[0458] Next, the control device 15 carries out the processing in the estimated inverted pendulum mass point lateral
velocity calculating section 32.
[0459] As shown in Fig. 18, the estimated inverted pendulum mass point lateral velocity calculating section 32 receives
the estimated inverted pendulum mass point lateral movement amount Pb_diff_y_act calculated in the estimated inverted
pendulum mass point lateral movement amount calculating section 31, a detected front-wheel steering angle δf_act,
and an estimate of the actual value Vf_act (hereinafter, referred to as "estimated front-wheel rotational transfer velocity
Vf_act") of the rotational transfer velocity Vf of the front wheel 3f.
[0460] It should be noted that the estimated front-wheel rotational transfer velocity Vf_act is a velocity which is calculated
by multiplying a detected value (observed value) of the rotational angular velocity of the front wheel 3f, indicated by an
output from the aforesaid front-wheel rotational speed detector 20, by a predetermined effective rolling radius of the
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front wheel 3f.
[0461] The estimated inverted pendulum mass point lateral velocity calculating section 32 carries out the processing
shown in the block diagram in Fig. 20 to calculate an estimated inverted pendulum mass point lateral velocity Vby_act.
[0462] This processing is configured to sum up a first estimated lateral velocity component Vby_act_1, which is an
estimate of the actual transfer velocity (relative to the origin) in the Y-axis direction of the inverted pendulum mass point
123 as seen from the origin of the XYZ coordinate system set in the above-described manner for the two-wheeled vehicle
1A, and a second estimated lateral velocity component Vby_act_2, which is an estimate of the actual transfer velocity
in the Y-axis direction of the inverted pendulum mass point 123 (= transfer velocity of the origin of the XYZ coordinate
system) caused by the translational movement of the two-wheeled vehicle 1A accompanying the rolling of the front wheel
3f while the front wheel 3f is being steered (when the actual steering angle of the front wheel 3f is not "0"), to thereby
calculate the estimated inverted pendulum mass point lateral velocity Vby_act.
[0463] In Fig. 20, a processing section 32-1 represents a processing section which obtains the first estimated lateral
velocity component Vby_act_1, a processing section 32-2 represents a processing section which obtains the second
estimated lateral velocity component Vby_act_2, and a processing section 32-3 represents a processing section which
sums up the first estimated lateral velocity component Vby_act_1 and the second estimated lateral velocity component
Vby_act_2.
[0464] The processing section 32-1 calculates, as the first estimated lateral velocity component Vby_act_1, a temporal
change rate Pb_diff_y_dot_act (amount of change per unit time) at the current time of the estimated inverted pendulum
mass point lateral movement amount Pb_diff_y_act successively calculated by the estimated inverted pendulum mass
point lateral movement amount calculating section 31. That is, the processing section 32-1 calculates a differential value
Pb_diff_y_dot_act of Pb_diff_y_act as Vby_act_1.
[0465] Further, the processing section 32-2 multiplies, in a processing section 32-2-1, a detected front-wheel steering
angle δf_act at the current time by a cosine value cos(θcf) of the caster angle θcf of the front wheel 3f, to thereby calculate
an estimate of the actual value θ’f_act (hereinafter, referred to as "estimated front-wheel effective steering angle δ’f_act")
of a front-wheel effective steering angle δ’f which corresponds to the rotational angle in the yaw direction of the front
wheel 3f.
[0466] Supplementally, the front-wheel effective steering angle δ’f is an angle of the line of intersection of the ground
surface 110 and the rotational plane of the front wheel 3f being steered (plane passing through the center of the axle of
the front wheel 3f and orthogonal to the axle centerline Cf of the front wheel 3f) with respect to the longitudinal direction
(X-axis direction) of the vehicle body 2.
[0467] In the case where the roll angle φb of the vehicle body 2 is relatively small, the estimated front-wheel effective
steering angle δ’f_act can be calculated approximately by the following expression (52). The processing in the above-
described processing section 32-2-1 is the process of approximately calculating δ’f_act by the expression (52).

[0468] To further improve the accuracy of δ’f_act, δ’f_act may be obtained by a mapping from δf_act. Alternatively, to
still further improve the accuracy of δ’f_act, δ’f_act may be obtained by a mapping (two-dimensional mapping) or the
like from δf_act and a detected roll angle φb_act.
[0469] The processing section 32-2 further calculates a sine value sin(δ’f_act) of the calculated, estimated front-wheel
effective steering angle δ’f_act and multiplies the estimated front-wheel rotational transfer velocity Vf_act at the current
time by the sine value, in a processing section 32-2-2 and a processing section 32-2-3, to thereby calculate a transfer
velocity in the Y-axis direction (in other words, a component in the Y-axis direction of Vf_act) of the ground contact part
of the front wheel 3f.
[0470] Further, the processing section 32-2 multiplies, in a processing section 32-2-4, the value as a result of calculation
in the processing section 32-2-3 by Lr/L (where L=Lf+Lr), to obtain a second estimated lateral velocity component
Vby_act_2 (=Vf_act*sin(δ’f_act)*(Lr/L)).
[0471] It should be noted that the above-described Lr and Lf in this processing have the same meanings as those in
the two-wheeled vehicle 1 in Fig. 1. That is, Lr refers to a distance in the X-axis direction between the ground contact
point of the rear wheel 3r and the overall center of gravity G in the basic posture state of the two-wheeled vehicle 1A,
and Lf refers to a distance in the X-axis direction between the ground contact point of the front wheel 3f and the overall
center of gravity G in the basic posture state of the two-wheeled vehicle 1A.
[0472] The values of Lr and Lf have been preset for the two-wheeled vehicle 1A and are stored in a memory in the
control device 15.
[0473] The value of the caster angle θcf used in the processing in the processing section 32-2 has also been preset
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for the two-wheeled vehicle 1A, as with the values of Lf and Lr, and is stored in the memory in the control device 15.
[0474] The estimated inverted pendulum mass point lateral velocity calculating section 32 sums up, in the processing
section 32-3, the first estimated lateral velocity component Vby_act_1 and the second estimated lateral velocity com-
ponent Vby_act_2 calculated in the above-described manner, to calculate an estimated inverted pendulum mass point
lateral velocity Vby_act.
[0475] Accordingly, the estimated inverted pendulum mass point lateral velocity Vby_act is calculated by the following
expression (53). 

[0476] It should be noted that in the case where the magnitude of the value of the aforesaid conversion function Plfy(δf)
corresponding to the actual steering angle δf_act of the front wheel 3f is sufficiently small (when the magnitude of δf_act
is small), a differential value of the value of Pb_diff_y_act obtained by ignoring the second term on the right side of the
expression (51) may be adopted as Pb_diff_y_dot_act for use in the expression (53). That is, in the expression (53), a
value, multiplied by -h’, of the differential value of the detected roll angle φb_act of the vehicle body 2 may be used
instead of Pb_diff_y_dot_act. With this configuration, the computational load of the control device 15 can be reduced.
[0477] Next, the control device 15 carries out the processing in the estimated traveling speed calculating section 33.
[0478] As shown in Fig. 18, the estimated traveling speed calculating section 33 receives the aforesaid estimated
front-wheel rotational transfer velocity Vf_act and the aforesaid detected front-wheel steering angle δf_act.
[0479] The estimated traveling speed calculating section 33 carries out the processing shown in the block diagram in
Fig. 21 to calculate an estimated traveling speed Vox_act.
[0480] In Fig. 21, a processing section 33-1 represents a processing section which multiplies a detected front-wheel
steering angle δf_act at the current time by a cosine value of the caster angle θcf of the front wheel 3f (as in the aforesaid
expression (52)) to obtain the estimated front-wheel effective steering angle δ’f_act, which has been described above
in conjunction with the processing section 32-2 in the estimated inverted pendulum mass point lateral velocity calculating
section 32, a processing section 33-2 represents a processing section which obtains a cosine value cos(δ’f_act) of the
estimated front-wheel effective steering angle δ’f_act, and a processing section 33-3 represents a processing section
which multiplies an estimated front-wheel rotational transfer velocity Vf_act at the current time by the above-described
cosine value cos(δ’f_act) to thereby calculate an estimated traveling speed Vox_act.
[0481] Accordingly, the estimated traveling speed calculating section 33 is configured to calculate Vox_act by multi-
plying Vf act by the cosine value cos(δ’f_act) of δ’f_act. That is, Vox_act is calculated by the following expression (54).

[0482] The estimated traveling speed Vox_act calculated in this manner corresponds to a component in the X-axis
direction of the estimated front-wheel rotational transfer velocity Vf_act.
[0483] It should be noted that for the estimated front-wheel effective steering angle δ’f_act, the value calculated by
the estimated inverted pendulum mass point lateral velocity calculating section 32 as it is may be used. In this case, it
is unnecessary to supply the detected front-wheel steering angle δf_act to the estimated traveling speed calculating
section 33, and the processing section 33-1 is also unnecessary.
[0484] Further, instead of the detected front-wheel steering angle δf_act and the estimated front-wheel rotational
transfer velocity Vf_act at the current time, a value (last time’s value) δf_cmd_p of the desired front-wheel steering angle
δf_cmd, calculated by the posture control arithmetic section 37 (described later) in the last time’s control processing
cycle, and a value (last time’s value) Vf_cmd_p of the desired front-wheel rotational transfer velocity Vf_cmd, calculated
by the desired front-wheel rotational transfer velocity determining section 36 (described later) in the last time’s control
processing cycle, respectively, may be used. More specifically, δf_cmd_p and Vf_cmd_p may be used to perform com-
putation similar to that in the right side of the above expression (54), and the resultant value
(=Vf_cmd_p*cos(δf_cmd_p*cos(θcf))) may be obtained as a pseudo estimate (alternative observed value) as an alter-
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native to the estimated traveling speed Vox_act.
[0485] Further, in obtaining the pseudo estimate (alternative observed value) as an alternative to the estimated traveling
speed Vox_act, δf_cmd_p may be used instead of the detected front-wheel steering angle δf_act at the current time,
and the estimated front-wheel rotational transfer velocity Vf_act may be used as it is. Conversely, Vf_cmd_p may be
used instead of the estimated front-wheel rotational transfer velocity Vf_act at the current time, and the detected front-
wheel steering angle δf_act may be used as it is.
[0486] Furthermore, a value of the actual rotational transfer velocity of the rear wheel 3r estimated on the basis of an
output from the rear-wheel rotational speed detector 21 (specifically, a value obtained by multiplying the rotational angular
velocity of the rear wheel 3r, indicated by the output from the rear-wheel rotational speed detector 21, by a predetermined
effective rolling radius of the rear wheel 3r) may be obtained as the estimated traveling speed Vox_act.
[0487] Next, the control device 15 carries out the processing in the desired front-wheel rotational transfer velocity
determining section 36.
[0488] As shown in Fig. 18, the desired front-wheel rotational transfer velocity determining section 36 receives a
detected value of the actual value of the accelerator manipulated variable, which is indicated by an output from the
aforesaid accelerator manipulation detector 22.
[0489] The desired front-wheel rotational transfer velocity determining section 36 determines a desired front-wheel
rotational transfer velocity Vf_cmd by the processing shown in the block diagram in Fig. 25, i.e. the processing in a
processing section 36-1.
[0490] The processing section 36-1 determines the desired front-wheel rotational transfer velocity Vf_cmd from a
detected value of the accelerator manipulated variable at the current time, by a preset conversion function.
[0491] The conversion function is a function which is defined, for example, by a mapping or an arithmetic expression.
This conversion function is basically set such that Vf_cmd determined by the conversion function increases monotonically
as the accelerator manipulated variable increases.
[0492] The conversion function is set, for example, with the trend as illustrated by the graph in Fig. 25. In this case,
the processing section 36-1 determines Vf_cmd to be zero when the detected value of the accelerator manipulated
variable falls within the dead band range (range near zero) from zero to a prescribed first accelerator manipulated variable
A1.
[0493] Further, when the detected value of the accelerator manipulated variable falls within the range from the first
accelerator manipulated variable A1 to a prescribed second accelerator manipulated variable A2 (>A1), the processing
section 36-1 determines Vf_cmd such that Vf_cmd increases monotonically as the accelerator manipulated variable
increases and that the rate of increase of Vf_cmd (increase of Vf_cmd per unit increase of the accelerator manipulated
variable) increases smoothly.
[0494] When the detected value of the accelerator manipulated variable falls within the range from the second accel-
erator manipulated variable A2 to a prescribed third accelerator manipulated variable A3 (>A2), the processing section
36-1 determines Vf_cmd such that Vf_cmd increases monotonically, at a constant rate of increase, as the accelerator
manipulated variable increases.
[0495] Further, when the detected value of the accelerator manipulated variable exceeds the third accelerator manip-
ulated variable A3, the processing section 36-1 determines Vf_cmd such that it remains at a constant value (at the value
corresponding to A3).
[0496] Next, the control device 15 carries out the processing in the control gain determining section 35. As shown in
Fig. 18, the control gain determining section 35 receives, via a delay element 39, a last time’s desired front-wheel steering
angle δf_cmd_p, which is a value (last time’s value) of the desired front-wheel steering angle 6f cmd determined by the
posture control arithmetic section 37 in the last time’s control processing cycle of the control device 15. The control gain
determining section 35 also receives an estimated traveling speed Vox_act calculated by the estimated traveling speed
calculating section 33 in the current time’s control processing cycle.
[0497] The control gain determining section 35 carries out the processing shown in the block diagram in Fig. 22, for
example, to determine values of a plurality of gains K1, K2, K3, K4, and Kh for the posture control of the vehicle body 2.
[0498] The values of the gains K1, K2, K3, K4, and Kh are each determined variably in accordance with δf_cmd_p
and Vox_act, or in accordance with Vox_act, as will be described in detail later.
[0499] Next, the control device 15 carries out the processing in the desired posture state determining section 34. The
desired posture state determining section 34 determines a desired inverted pendulum mass point lateral movement
amount Pb_diff_y_cmd, which is a desired value of the inverted pendulum mass point lateral movement amount Pb_diff_y,
and a desired inverted pendulum mass point lateral velocity Vby_cmd, which is a desired value of the inverted pendulum
mass point lateral velocity Vby. In the present embodiment, the desired posture state determining section 34 sets both
of Pb_diff_y_cmd and Vby_cmd to zero, by way of example.
[0500] Next, the control device 15 carries out the processing in the posture control arithmetic section 37. As shown
in Fig. 18, the posture control arithmetic section 37 receives the desired inverted pendulum mass point lateral movement
amount Pb_diff_y_cmd and the desired inverted pendulum mass point lateral velocity Vby_cmd determined in the desired
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posture state determining section 34, the estimated inverted pendulum mass point lateral movement amount
Pb_diff_y_act calculated in the estimated inverted pendulum mass point lateral movement amount calculating section
31, the estimated inverted pendulum mass point lateral velocity Vby_act calculated in the estimated inverted pendulum
mass point lateral velocity calculating section 32, the gains K1, K2, K3, K4, and Kh determined in the control gain
determining section 35, and a detected value Th_act (hereinafter, referred to as "detected handlebar torque Th_act") of
the actual value of the handlebar torque Th, indicated by an output from the aforesaid handlebar torque detector 19.
[0501] The posture control arithmetic section 37 uses the above-described input values to carry out the processing
shown in the block diagram in Fig. 26, to thereby determine a desired front-wheel steering angle δf_cmd, a desired front-
wheel steering angular velocity δf_dot_cmd, and a desired front-wheel steering angular acceleration δf_dot2_cmd.
[0502] In Fig. 26, a processing section 37-1 represents a processing section which multiplies Th_act by the gain Kh
to convert Th_act into a required value of the angular acceleration of the steering angle of the front wheel 3f, a processing
section 37-2 represents a processing section which obtains a deviation of Pb_diff_y_act from Pb_diff_y_cmd, a process-
ing section 37-3 represents a processing section which multiplies the output of the processing section 37-2 by the gain
K1, a processing section 37-4 represents a processing section which obtains a deviation of Vby_act from Vby cmd, a
processing section 37-5 represents a processing section which multiplies the output of the processing section 37-4 by
the gain K2, a processing section 37-6 represents a processing section which multiplies δf_cmd_p by the gain K3, a
processing section 37-7 represents a processing section which multiplies a last time’s desired front-wheel steering
angular velocity δf_dot_cmd-p, which is a value of the desired front-wheel steering angular velocity δf_dot_cmd deter-
mined by the posture control arithmetic section 37 in the last time’s control processing cycle, by the gain K4, a processing
section 37-8 represents a processing section which calculates a sum of the outputs from the processing sections 37-3
and 37-5 and the values, each multiplied by -1, of the outputs from the processing sections 37-6 and 37-7, and a
processing section 37-9 represents a processing section which sums up the outputs from the processing sections 37-8
and 37-1 to thereby calculate a desired front-wheel steering angular acceleration δf_dot2_cmd.
[0503] Further, a processing section 37-10 represents a processing section which integrates the output of the process-
ing section 37-9 to obtain a desired front-wheel steering angular velocity δf_dot_cmd, a processing section 37-11 rep-
resents a delay element which outputs the output from the processing section 37-10 in the last time’s control processing
cycle (i.e. last time’s desired front-wheel steering angular velocity δf_dot_cmd_p) to the processing section 37-7, a
processing section 37-12 represents a processing section which integrates the output of the processing section 37-10
to obtain a desired front-wheel steering angle δf_cmd, and a processing section 37-13 represents a delay element which
outputs the output from the processing section 37-12 in the last time’s control processing cycle (i.e. last time’s desired
front-wheel steering angle δf_cmd_p) to the processing section 37-6.
[0504] Accordingly, the posture control arithmetic section 37 calculates the desired front-wheel steering angular ac-
celeration δf_dot2_cmd by the following expression (55).

[0505] In the above expression (55), K1*(Pb_diff_y_cmd-Pb_diff_y_act) is a feedback manipulated variable having
the function of making the deviation (Pb_diff_y_cmd-Pb_diff_y_act) approach "0", K2*(Vby_cmd-Vby_act) is a feedback
manipulated variable having the function of making the deviation (Vby_cmd-Vby_act) approach "0", -K3*δf_cmd_p is a
feedback manipulated variable having the function of making δf_cmd approach "0", and -K4*δf_dot_cmd_p is a feedback
manipulated variable having the function of making δf_dot_cmd approach "0".
[0506] Further, Kh*Th_act is a feedforward manipulated variable corresponding to the actual handlebar torque (de-
tected handlebar torque Th_act) applied to the operation apparatus 7 by the rider.
[0507] The posture control arithmetic section 37 integrates δf_dot2_cmd determined by the above expression (55) to
determine a desired front-wheel steering angular velocity δf_dot_cmd. Further, the posture control arithmetic section 37
integrates this δf_dot_cmd to determine a desired front-wheel steering angle δf_cmd.
[0508] It should be noted that δf_cmd_p and δf_dot_cmd_p used in the computation of the expression (55) have the
meanings as pseudo estimates (alternative observed values) of the actual steering angle and steering angular velocity,
respectively, of the front wheel 3f at the current time. Therefore, instead of δf_cmd_p, a detected front-wheel steering
angle δf_act at the current time may be used. Further, instead of δf_dot_cmd_p, a detected front-wheel steering angular
velocity δf_dot_act (detected value of the actual steering angular velocity of the front wheel 3f) based on an output from
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the aforesaid front-wheel steering angle detector 17 may be used.
[0509] The above has described the processing in the posture control arithmetic section 37.
[0510] In accordance with the processing in the posture control arithmetic section 37, the desired front-wheel steering
angular acceleration δf_dot2_cmd is basically determined, in the case where no handlebar torque Th is applied to the
operation apparatus 7, such that any divergence of the actual inverted pendulum mass point lateral movement amount
(estimated inverted pendulum mass point lateral movement amount Pb_diff_y_act) of the two-wheeled vehicle 1A from
the desired inverted pendulum mass point lateral movement amount Pb_diff_y_cmd, or any divergence of the actual
inverted pendulum mass point lateral velocity (estimated inverted pendulum mass point lateral velocity Vby_act) of the
two-wheeled vehicle 1A from the desired inverted pendulum mass point lateral velocity Vby cmd, is eliminated through
manipulation of the steering angle δf of the front wheel 3f (and, hence, that the actual inverted pendulum mass point
lateral movement amount or lateral velocity of the two-wheeled vehicle 1A is restored to the desired inverted pendulum
mass point lateral movement amount Pb_diff_y_cmd or desired inverted pendulum mass point lateral velocity Vby_cmd).
[0511] Further, in the present embodiment, the desired inverted pendulum mass point lateral movement amount
Pb_diff_y_cmd is "0". Therefore, in the state where the actual inverted pendulum mass point lateral movement amount
of the two-wheeled vehicle 1A is held at a value which coincides, or almost coincides, with the desired inverted pendulum
mass point lateral movement amount Pb_diff_y_cmd, the desired front-wheel steering angular acceleration δf_dot2_cmd
is determined so as to keep the actual steering angle of the front wheel 3f at "0" or almost "0".
[0512] Furthermore, in the case where a handlebar torque Th is applied to the operation apparatus 7, a feedforward
manipulated variable corresponding to the detected handlebar torque Th_act is added to the desired front-wheel steering
angular acceleration δf_dot2_cmd.
[0513] It should be noted that, instead of adding the feedforward manipulated variable corresponding to the detected
handlebar torque Th_act to δf_dot2_cmd as described above, it may be configured to add the feedforward manipulated
variable corresponding to the detected handlebar torque Th_act (value obtained by multiplying Th_act by a gain) to the
desired front-wheel steering angular velocity δf_dot_cmd or to the desired front-wheel steering angle δf_cmd.
[0514] Alternatively, instead of adding the feedforward manipulated variable corresponding to the detected handlebar
torque Th_act to δf_dot2_cmd, it may be configured to correct the desired inverted pendulum mass point lateral movement
amount Pb_diff_y_cmd in accordance with Th_act and to use the corrected desired inverted pendulum mass point lateral
movement amount instead of Pb diff y cmd, as shown, for example, in the block diagram in Fig. 27.
[0515] In the processing in the posture control arithmetic section 37 shown in the block diagram in Fig. 27, a processing
section 37-14 is provided instead of the processing section 37-9 shown in Fig. 26. The processing section 37-14 subtracts
the output of the processing section 37-1 (=Kh*Th_act) from the desired inverted pendulum mass point lateral movement
amount Pb_diff_y_cmd to correct Pb_diff_y_cmd. It should be noted that the value of the gain Kh by which Th_act is
multiplied in this case is usually different from the value of the gain Kh used in the processing section 37-1 in the block
diagram in Fig. 26.
[0516] The processing section 37-14 then supplies the corrected desired inverted pendulum mass point lateral move-
ment amount (=Pb_diff_y_cmd-Kh*Th_act) to the processing section 37-2, instead of Pb_dif_y_cmd.
[0517] Further, in the processing in the block diagram in Fig. 27, the output from the processing section 37-8, as it is,
is determined to be a desired front-wheel steering angular acceleration δf_dot2_cmd, and is supplied to the processing
section 37-10.
[0518] In other respects, the processing shown in the block diagram in Fig. 27 is identical to that shown in Fig. 26.
[0519] Accordingly, in the processing in the posture control arithmetic section 37 shown in Fig. 27, the desired front-
wheel steering angular acceleration δf_dot2_cmd is calculated by the following expression (56).

[0520] When the value of the gain Kh used in the processing section 37-1 in the block diagram in Fig. 26 is divided
by the gain K1 and the obtained value is multiplied by -1, and when the resultant value is used as the gain Kh in the
processing section 37-1 in the block diagram in Fig. 27, then the block diagram in Fig. 27 becomes equivalent to the
block diagram in Fig. 26.
[0521] In the block diagram in Fig. 26 or the block diagram in Fig. 27, a value obtained by multiplying the detected
handlebar torque Th_act by a prescribed gain may be added to the output of the processing section 37-10.
[0522] Alternatively, in the block diagram in Fig. 26 or the block diagram in Fig. 28, a value obtained by multiplying
the detected handlebar torque Th_act by a prescribed gain may be added to the output of the processing section 37-12.
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[0523] Still alternatively, instead of the detected handlebar torque Th_act as it is, the detected handlebar torque Th_act
which has been passed through a filter for adjusting frequency characteristics may be used. Adding the processes as
described above can make the control system’s response characteristics to the handlebar torque further suit the taste
of the rider of the two-wheeled vehicle 1A.
[0524] Here, the gains K1 to K4 (feedback gains related to the respective feedback manipulated variables in the right
side of the aforesaid expression (55)) and the gain Kh, which are used for calculating δf_dot2_cmd by the computation
of the expression (55), are determined in the aforesaid control gain determining section 35. The processing in the control
gain determining section 35 will now be described in detail.
[0525] The control gain determining section 35 determines the values of the gains K1 to K4 and Kh from the received
estimated traveling speed Vox_act and last time’s desired front-wheel steering angle δf_cmd_p, by the processing shown
in the block diagram in Fig. 22.
[0526] In Fig. 22, a processing section 35-1 is a processing section which determines the gain K1 in accordance with
Vox_act and δf_cmd_p, and a processing section 35-2 is a processing section which determines the gain K2 in accordance
with Vox_act and δf_cmd_p.
[0527] In the present embodiment, the processing section 35-1 determines the gain K1 from Vox_act and δf_cmd_p,
in accordance with a preset two-dimensional mapping (conversion function of two variables). Similarly, the processing
section 35-2 determines the gain K2 from Vox_act and δf_cmd_p, in accordance with a preset two-dimensional mapping
(conversion function of two variables).
[0528] In these two-dimensional mappings, the trend of the change in value of the gain K1 with respect to Vox_act
and δf_cmd_p and the trend of the change in value of the gain K2 with respect to Vox_act and δf_cmd_p are set
substantially similar to each other.
[0529] Specifically, as illustrated by the graphs shown in the processing sections 35-1 and 35-2 in Fig. 22, the two-
dimensional mappings in the processing sections 35-1 and 35-2 are each set such that the magnitude of the gain K1,
K2 determined by the two-dimensional mapping has the trend of monotonically decreasing with increasing Vox_act when
δf_cmd_p is fixed to a given value.
[0530] Accordingly, the gains K1 and K2 as the feedback gains related to the feedback manipulated variables having
the function of stabilizing the posture in the roll direction of the vehicle body 2 of the two-wheeled vehicle 1A (making
the estimated inverted pendulum mass point lateral movement amount Pb_diff_y_act and the estimated inverted pen-
dulum mass point lateral velocity Vby_act converge respectively to Pb_diff_y_cmd and Vby_cmd) are determined such
that the magnitudes of the gains K1 and K2 each become smaller as the actual traveling speed (estimated traveling
speed Vox_act) of the two-wheeled vehicle 1A becomes greater.
[0531] In other words, the gains K1 and K2 are determined such that the control function for stabilizing the posture in
the roll direction of the vehicle body 2 by performing the steering control of the front wheel 3f so as to make Pb_diff_y_act
and Vby_act converge to Pb_diff_y_cmd and Vby_cmd, respectively, is reduced when the actual traveling speed (esti-
mated traveling speed Vox_act) of the two-wheeled vehicle 1A is in a high-speed range, as compared to when it is in a
low-speed range.
[0532] Accordingly, in the case where the actual traveling speed (estimated traveling speed Vox_act) of the two-
wheeled vehicle 1A is relatively high, i.e. in the state where the posture in the roll direction of the vehicle body 2 is unlikely
to become unstable, a rider of the two-wheeled vehicle 1A can readily change the posture in the roll direction (roll angle
φb) of the vehicle body 2 by shifting the weight of the rider’s body and so on, as in the case of a conventional two-wheeled
vehicle (which is not provided with the function of controlling the posture in the roll direction of the vehicle body).
[0533] It should be noted that the two-dimensional mappings for determining the gains K1 and K2 may each be set
such that the value of K1, K2 is determined to be "0" or almost "0" when the estimated traveling speed Vox_act reaches
a certain level of speed.
[0534] With this configuration, the function of controlling the posture in the roll direction of the vehicle body 2 becomes
substantially OFF when the actual traveling speed (estimated traveling speed Vox_act) of the two-wheeled vehicle 1A
is relatively high. This can make the behavioral characteristics of the two-wheeled vehicle 1A approach the characteristics
comparable to those of a conventional two-wheeled vehicle in the case where the actual traveling speed of the two-
wheeled vehicle 1A is high.
[0535] Further, the two-dimensional mappings in the processing sections 35-1 and 35-2 are each set such that the
gain K1, K2 determined by the mapping has the trend of monotonically decreasing with increasing magnitude (absolute
value) of δf_cmd_p when Vox_act is fixed to a given value.
[0536] Accordingly, the gains K1 and K2 as the gains related to the feedback manipulated variables having the function
of stabilizing the posture in the roll direction of the vehicle body 2 of the two-wheeled vehicle 1A are determined such
that the magnitudes of the gains K1 and K2 each become smaller as the magnitude of δf_cmd_p, corresponding to the
actual steering angle of the front wheel 3f, becomes larger.
[0537] The magnitudes of the gains K1 and K2 are changed as described above, for the following reason. In the case
where the magnitude of the actual steering angle of the front wheel 3f is large, compared to the case where it is small,
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the radius of curvature of the ground contact part of the steered wheel (front wheel 3f) as seen in a cross section including
the ground contact point of the steered wheel (front wheel 3f) and having a normal in the X-axis direction (longitudinal
direction of the vehicle body 2) becomes larger, as explained above.
[0538] Therefore, in the case where the magnitude of the actual steering angle of the front wheel 3f is large, compared
to the case where it is small, the change in movement amount of the ground contact point of the front wheel 3f according
to the change in the steering becomes larger. Because of this, if the magnitudes of the gains K1 and K2 are set inde-
pendently of the actual steering angle, oscillation is likely to occur in the control of the posture in the roll direction of the
vehicle body 2 of the two-wheeled vehicle 1A.
[0539] When it is configured such that the magnitudes of the gains K1 and K2 are changed in accordance with the
magnitude of δf_cmd_p, as described above, the above-described oscillation can be prevented even in the case where
the magnitude (absolute value) of the actual steering angle of the front wheel 3f is large.
[0540] In the block diagram in Fig. 22, processing sections 35-3 and 35-4 represent processing sections which deter-
mine the gains K3 and K4, respectively, in accordance with Vox_act.
[0541] In the present embodiment, the processing sections 35-3 and 35-4 determine the gains K3 and K4, respectively,
from Vox_act, in accordance with conversion functions defined by preset mappings (or arithmetic expressions).
[0542] These conversion functions are set, as illustrated by the graphs shown in the processing sections 35-3 and
35-4 in Fig. 22, such that basically the gains K3 and K4 each increase monotonically, between a prescribed upper limit
and a prescribed lower limit, as Vox_act increases.
[0543] In this case, in the conversion functions in the processing sections 35-3 and 35-4, in the region where Vox_act
takes a value near "0", K3 and K4 are each maintained at the lower limit. In the region where Vox_act takes a sufficiently
large value, K3 and K4 are each maintained at the upper limit.
[0544] As the gains K3 and K4 are determined in the above-described manner, the gains K3 and K4 as the feedback
gains related to the feedback manipulated variables having the function of making the steering angle δf of the front wheel
3f approach zero are determined such that the magnitudes of the gains K3 and K4 become relatively large in the case
where the actual traveling speed (estimated traveling speed Vox_act) of the two-wheeled vehicle 1A is relatively high
(in a high-speed range), compared to the case where the actual traveling speed of the two-wheeled vehicle 1A is relatively
low (in a low-speed range (including "0")).
[0545] Here, in an ordinary two-wheeled vehicle, when it is traveling at a relatively high speed, the steered wheel is
usually held in a non-steered state or nearly non-steered state. Therefore, setting the gains K3 and K4 in the above-
described manner can allow the steering characteristics of the front wheel 3 f of the two-wheeled vehicle 1A when the
actual traveling speed of the two-wheeled vehicle 1A is relatively high to approach the characteristics of the ordinary
two-wheeled vehicle.
[0546] Further, in Fig. 22, a processing section 35-5 represents a processing section which determines the gain Kh
in accordance with Vox_act.
[0547] In the present embodiment, the processing section 35-5 determines the gain Kh from Vox_act, in accordance
with a conversion function defined by a preset mapping (or arithmetic expression), as with the gains K3 and K4.
[0548] This conversion function is set, as illustrated by the graph shown in the processing section 35-5 in Fig. 22, such
that basically the magnitude of the gain Kh becomes relatively large when Vox_act is large as compared to when Vox_act
is small.
[0549] In this case, the conversion function in the processing section 35-5 is set such that the gain Kh increases
monotonically, between a prescribed upper limit and a prescribed lower limit, as Vox_act increases. Further, the con-
version function is set such that the Kh determined thereby has saturation characteristics with respect to Vox_act. That
is, Kh is determined by the conversion function such that the magnitude of the rate of change of the value of Kh with
respect to Vox_act (increase of Kh per unit increase of Vox_act) becomes smaller in a low-speed range in which Vox_act
takes a value near "0" (including "0") and a high-speed range in which Vox_act takes a sufficiently large value, than in
a mid-speed range between the low-speed range and the high-speed range.
[0550] Determining the gain Kh in accordance with Vox_act in this manner ensures that the magnitude of the gain Kh
relative to the gain K1 becomes large when the actual traveling speed of the two-wheeled vehicle 1A is relatively high.
[0551] Accordingly, when a rider applies a torque about the handlebar axis Ch to the operation apparatus 7 in an
attempt to move the operation apparatus 7, the desired front-wheel steering angular acceleration δf_dot2_cmd is deter-
mined so as to bring the detected handlebar torque Th_act to zero. This leads to improved tracking of the steering of
the front wheel 3f to the rider’s moving the operation apparatus 7.
[0552] As a result, during high-speed traveling of the two-wheeled vehicle 1A, the rider can steer the front wheel 3f
by manipulating the operation apparatus 7, similarly as in a conventional two-wheeled vehicle.
[0553] The above has described the details of the processing in the control gain determining section 35 according to
the present embodiment.
[0554] In the processing in the aforesaid processing sections 35-1 and 35-2, the gains K1 and K2 were determined
in accordance with Vox_act and δf_cmd_p by using two-dimensional mappings. The gains K1 and K2, however, may
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be determined in another manner without using the two-dimensional mappings.
[0555] For example, the gains K1 and K2 may be determined by the processing in processing sections 35-6 and 35-7
in the block diagram in Fig. 23 or 24. It should be noted that, except for the processing in the processing sections 35-6
and 35-7, the processing in the block diagram in each of Figs. 23 and 24 is identical to the processing in the block
diagram in Fig. 22.
[0556] The processing section 35-6 in Fig. 23 includes a processing section 35-6-1 which determines a first adjustment
parameter Kv_1 for adjusting the value of the gain K1, from Vox_act, by a preset conversion function, a processing
section 35-6-2 which determines a second adjustment parameter Kδ_1 for adjusting the value of the gain K1, from
δf_cmd_p, by a preset conversion function, a processing section 35-6-3 which determines a composite adjustment
parameter (=Kv_1*Kδ_1) by multiplying the adjustment parameters Kv_1 and Kδ_1, and a processing section 35-6-4
which adds this composite adjustment parameter to a prescribed reference value (lower limit) K0_1 of the gain K1, to
thereby determine the gain K1 (=Kv_1*Kδ_1+K0_1).
[0557] The processing section 35-7 includes a processing section 35-7-1 which determines a first adjustment parameter
Kv_2 for adjusting the value of the gain K2, from Vox_act, by a preset conversion function, a processing section 35-7-2
which determines a second adjustment parameter Kδ_2 for adjusting the value of the gain K2, from δf_cmd_p, by a
preset conversion function, a processing section 35-7-3 which determines a composite adjustment parameter
(=Kv_2*Kδ_2) by multiplying the adjustment parameters Kv_2 and Kδ_2, and a processing section 35-7-4 which adds
this composite adjustment parameter to a prescribed reference value (lower limit) K0_2 of the gain K2, to thereby
determine the gain K2 (=Kv_2*Kδ_2+K0_2).
[0558] In this case, the conversion functions of the respective processing sections 35-6-1, 35-7-1, 35-6-2, and 35-7-2
are each defined, for example, by a mapping (one-dimensional mapping) or an arithmetic expression.
[0559] The conversion functions of the processing sections 35-6-1 and 35-7-1 are set, as illustrated by the graphs
shown in the processing sections 35-6-1 and 35-7-1 in Fig. 23, such that Kv_1 and Kv_2 determined by the respective
conversion functions each decrease monotonically (to approach zero) from a prescribed upper limit (>0) as Vox_act
becomes larger.
[0560] Accordingly, in a low-speed range where Vox_act is relative low, Kv_1 and Kv_2 are each set to an effective
positive value (having a magnitude above a certain level).
[0561] Further, the conversion functions of the processing sections 35-6-2 and 35-7-2 are set, as illustrated by the
graphs shown in the processing sections 35-6-2 and 35-7-2 in Fig. 23, such that Kδ_1 and Kδ_2 determined by the
respective conversion functions each decrease monotonically as the magnitude (absolute value) of δf_cmd_p increases.
[0562] More specifically, Kδ_1 and Kδ_2 are determined such that they each take a prescribed upper limit (>0) when
the magnitude of δf_cmd_p is "0", and that Kδ_1 and Kδ_2 each decrease down to a prescribed lower limit (>0) as the
magnitude of δf_cmd_p increases from "0".
[0563] Therefore, the processing sections 35-6 and 35-7 shown in Fig. 23 can determine the gains K1 and K2, re-
spectively, such that the trends of the changes of K1 and K2 with respect to Vox_act and δf_cmd_p become similar to
the trends of the changes of K1 and K2 determined by the processing sections 35-1 and 35-2, respectively, in Fig. 22.
[0564] The processing sections 35-6 and 35-7 in Fig. 24 are different from those in Fig. 23 only in part of the processing.
[0565] Specifically, the processing section 35-6 in Fig. 24 adopts a processing section 35-6-5 as a processing section
for determining the first adjustment parameter Kv_1 for adjusting the value of the gain K1 in accordance with Vox_act,
instead of the processing section 35-6-1 shown in Fig. 23. Except for the processing section 35-6-5, the configuration
of the processing section 35-6 in Fig. 24 is identical to that in Fig. 23.
[0566] Similarly, the processing section 35-7 in Fig. 24 adopts a processing section 35-7-5, instead of the processing
section 35-7-1 shown in Fig. 23, as a processing section for determining the first adjustment parameter Kv_2 for adjusting
the value of the gain K2 in accordance with Vox_act. Except for the processing section 35-7-5, the configuration of the
processing section 35-7 in Fig. 24 is identical to that in Fig. 23.
[0567] The processing sections 35-6-5 and 35-7-5 use, for determining Kv_1 and Kv_2, respectively, conversion
functions (mappings or arithmetic expressions) which are different from those used in Fig. 23.
[0568] Specifically, the conversion functions in the processing sections 35-6-5 and 35-7-5 are set, as illustrated by
the graphs shown in the processing sections 35-6-5 and 35-7-5 in Fig. 24, such that Kv_1 and Kv_2 determined by the
respective conversion functions each monotonically decrease with increasing Vox_act and, additionally, such that Kv_1
and Kv_2 are each set to zero (or almost zero) in a high-speed range where Vox_act becomes high.
[0569] It should be noted that the reference value (lower limit) K0_1 of the gain K1 in the processing section 35-6 in
Fig. 24 and the reference value (lower limit) K0_2 of the gain K2 in the processing section 35-7 in Fig. 24 are each set
to zero or a value near zero.
[0570] Therefore, the processing sections 35-6 and 35-7 shown in Fig. 24 can determine the gains K1 and K2, re-
spectively, such that the trends of the changes of K1 and K2 with respect to Vox_act and δf_cmd_p become similar to
the trends of the changes of K1 and K2 determined by the processing sections 35-1 and 35-2, respectively, in Fig. 22.
[0571] In addition, in a high-speed range where the actual traveling speed of the two-wheeled vehicle 1A is high, both
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of the gains K1 and K2 are set to zero or almost zero. This can make the behavioral characteristics of the two-wheeled
vehicle 1A still further approach the characteristics comparable to those of a conventional two-wheeled vehicle in the
case where the actual traveling speed of the two-wheeled vehicle 1A is high.
[0572] It should be noted that for the conversion functions for determining the gains K1 and K2, conversion functions
in other forms may be adopted, as long as they can determine the gains with the above-described trends with respect
to Vox_act and δf_cmd_p. Similarly, for the conversion functions for determining the gains K3, K4, and Kh, conversion
functions in other forms may be adopted, as long as they can determine the gains with the above-described trends with
respect to Vox_act.
[0573] Supplementally, the last time’s desired front-wheel steering angle δf_cmd_p has the meaning as a pseudo
estimate (alternative observed value) of the actual steering angle of the front wheel 3f at the current time.
[0574] Accordingly, for determining the respective gains K1, K2, K3, K4, and Kh, the aforesaid detected front-wheel
steering angle δf_act may be used instead of δf_cmd_p.
[0575] Further, in the case where the response of the front-wheel driving actuator 10 is sufficiently quick, the value of
the traveling speed (=Vf_cmd_p*cos(δf_cmd_p*cos(θcf)), hereinafter referred to as "last time’s desired traveling speed
Vox_cmd_p") calculated by the computation similar to that in the aforesaid expression (54) from the above-described
last time’s desired front-wheel steering angle δf_cmd_p and a last time’s desired front-wheel rotational transfer velocity
Vf_cmd_p (desired front-wheel rotational transfer velocity Vf_cmd determined by the desired front-wheel rotational
transfer velocity determining section 36 in the last time’s control processing cycle) has the meaning as a pseudo estimate
(alternative observed value) of the actual traveling speed of the two-wheeled vehicle 1A at the current time.
[0576] Accordingly, for determining the respective gains K1, K2, K3, K4, and Kh, the above-described last time’s
desired traveling speed Vox_cmd_p may be used instead of Vox_act.
[0577] After the control device 15 has determined the desired front-wheel steering angle δf_cmd in the posture control
arithmetic section 37 as described above, the control device 15 carries out the processing in the desired handlebar angle
determining section 38.
[0578] The desired handlebar angle determining section 38 receives, as shown in Fig. 18, the estimated traveling
speed Vox_act calculated in the estimated traveling speed calculating section 33 and the desired front-wheel steering
angle δf_cmd determined in the posture control arithmetic section 37.
[0579] The desired handlebar angle determining section 38 uses these input values to carry out the processing shown
in the block diagram in Fig. 28, to thereby determine a desired handlebar angle δh_cmd and a desired handlebar angular
velocity δh_dot_cmd.
[0580] In Fig. 28, a processing section 38-1 is a processing section which determines a correction factor Kh_v for
correcting δf_cmd, in accordance with the estimated traveling speed Vox_act, a processing section 38-2 is a processing
section which corrects δf_cmd by multiplying δf_cmd by the output (correction factor Kh_v) from the processing section
38-1, a processing section 38-3 is a processing section which determines a desired handlebar angle δh_cmd from the
output (=Kh_v*δf_cmd) from the processing section 38-2, and a processing section 38-4 is a processing section which
calculates a temporal change rate (amount of change per unit time) of the output (δh_cmd) from the processing section
38-3, as a desired handlebar angular velocity δh_dot_cmd.
[0581] Accordingly, the desired handlebar angle determining section 38 determines a desired handlebar angle δh_cmd
in accordance with the corrected value (=Kh_v*δf_cmd, this corrected value will be hereinafter referred to as "corrected
desired front-wheel steering angle δf_cmd_c") obtained by correcting δf_cmd in accordance with Vox_act. Further, the
desired handlebar angle determining section 38 differentiates this δh_cmd to determine a desired handlebar angular
velocity δh_dot_cmd.
[0582] In this case, the correction factor Kh_v takes a positive value of 1 or less. The correction factor Kh_v is determined
from the estimated traveling speed Vox_act, by a preset conversion function. The conversion function is defined, for
example, by a mapping or an arithmetic expression. The conversion function is set to show the trend as illustrated by
the graph shown in the processing section 38-1 in Fig. 28.
[0583] Here, when the two-wheeled vehicle 1A is stationary or traveling at a very low speed, the posture restoring
force in the roll direction of the vehicle body 2 per unit steering angle of the front wheel 3f is weak and, therefore, the
front wheel 3f needs to be steered relatively largely for stabilizing the posture.
[0584] In such a case, if it is set such that the steering angle δf of the front wheel 3f coincides with the handlebar angle
δh as in a conventional two-wheeled vehicle in which the operation apparatus is directly connected to the steering shaft
of the front wheel, the large steering of the front wheel 3f will cause the operation apparatus 7 to rotate largely, giving
a sense of discomfort to the rider of the two-wheeled vehicle 1A. The operation apparatus 7 may also interfere with a
part of the vehicle body 2 close to the operation apparatus 7.
[0585] In order to solve the above problems, in the present embodiment, the conversion function in the processing
section 38-1 has been set, as illustrated by the graph in the figure, such that the correction factor Kh_v becomes smaller
as Vox_act becomes smaller (as the actual traveling speed of the two-wheeled vehicle 1A becomes lower).
[0586] This correction factor Kh_v basically has the function of changing the ratio of the amount of change of the
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handlebar angle δh to the unit amount of change of the steering angle δf of the front wheel 3f, i.e. a so-called steering
gear ratio, in accordance with Vox_act. Therefore, it is set such that the above-described ratio becomes smaller as
Vox_act becomes smaller.
[0587] More specifically, the conversion function in the processing section 38-1 is set such that the above-described
ratio (correction factor Kh_v) becomes "1" or almost "1" when Vox_act becomes a prescribed speed or higher and that
the ratio becomes less than "1" when Vox_act becomes lower than the prescribed speed.
[0588] As a result, when the two-wheeled vehicle 1A is stationary or traveling at a very low speed, even if the steering
angle of the front wheel 3f becomes large for the purpose of stabilizing the posture of the vehicle body 2, the handlebar
angle δh is restricted to a small angle. This can reduce the sense of discomfort of the rider of the two-wheeled vehicle
1A and also prevent the interference between the operation apparatus 7 and the vehicle body 2.
[0589] Furthermore, in the present embodiment, when the processing section 38-3 determines a desired handlebar
angle δh_cmd from the corrected desired front-wheel steering angle δf_cmd_c which is δf_cmd corrected with the
correction factor Kh_v, it determines δh_cmd in accordance with a conversion function which has been preset to cause
δh_cmd to have saturation characteristics with respect to δf_cmd_c. The saturation characteristics means the charac-
teristics that the magnitude of the rate of change of δh_cmd with respect to δf_cmd_c (amount of change of δh_cmd per
unit amount of change of δf_cmd_c) becomes smaller when the magnitude of δh_cmd_c is large, as compared to when
the magnitude of δh_cmd_c is small.
[0590] The conversion function in the processing section 38-3 having such saturation characteristics is defined, for
example, by a mapping or an arithmetic expression. The conversion function is set, for example, as illustrated by the
graph shown in the processing section 38-3 in Fig. 28.
[0591] In this example, δh_cmd is determined such that, when the magnitude (absolute value) of δf_cmd_c is not
greater than a prescribed value, δh_cmd changes monotonically up to an upper limit on the positive side or down to a
lower limit on the negative side in response to the change of δf_cmd_c (or δf_cmd) to the positive side or the negative
side, respectively. In this situation, δh_cmd is determined, for example, to coincide with, or almost coincide with, δf_cmd_c.
[0592] When the magnitude (absolute value) of δf_cmd_c exceeds the prescribed value, δh_cmd is maintained con-
stantly at the upper limit on the positive side or the lower limit on the negative side.
[0593] Determining δh_cmd so as to have saturation characteristics with respect to δf_cmd_c in the above-described
manner can prevent the actual handlebar angle (detected handlebar angle δh_act) from becoming excessively large.
[0594] It should be noted that the processing of determining δh_cmd from δf_cmd_c may be carried out by using, for
example, a conversion function (having saturation characteristics) as illustrated by the graph shown in a processing
section 38-5 in the block diagram in Fig. 29. This conversion function, defined by a mapping or an arithmetic expression,
is set such that the magnitude of the rate of change of δh_cmd with respect to δf_cmd_c becomes continuously smaller
as the magnitude of δf_cmd_c becomes larger. The minimum value of the magnitude of the above-described rate of
change may be greater than zero.
[0595] When the conversion function in the processing section 38-5 is set in the above-described manner, the rate of
change of δh_cmd with respect to δf_cmd (amount of change of δh_cmd per unit increase of δf_cmd) can be made to
change continuously. Consequently, the angular acceleration of the actual handlebar angle can be made to change
continuously. This can restrict an abrupt change in rotational angular velocity (angular velocity about the handlebar axis
Ch) of the operation apparatus 7. As a result, the sense of discomfort of the rider during the manipulation of the operation
apparatus 7 can further be reduced. The load of the handlebar driving actuator 9 can be reduced as well.
[0596] It should be noted that δh_cmd may be determined from δf_cmd and Vox_act by a two-dimensional mapping.
Further, as Vox_act for determining δh_cmd, the value of the actual rotational transfer velocity of the rear wheel 3r,
estimated on the basis of an output from the rear-wheel rotational speed detector 21, may be used. Alternatively, the
aforesaid last time’s desired traveling speed Vox_cmd_p, calculated by the computation similar to that in the right side
of the aforesaid expression (54) from the last time’s desired front-wheel steering angle δf_cmd_p and the last time’s
desired front-wheel rotational transfer velocity Vf_cmd_p, may be used instead of Vox_act.
[0597] Controls of the aforesaid front-wheel steering actuator 8, handlebar driving actuator 9, and front-wheel driving
actuator 10 will now be described.
[0598] The control device 15 further includes, as functions other than the functions shown in Fig. 18, a front-wheel
steering actuator control section 41 shown in Fig. 30, a front-wheel driving actuator control section 42 shown in Fig. 31,
and a handlebar driving actuator control section 43 shown in Fig. 32.
[0599] The front-wheel steering actuator control section 41 carries out drive control of the front-wheel steering actuator
8, by the control processing shown in the block diagram in Fig. 30, for example, to cause the actual steering angle
(detected front-wheel steering angle δf_act) of the front wheel 3f to track a desired front-wheel steering angle δf_cmd.
[0600] In this example, the front-wheel steering actuator control section 41 receives a desired front-wheel steering
angle δf_cmd, a desired front-wheel steering angular velocity δf_dot_cmd, and a desired front-wheel steering angular
acceleration δf_dot2_cmd determined in the above-described manner in the posture control arithmetic section 37, a
detected front-wheel steering angle δf_act, and a detected front-wheel steering angular velocity δf_dot_act which is a
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detected value of the actual steering angular velocity of the front wheel 3f.
[0601] It should be noted that the detected front-wheel steering angular velocity δf_dot_act is a value of the steering
angular velocity which is recognized on the basis of an output from the front-wheel steering angle detector 17, or a value
obtained by calculating a temporal change rate of the detected front-wheel steering angle δf_act.
[0602] The front-wheel steering actuator control section 41 determines, from the above-described input values, an
electric current command value I_δf_cmd which is a desired value of the electric current passed through the front-wheel
steering actuator 8 (electric motor), by the processing in an electric current command value determining section 41-1.
[0603] The electric current command value determining section 41-1 determines the electric current command value
I_δf_cmd by summing up a feedback manipulated variable component obtained by multiplying a deviation of δf_act from
δf_cmd by a gain Kδf_p of a prescribed value, a feedback manipulated variable component obtained by multiplying a
deviation of δf_dot_act from δf_dot_cmd by a gain Kδf_v of a prescribed value, and a feedforward manipulated variable
component obtained by multiplying δf_dot2_cmd by a gain Kδf_a of a prescribed value, as shown by the following
expression (57).

[0604] The front-wheel steering actuator control section 41 then controls the actual electric current passed through
the front-wheel steering actuator 8 (electric motor) to match the electric current command value I_δf_cmd, by an electric
current control section 41-2 which is made up of a motor driver or the like.
[0605] In this manner, the control is performed such that the actual steering angle of the front wheel 3f tracks the
desired front-wheel steering angle δf_cmd. In this case, the electric current command value I_δf_cmd includes the third
term on the right side of the above expression (57), i.e. the feedforward manipulated variable component, ensuring
improved tracking in the above-described control.
[0606] It should be noted that the technique of controlling the front-wheel steering actuator 8 to cause the actual
steering angle of the front wheel 3f to track the desired front-wheel steering angle δf_cmd is not limited to the above-
described technique; other techniques may be used as well. For example, various kinds of known servo control techniques
related to electric motors (feedback control techniques for causing the actual angle of rotation of the rotor of the electric
motor to track a desired value) may be adopted.
[0607] The front-wheel driving actuator control section 42 carries out drive control of the front-wheel driving actuator
10, by the control processing shown in the block diagram in Fig. 31, for example, to cause the actual rotational transfer
velocity of the front wheel 3f to track a desired front-wheel rotational transfer velocity Vf_cmd (or to cause the actual
rotational angular velocity of the front wheel 3f to track a desired rotational angular velocity corresponding to Vf_cmd).
[0608] In this example, the front-wheel driving actuator control section 42 receives a desired front-wheel rotational
transfer velocity Vf_cmd determined in the above-described manner in the desired front-wheel rotational transfer velocity
determining section 36, and an estimated front-wheel rotational transfer velocity Vf_act.
[0609] The front-wheel driving actuator control section 42 determines, from the above-described input values, an
electric current command value I_Vf_cmd which is a desired value of the electric current passed through the front-wheel
driving actuator 10 (electric motor), by the processing in an electric current command value determining section 42-1.
[0610] The electric current command value determining section 42-1 determines a feedback manipulated variable
component obtained by multiplying a deviation of Vf_act from Vf_cmd by a gain KVf_v of a prescribed value, as the
electric current command value I_Vf_cmd, as shown by the following expression (58).

It should be noted that, instead of using the above expression (58), I_Vf_cmd may be determined by, for example,
multiplying a deviation of the detected value of the actual rotational angular velocity of the front wheel 3f, which is
indicated by an output from the front-wheel rotational speed detector 20, from a value obtained by dividing Vf_cmd by
the effective rolling radius of the front wheel 3f (i.e. a desired value of the rotational angular velocity of the front wheel
3f) by a gain of a prescribed value.
[0611] The front-wheel driving actuator control section 42 then controls the actual electric current passed through the
front-wheel driving actuator 10 (electric motor) to match the electric current command value I_Vf_cmd, by an electric
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current control section 42-2 which is made up of a motor driver or the like.
[0612] In this manner, the control is performed such that the actual rotational transfer velocity of the front wheel 3f
tracks the desired front-wheel rotational transfer velocity Vf_cmd (or such that the actual rotational angular velocity tracks
the desired value of the rotational angular velocity corresponding to Vf_cmd).
[0613] It should be noted that the technique of controlling the front-wheel driving actuator 10 to cause the actual
rotational transfer velocity of the front wheel 3f to track the desired front-wheel rotational transfer velocity Vf_cmd is not
limited to the above-described technique; other techniques may be used as well. For example, various kinds of known
speed control techniques related to electric motors (feedback control techniques for causing the actual rotational angular
velocity of the rotor of the electric motor to track a desired value) may be adopted.
[0614] The handlebar driving actuator control section 43 carries out drive control of the handlebar driving actuator 9,
by the control processing shown in the block diagram in Fig. 32, for example, to cause the actual rotational angle
(handlebar angle) of the operation apparatus 7 to track a desired handlebar angle δh_cmd.
[0615] In this example, the handlebar driving actuator control section 43 receives a desired handlebar angle δh_cmd
and a desired handlebar angular velocity δh_dot_cmd determined in the above-described manner in the desired handlebar
angle determining section 38, a detected handlebar angle δh_act which is a detected value of the actual rotational angle
of the operation apparatus 7, and a detected handlebar angular velocity δh_dot_act which is a detected value of the
actual rotational angular velocity of the operation apparatus 7.
[0616] It should be noted that the detected handlebar angle δh_act and the detected handlebar angular velocity
δh_dot_act are a value of the handlebar angle which is recognized on the basis of an output from the handlebar angle
detector 18 and a value indicating a temporal change rate thereof, respectively.
[0617] The handlebar driving actuator control section 43 determines, from the above-described input values, an electric
current command value I_δh_cmd which is a desired value of the electric current passed through the handlebar driving
actuator 9 (electric motor), by the processing in an electric current command value determining section 43-1.
[0618] The electric current command value determining section 43-1 determines the electric current command value
I_δh_cmd by summing up a feedback manipulated variable component obtained by multiplying a deviation of δh_act
from δh_cmd by a gain Kδh_p of a prescribed value and a feedback manipulated variable component obtained by
multiplying a deviation of δh_dot_act from δh_dot_cmd by a gain Kδh_v of a prescribed value, as shown by the following
expression (59).

[0619] The handlebar driving actuator control section 43 then controls the actual electric current passed through the
handlebar driving actuator 9 (electric motor) to match the electric current command value I_δh_cmd, by an electric current
control section 43-2 which is made up of a motor driver or the like.
[0620] In this manner, the control is performed such that the actual handlebar angle of the operation apparatus 7
tracks the desired handlebar angle δh_cmd.
[0621] It should be noted that the technique of controlling the handlebar driving actuator 9 to cause the actual handlebar
angle of the operation apparatus 7 to track the desired handlebar angle δh_cmd is not limited to the above-described
technique; various kinds of known servo control techniques, for example, may be adopted.
[0622] The above has described the details of the control processing in the control device 15 according the present
embodiment.
[0623] Here, the correspondence between the present embodiment and the present invention will be described. In
the present embodiment, the front wheel 3f corresponds to the steered wheel in the present invention, the front-wheel
steering actuator 8 (electric motor) corresponds to the steering actuator in the present invention, and the handlebar
driving actuator 9 corresponds to the handlebar actuator in the present invention.
[0624] Further, the dynamics model of a mass point system having the inverted pendulum mass point 123 (first mass
point 123) and the second mass point 124 in the two-wheeled vehicle 1A corresponds to the dynamics model in the
present invention. The dynamics model is specifically expressed by the aforesaid expressions (19) to (27).
[0625] In the example of the present embodiment, the motional state quantity of the inverted pendulum mass point
123 is made up of the inverted pendulum mass point lateral movement amount Pb_diff_y, corresponding to the position
in the Y-axis direction of the inverted pendulum mass point 123, and the inverted pendulum mass point lateral velocity
Vby, corresponding to the transfer velocity in the Y-axis direction of the inverted pendulum mass point 123.
[0626] Further, in the example of the present embodiment, the motional state quantity of the steering angle of the
steered wheel (front wheel 3f) is made up of the steering angle δf of the front wheel 3f and the steering angular velocity
δf_dot which is a temporal change rate of the steering angle.
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[0627] The inverted pendulum mass point lateral movement amount Pb_diff_y in the present embodiment is obtained
as a linear combination (in the present embodiment, as a sum) of a first motional state quantity component, whose value
is estimated as the aforesaid first estimated lateral movement amount component Pb_diff_y_act1, and a second motional
state quantity component, whose value is estimated as the aforesaid second estimated lateral movement amount com-
ponent Pb_diff_y_act2, by the processing in the estimated inverted pendulum mass point lateral movement amount
calculating section 31.
[0628] In this case, the first motional state quantity component of the inverted pendulum mass point lateral movement
amount Pb_diff_y is a component which has its value changed in accordance with the roll angle φb of the vehicle body
2 and which is linear with respect to the roll angle φb (in the present embodiment, the first motional state quantity
component= --h’*φb).
[0629] Further, the second motional state quantity component of the inverted pendulum mass point lateral movement
amount Pb_diff_y is a component which has its value changed in accordance with the steering angle δf of the steered
wheel (front wheel 3f) and which is nonlinear with respect to the steering angle δf. In the present embodiment, this
nonlinearity is expressed by the conversion function in the processing section 31-2 in Fig. 19.
[0630] The inverted pendulum mass point lateral velocity Vby in the present embodiment is obtained as a linear
combination (in the present embodiment, as a sum) of a first motional state quantity component, whose value is estimated
as the aforesaid first estimated lateral velocity component Vby_act1, and a second motional state quantity component,
whose value is estimated as the aforesaid second estimated lateral velocity component Vby_act2, by the processing in
the estimated inverted pendulum mass point lateral velocity calculating section 32.
[0631] In this case, the first motional state quantity component of the inverted pendulum mass point lateral velocity
Vby is a temporal change rate of the inverted pendulum mass point lateral movement amount Pb_diff_y. Therefore, the
first motional state quantity component is obtained as a linear combination (in the present embodiment, as a sum) of a
temporal change rate of the first motional state quantity component of the inverted pendulum mass point lateral movement
amount Pb_diff_y, having its value estimated as the aforesaid first estimated lateral movement amount component
Pb_diff_y_act1, and a temporal change rate of the second motional state quantity component of the inverted pendulum
mass point lateral movement amount Pb_diff_y, having its value estimated as the aforesaid second estimated lateral
movement amount component Pb_diff_y_act2. The temporal change rate of the first motional state quantity component
of the inverted pendulum mass point lateral movement amount Pb_diff_y is proportional to the temporal change rate
(differential value) of the roll angle φb of the vehicle body 2. Further, the temporal change rate of the second motional
state quantity component of the inverted pendulum mass point lateral movement amount Pb_diff_y is a component
having its value changed in accordance with the steering angle δf of the steered wheel (front wheel 3f) and its temporal
change rate (steering angular velocity).
[0632] The second motional state quantity component of the inverted pendulum mass point lateral velocity Vby is a
component which has its value changed in accordance with the steering angle δf of the steered wheel (front wheel 3f)
and which is nonlinear with respect to the steering angle δf. In the present embodiment, this nonlinearity is expressed
by the processing in the processing section 32-2-2 in Fig. 20.
[0633] The posture control arithmetic section 37 includes the functions as the desired steering angular acceleration
determining section and the desired steering angle determining section in the present invention. In this case, the desired
steering angular acceleration determining section is implemented by the processing in the processing sections 37-1 to
37-9 in Fig. 26, and the desired steering angle determining section is implemented by the processing in the processing
sections 37-10 and 37-12. It should be noted that the desired front-wheel steering angular acceleration δf_dot2_cmd
calculated in the posture control arithmetic section 37 corresponds to the desired steering angular acceleration in the
present invention, and it has the meaning as an operational target of the front-wheel steering actuator 8 (steering actuator).
[0634] In the present embodiment, the desired values (Pb_diff_y_cmd, Vby_cmd) of the inverted pendulum mass point
lateral movement amount and the inverted pendulum mass point lateral velocity constituting the motional state quantity
of the inverted pendulum mass point 123 are each set to zero, and the desired values of the steering angle and the
steering angular velocity constituting the motional state quantity of the steering angle of the steered wheel (front wheel
3f) are each set to zero.
[0635] In the processing in the posture control arithmetic section 37, the desired front-wheel steering angular accel-
eration δf_dot2_cmd as an operational target of the front-wheel steering actuator 8 (steering actuator) is determined, by
a feedback control law, so as to cause a deviation of each of the estimated inverted pendulum mass point lateral
movement amount Pb_diff_y_act, the estimated inverted pendulum mass point lateral velocity Vby_act, the last time’s
desired front-wheel steering angle δf_cmd_p, representing a pseudo estimate of the steering angle δf, and the last time’s
desired front-wheel steering angular velocity δf_dot_cmd_p, representing a pseudo estimate of the steering angular
velocity δf_dot, from the corresponding desired value to converge to zero.
[0636] Further, the steering force of the front-wheel steering actuator 8 is controlled by the aforesaid front-wheel
steering actuator control section 41 such that the actual steering angle of the front wheel 3f tracks a desired front-wheel
steering angle δf_cmd which has been determined by performing integration twice on the above-described δf_dot2_cmd.
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[0637] In this manner, the front-wheel steering actuator 8 is controlled so as to stabilize the motional state quantity of
the inverted pendulum mass point 123 and the motional state quantity of the steering angle of the steered wheel (front
wheel 3f) and, hence, to stabilize the posture (in the roll direction) of the vehicle body 2.
[0638] In the present embodiment, the arrangement (relative to the front wheel 3f) of the steering axis Csf of the front
wheel 3f which is a steered wheel is set such that, in the basic posture state of the two-wheeled vehicle 1A, the intersection
point Ef of the steering axis Csf and a virtual straight line connecting the center of the axle of the front wheel 3f and the
ground contact point thereof is located below the ground surface 110 (that is, such that the height a of the intersection
point Ef from the ground surface 110 satisfies: a<0).
[0639] Therefore, the condition that a<a_sum (and, hence, the aforesaid "first condition" in the present invention) is
naturally satisfied for a_sum defined by the aforesaid expression (28). Further, the condition that a≤a_s (and, hence,
the "second condition" in the present invention) is also naturally satisfied for a_s defined by the aforesaid expression
(40). Still further, the condition that a≤Rf is also naturally satisfied for the radius of curvature, Rf, of the transverse cross-
sectional shape of the steered wheel (front wheel 3f) in the basic posture state of the two-wheeled vehicle 1A.
[0640] In the present embodiment, the inverted pendulum mass point lateral movement amount Pb_diff_y corresponds
to the basic motional state quantity of the inverted pendulum mass point in the present invention, and the steering angle
δf of the steered wheel (front wheel 3f) corresponds to the basic motional state quantity of the steering angle of the
steered wheel in the present invention. Further, the steering angular acceleration δf_dot2_cmd of the steered wheel
(front wheel 3f) corresponds to the reference quantity in the present invention.
[0641] The aforesaid gain K1 corresponds to the sensitivity Ra1 of the change in value of the reference quantity
(δf_dot2_cmd) to the change in observed value (Pb_diff_y_act) of the basic motional state quantity of the inverted
pendulum mass point 123, and the aforesaid gain K2 corresponds to the sensitivity Ra2 of the change in value of the
reference quantity (δf_dot2_cmd) to the change in observed value (Vby_act) of the temporal change rate of the basic
motional state quantity of the inverted pendulum mass point 123.
[0642] Further, the aforesaid gain K3 corresponds to the sensitivity Rb1 of the change in value of the reference quantity
(δf_dot2_cmd) to the change in observed value (δf_act) of the basic motional state quantity of the steering angle δf of
the steered wheel (front wheel 3f), and the aforesaid gain K4 corresponds to the sensitivity Rb2 of the change in value
of the reference quantity (δf_dot2_cmd) to the change in observed value (δf_dot_act) of the temporal change rate of the
basic motional state quantity of the steering angle δf of the steered wheel (front wheel 3f).
[0643] In this case, as the gains K1, K2, K3, and K4 are determined with the above-described trends with respect to
the observed value of the actual traveling speed Vox_act of the two-wheeled vehicle 1A, the steering force of the front-
wheel steering actuator 8 is controlled such that the magnitude of the ratio K1/K3 between the gains K1 and K3, corre-
sponding to the ratio Ra1/Rb1 between the above-described sensitivities Ra1 and Rb1, becomes smaller as the mag-
nitude of the observed value of the traveling speed Vox_act of the two-wheeled vehicle 1A becomes larger, and also
such that the magnitude of the ratio K2/K4 between the gains K2 and K4, corresponding to the ratio Ra2/Rb2 between
the above-described sensitivities Ra2 and Rb2, becomes smaller as the magnitude of the observed value of the traveling
speed Vox_act of the two-wheeled vehicle 1A becomes larger.
[0644] Further, as the gains K1 and K2 are determined with the above-described trends with respect to the observed
value of the steering angle δf_act of the steered wheel (front wheel 3f), the steering force of the front-wheel steering
actuator 8 is controlled such that the magnitudes of the gains K1 and K2 corresponding respectively to the above-
described sensitivities Ra1 and Ra2 each become smaller as the magnitude of the observed value of the steering angle
δf_act of the steered wheel (front wheel 3f) from the non-steered state thereof becomes larger.
[0645] Further, as the desired handlebar angle δh_cmd is determined by the processing shown in Fig. 28 (particularly,
the processing in the processing section 38-3), the handlebar driving actuator 9 is controlled such that the handlebar
angle δh representing the rotational amount of the operation apparatus 7 has saturation characteristics with respect to
the steering angle δf of the steered wheel (front wheel 3f) from the non-steered state thereof.
[0646] According to the present embodiment described above, it is set such that, in the basic posture state of the two-
wheeled vehicle 1A, the height a of the intersection point Ef of the steering axis Csf of the front wheel 3f which is a
steered wheel and a virtual straight line connecting the center of the axle of the front wheel 3f and the ground contact
point thereof satisfies: a<0 (and, hence, a<a_aum,a≤a_s, a≤Rf), as described above. As a result, the height a is set to
satisfy the aforesaid "first condition" and "second condition".
[0647] Therefore, in the case where the actual inverted pendulum mass point lateral movement amount (estimated
inverted pendulum mass point lateral movement amount Pb_diff_y_act) of the two-wheeled vehicle 1A deviates from
the desired inverted pendulum mass point lateral movement amount Pb_diff_y_cmd (in other words, in the case where
the actual posture of the vehicle body 2 deviates from the desired posture satisfying Pb_diff_y_act=0), the steering of
the front wheel 3 f by the steering force of the front-wheel steering actuator 8 can cause a moment (in the roll direction)
capable of making the actual inverted pendulum mass point lateral movement amount of the two-wheeled vehicle 1A
smoothly restored to the desired inverted pendulum mass point lateral movement amount Pb_diff_y_cmd to act on the
vehicle body 2, without the need for the rider to intentionally move the operation apparatus 7. That is, it is possible to
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cause the moment in the roll direction for stabilizing the posture of the vehicle body 2 to act on the vehicle body 2.
[0648] According to this moment, the actual roll angle of the vehicle body 2 is changed, so that the actual inverted
pendulum mass point lateral movement amount is restored to the desired inverted pendulum mass point lateral movement
amount Pb_diff_y_cmd. It should be noted that the actual inverted pendulum mass point lateral movement amount being
restored to the desired inverted pendulum mass point lateral movement amount Pb_diff_y_cmd more specifically means
that the actual roll angle of the vehicle body 2 and the actual steering angle of the front wheel 3f are controlled so as to
cause the estimated inverted pendulum mass point lateral movement amount Pb_diff_y_act, calculated by the aforesaid
expression (51) from the actual roll angle of the vehicle body 2 and the actual steering angle of the front wheel 3f, to
match the desired inverted pendulum mass point lateral movement amount Pb_diff_y_cmd.
[0649] At this time, the sensitivity of the above-described moment generated in accordance with the change in steering
angle of the front wheel 3f is relatively high. Therefore, the actual inverted pendulum mass point lateral movement
amount of the two-wheeled vehicle 1A can be restored to the desired inverted pendulum mass point lateral movement
amount Pb_diff_y_cmd, without causing an excessive change in steering angle of the front wheel 3f.
[0650] Further, through calculation of the desired front-wheel steering angular acceleration δf_dot2_cmd by the afore-
said expression (55), the desired front-wheel steering angular acceleration δf_dot2_cmd (operational target of the front-
wheel steering actuator 8) is determined to make a deviation (Pb_diff_y_cmd-Pb_diff_y_act) of the estimated inverted
pendulum mass point lateral movement amount Pb_diff_y_act, representing an observed value of the current actual
inverted pendulum mass point lateral movement amount, from the desired inverted pendulum mass point lateral move-
ment amount Pb_diff_y_cmd of the two-wheeled vehicle 1A, a deviation (Vby_cmd-Vby_act) of the estimated inverted
pendulum mass point lateral velocity Vby_act, representing an observed value of the current actual inverted pendulum
mass point lateral velocity, from the desired inverted pendulum mass point lateral velocity Vby_cmd of the two-wheeled
vehicle 1A, the last time’s desired front-wheel steering angle δf_cmd_p, representing a pseudo estimate of the current
actual steering angle (from the neutral steering angle) of the front wheel 3f, and the last time’s desired front-wheel
steering angular velocity δf_dot_cmd_p, representing a pseudo estimate of the angular velocity of the current actual
steering angle of the front wheel 3f, each approach "0" in the state where the rider is not attempting to move the operation
apparatus 7.
[0651] Therefore, the steering angle of the front wheel 3f is controlled so as to cause the actual inverted pendulum
mass point lateral movement amount and inverted pendulum mass point lateral velocity to converge to the respective
desired values (zero in the present embodiment), while preventing the actual steering angle of the front wheel 3f from
diverging from the neutral steering angle (while causing the actual steering angle to ultimately converge to the neutral
steering angle).
[0652] Accordingly, the posture of the vehicle body 2 can be stabilized smoothly, particularly when the two-wheeled
vehicle 1A is stopped or traveling at a low speed. Further, the two-wheeled vehicle 1A can be started smoothly with the
vehicle body 2 in a stable posture.
[0653] In the case where a rider applies a rotative force (about the handlebar axis Ch) to the operation apparatus 7
in an attempt to move the operation apparatus 7, the steering angle of the front wheel 3f can be controlled with an angular
acceleration corresponding to the magnitude of the rotative force applied to the operation apparatus 7, by the feedforward
manipulated variable Th_act*Kh.
[0654] Further, the gains K1 and K2, which are the feedback gains related to the posture control in the roll direction
of the vehicle body 2, are variably determined, as described above, in accordance with the estimated traveling speed
Vox_act, which is an observed value of the current actual traveling speed (transfer velocity in the X-axis direction) of
the two-wheeled vehicle 1A, and the last time’s desired front-wheel steering angle δf_cmd_p, which is a pseudo estimate
of the current actual steering angle of the front wheel 3f. Further, the gains K3 and K4, which are the feedback gains
related to the control of the steering angle of the front wheel 3f, are variably determined, as described above, in accordance
with the estimated traveling speed Vox_act.
[0655] Accordingly, in the state where the vehicle body 2 is likely to become unstable, such as when the two-wheeled
vehicle 1A is stopped or traveling at a low speed, it is possible to perform the steering of the front wheel 3f to cause the
actual inverted pendulum mass point lateral movement amount of the two-wheeled vehicle lAto quickly approach the
desired inverted pendulum mass point lateral movement amount Pb_diff_y_cmd.
[0656] In the state where the two-wheeled vehicle 1A is traveling at a high speed, the steering angle of the front wheel
3f can readily be maintained at the neutral steering angle. Further, even if the vehicle body 2 is leaned, the steering
control of the front wheel 3f for causing the actual inverted pendulum mass point lateral movement amount of the two-
wheeled vehicle 1A to approach the desired inverted pendulum mass point lateral movement amount Pb_diff_y_cmd is
not performed, or such steering control is restricted. Consequently, a rider can readily turn the two-wheeled vehicle 1A
by banking the vehicle body 2 by shifting the weight of the rider’s body, as with a conventional two-wheeled vehicle.
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[Second Embodiment]

[0657] A second embodiment of the present invention will be described below with reference to Figs. 33 to 45.
[0658] Referring to Fig. 33, a mobile vehicle 201A according to the present embodiment is a two-wheeled vehicle
embodying the rear-wheel steering two-wheeled vehicle 201 shown in Fig. 11. In the description of the present embod-
iment, for convenience sake, the components of the mobile vehicle 201A having the same functions as those of the
rear-wheel steering two-wheeled vehicle 201 shown in Fig. 11 will be denoted by the same reference signs as those
used in Fig. 11.
[0659] This mobile vehicle 201A (hereinafter, referred to as "two-wheeled vehicle 201A") has a vehicle body 202, and
a front wheel 203f and a rear wheel 203r arranged spaced apart from each other in the longitudinal direction of the
vehicle body 202.
[0660] On the upper surface of the vehicle body 202, a seat 206 is provided for a rider to sit astride.
[0661] At the front portion of the vehicle body 202, a front-wheel support mechanism 204 for axially supporting the
front wheel 203f, and an operation apparatus 207 for a rider who has sat on the seat 206 to hold are mounted.
[0662] The front-wheel support mechanism 204 is made up of a front fork which includes a suspension mechanism
such as a damper, for example. The mechanical structure of the front-wheel support mechanism is similar to that of a
conventional motorcycle, for example. At one end of this front-wheel support mechanism 204 (at its end on the front
side of the vehicle body 202), the front wheel 203f is axially supported, via bearings or the like, such that it can rotate
about the axle centerline Cf (rotational axis of the front wheel 203f) that extends in the direction orthogonal to the diameter
direction of the front wheel 203f (in the direction perpendicular to the paper plane of Fig. 33).
[0663] The front-wheel support mechanism 204 is mounted to the front portion of the vehicle body 202 such that the
mechanism can rotate about a steering axis Csf which is tilted backward. This configuration makes the front wheel 203f
serve as a steered wheel which can be rotated, or, steered about the steering axis Csf together with the front-wheel
support mechanism 204.
[0664] The operation apparatus 207 is mounted to the front portion of the vehicle body 202 so as to be able to rotate
about the steering axis Csf of the front wheel 203f in an integrated manner with the front-wheel support mechanism 204.
Although not shown in detail in the figure, this operation apparatus 207 is equipped with an accelerator grip, brake lever,
turn signal switch, and so on, as with the handlebar of a conventional motorcycle.
[0665] The rear portion of the vehicle body 202 is extended to over the rear wheel 203r. At the rear end portion of the
vehicle body 202, a rear-wheel support mechanism 205 for axially supporting the rear wheel 203r in a rotatable manner
and an actuator 208 for generating a steering force for steering the rear wheel 203r are mounted.
[0666] The rear-wheel support mechanism 205 is made up of a suspension mechanism including a damper and a
swing arm. The rear-wheel support mechanism 205 is arranged to extend downward from the rear end portion of the
vehicle body 202.
[0667] At the lower end of the rear-wheel support mechanism 205, the rear wheel 203r is axially supported, via bearings
or the like, such that it can rotate about the axle centerline Cr (rotational axis of the rear wheel 203r) that extends in the
direction orthogonal to the diameter direction of the rear wheel 203r (in the direction perpendicular to the paper plane
of Fig. 33).
[0668] In the present embodiment, an actuator 209 for rotatively driving the rear wheel 203r about its axle centerline
Cr is attached to the axle of the rear wheel 203r. The actuator 209 serves as a power engine which generates a thrust
force for the two-wheeled vehicle 201A. In the present embodiment, this actuator 209 (hereinafter, also referred to as
"rear-wheel driving actuator 209") is made up of an electric motor (with a speed reducer).
[0669] It should be noted that the actuator 209 may be made up of a hydraulic actuator, for example, instead of the
electric motor. Alternatively, the actuator 209 may be made up of an internal combustion engine. Furthermore, the
actuator 209 may be attached to the vehicle body 202 at a position apart from the axle of the rear wheel 203r, and the
actuator 209 and the axle of the rear wheel 203r may be connected by an appropriate power transmission device.
[0670] The rear-wheel support mechanism 205 is mounted to the vehicle body 202 such that the mechanism can
rotate about a steering axis Csr which is tilted backward. This configuration makes the rear wheel 203r serve as a steered
wheel which can be rotated, or, steered about the steering axis Csr together with the rear-wheel support mechanism
205. As the steering axis Csr is tilted backward, the rear wheel 203r has a positive caster angle θcr.
[0671] In this case, in the two-wheeled vehicle 201A of the present embodiment, the relative arrangement of the
steering axis Csr and the rear wheel 203r in the basic posture state of the vehicle is set, as shown in Fig. 33, such that
an intersection point Er’ of the steering axis Csr and a straight line connecting the center of the axle of the rear wheel
203r and the ground contact point thereof is located below the ground surface 110 in the basic posture state. Accordingly,
a height a’ of the intersection point Er’ from the ground surface 110 takes a negative value.
[0672] It should be noted that the basic posture state of the two-wheeled vehicle 201A is, as with the basic posture
state of the two-wheeled vehicle 201 in Fig. 11, the state where the front wheel 203f and the rear wheel 203r are both
stationary in the upright posture in contact with the ground surface 110 and the axle centerlines (centers of the rotational
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axes) Cf and Cr of the front wheel 203f and the rear wheel 203r extend in parallel with each other in the direction
orthogonal to the longitudinal direction of the vehicle body 202.
[0673] The aforesaid actuator 208 generates, as a steering force for performing the steering of the rear wheel 203r,
a rotative driving force to cause the rear wheel 203r to rotate about the steering axis Csr. In the present embodiment,
this actuator 208 is made up of an electric motor (with a speed reducer). The actuator 208 (hereinafter, also referred to
as "rear-wheel steering actuator 208") is connected to the rear-wheel support mechanism 205 so as to apply the rotative
driving force about the steering axis Csr to the rear-wheel support mechanism 205.
[0674] Accordingly, as the rotative driving force is applied from the rear-wheel steering actuator 208 to the rear-wheel
support mechanism 205, the rear-wheel support mechanism 205 is rotatively driven about the steering axis Csr together
with the rear wheel 203r. As a result, the rear wheel 203r is steered by the rotative driving force from the rear-wheel
steering actuator 208.
[0675] It should be noted that the actuator 208 is not limited to the electric motor; it may be made up, for example, of
a hydraulic actuator.
[0676] Besides the above-described mechanical configuration, the two-wheeled vehicle 201 A includes, as shown in
Fig. 34, a control device 215 which carries out control processing for controlling the operations of the rear-wheel steering
actuator 208 and the rear-wheel driving actuator 209 (and, hence, controlling the posture of the vehicle body 202 and
so on).
[0677] The two-wheeled vehicle 201A further includes, as sensors for detecting various kinds of state quantities
necessary for the control processing in the control device 215, a vehicle-body inclination detector 216 for detecting an
inclination angle φb in the roll direction of the vehicle body 202, a front-wheel steering angle detector 217 for detecting
a steering angle δf (angle of rotation about the steering axis Csf) of the front wheel 203f, a rear-wheel steering angle
detector 218 for detecting a steering angle δr (angle of rotation about the steering axis Csr) of the rear wheel 203r, a
front-wheel rotational speed detector 219 for detecting a rotational speed (angular velocity) of the front wheel 203f, a
rear-wheel rotational speed detector 220 for detecting a rotational speed (angular velocity) of the rear wheel 203r, and
an accelerator manipulation detector 221 which outputs a detection signal corresponding to the manipulated variable
(rotational amount) of the accelerator grip of the operation apparatus 207.
[0678] It should be noted that the steering angle δr of the rear wheel 203r more specifically means the rotational angle
of the rear wheel 203r from the steering angle (neutral steering angle) in its non-steered state (the state in which the
direction of the axle centerline Cr of the rear wheel 203r corresponds to the direction orthogonal to the longitudinal
direction of the vehicle body 202 (or, direction parallel to the Y axis)). Therefore, the steering angle δr of the rear wheel
203r in the non-steered state is "0". The same applies to the steering angle δf of the front wheel 203f.
[0679] The positive rotational direction of the steering angle δr of the rear wheel 203r corresponds to the direction of
rotation that makes the front end of the rear wheel 203r turn left with respect to the vehicle body 202 (in other words,
the direction in which the rear wheel 203r turns counterclockwise about the steering axis Csr as the two-wheeled vehicle
201 A is seen from above), as in the case of the two-wheeled vehicle 201 shown in Fig. 11. The same applies to the
steering angle δf of the front wheel 203f.
[0680] The control device 215, which is an electronic circuit unit made up of a CPU, RAM, ROM, interface circuit and
so on, is mounted on the vehicle body 202. This control device 215 is configured to receive outputs (detection signals)
from the respective detectors 216 to 221 described above.
[0681] The control device 215 may include a plurality of CPUs or processors. Further, the control device 215 may be
made up of a plurality of mutually communicable electronic circuit units.
[0682] The vehicle-body inclination detector 216, which is made up of an acceleration sensor and a gyro sensor
(angular velocity sensor), for example, is mounted on the vehicle body 202. In this case, the control device 215 carries
out arithmetic processing on the basis of the outputs of the acceleration sensor and the gyro sensor to measure the
inclination angle in the roll direction (more specifically, the inclination angle in the roll direction with respect to the vertical
direction (direction of gravitational force)) of the vehicle body 202. For this measurement, the technique proposed by
the present applicant in Japanese Patent No. 4181113, for example, may be adopted.
[0683] The front-wheel steering angle detector 217 is made up, for example, of a rotary encoder attached to the rotary
shaft of the front-wheel support mechanism 204 (or the operation apparatus 207) on the aforesaid steering axis Csf.
[0684] The rear-wheel steering angle detector 218 is made up, for example, of a rotary encoder attached to the rear-
wheel steering actuator 208 on the aforesaid steering axis Csr.
[0685] The front-wheel rotational speed detector 219 is made up, for example, of a rotary encoder attached to the axle
of the front wheel 203f.
[0686] The rear-wheel rotational speed detector 220 is made up, for example, of a rotary encoder attached to the axle
of the rear wheel 203r.
[0687] The accelerator manipulation detector 221 is made up, for example, of a rotary encoder or a potentiometer
built in the operation apparatus 207.
[0688] The functions of the above-described control device 215 will be described further with reference to Fig. 35. The
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XYZ coordinate system used in the following description is, as in the case of the two-wheeled vehicle 201 in Fig. 11, a
coordinate system in which, in the basic posture state of the two-wheeled vehicle 201A, the vertical direction (up-and-
down direction) is defined as the Z-axis direction, the longitudinal direction of the vehicle body 202 as the X-axis direction,
the lateral direction of the vehicle body 202 as the Y-axis direction, and a point on the ground surface 110 immediately
beneath the overall center of gravity G of the two-wheeled vehicle 201A as the origin (see Fig. 33).
[0689] The control device 215 includes, as functions implemented when the CPU executes installed programs (func-
tions implemented by software) or as functions implemented by hardware, as shown in Fig. 35: an estimated inverted
pendulum mass point lateral movement amount calculating section 231 which calculates an estimate of an actual value
Pb_diff_y_act (hereinafter, referred to as "estimated inverted pendulum mass point lateral movement amount
Pb_diff_y_act") of an inverted pendulum mass point lateral movement amount Pb_diff_y representing a movement
amount in the Y-axis direction (lateral direction of the vehicle body 202) of an inverted pendulum mass point 123 (= first
mass point 123) of the two-wheeled vehicle 201A, an estimated inverted pendulum mass point lateral velocity calculating
section 232 which calculates an estimate of an actual value Vby_act (hereinafter, referred to as "estimated inverted
pendulum mass point lateral velocity Vby_act") of an inverted pendulum mass point lateral velocity Vby representing a
translational velocity in the Y-axis direction (lateral direction of the vehicle body 202) of the inverted pendulum mass
point 123, an estimated traveling speed calculating section 233 which calculates an estimate of the actual value Vox_act
(hereinafter, referred to as "estimated traveling speed Vox_act") of the traveling speed Vox of the two-wheeled vehicle
201A, a desired posture state determining section 234 which determines a desired value Pb_diff_y_cmd (hereinafter,
referred to as "desired inverted pendulum mass point lateral movement amount Pb_diff_y_cmd") of the inverted pendulum
mass point lateral movement amount Pb_diff_y and a desired value Vby_cmd (hereinafter, referred to as "desired inverted
pendulum mass point lateral velocity Vby_cmd") of the inverted pendulum mass point lateral velocity Vby, a control gain
determining section 235 which determines values of a plurality of gains K1, K2, K3, and K4 for posture control of the
vehicle body 202, and a desired rear-wheel rotational transfer velocity determining section 236 which determines a
desired value Vr_cmd (hereinafter, referred to as "desired rear-wheel rotational transfer velocity Vr_cmd") of the rotational
transfer velocity Vr of the rear wheel 203r (translational velocity of the rear wheel 203r as the rear wheel 203r rolls on
the ground surface 110).
[0690] The control device 215 further includes a posture control arithmetic section 237 which carries out arithmetic
processing for the posture control of the vehicle body 202 to thereby determine a desired value δr_cmd (hereinafter,
referred to as "desired rear-wheel steering angle δr_cmd") of the steering angle δr of the rear wheel 203r, a desired
value δr_dot_cmd (hereinafter, referred to as "desired rear-wheel steering angular velocity δr_dot_cmd") of the steering
angular velocity δr_dot which is a temporal change rate of the steering angle δr, and a desired value δr_dot2_cmd
(hereinafter, referred to as "desired rear-wheel steering angular acceleration δr_dot2_cmd") of the steering angular
acceleration δr_dot2 which is a temporal change rate of the steering angular velocity δr_dot.
[0691] The control device 215 carries out the processing in the above-described functional sections successively at
prescribed control processing cycles. The control device 215 then controls the rear-wheel steering actuator 208 in
accordance with the desired rear-wheel steering angle δr_cmd, the desired rear-wheel steering angular velocity
δr_dot_cmd, and the desired rear-wheel steering angular acceleration δr_dot2_cmd determined by the posture control
arithmetic section 237.
[0692] Further, the control device 215 controls the rear-wheel driving actuator 209 in accordance with the desired
rear-wheel rotational transfer velocity Vr_cmd determined by the desired rear-wheel rotational transfer velocity deter-
mining section 236.
[0693] The control processing performed by the control device 215 will be described below in detail.
[0694] At each control processing cycle, the control device 215 first carries out the processing in the estimated inverted
pendulum mass point lateral movement amount calculating section 231. It should be noted that the algorithm of the
processing in the estimated inverted pendulum mass point lateral movement amount calculating section 231 in the
present embodiment has been established assuming, by way of example, that the dynamic behavior of the two-wheeled
vehicle 201A is expressed by the dynamic behavior that is obtained when the system in which a mass point and an
inertia moment have been set only for the vehicle body 202 of the two-wheeled vehicle 201A, as in the two-wheeled
vehicle 201 in Fig. 11, is equivalently transformed to the system, shown in Fig. 2B, which is made up of the aforesaid
first mass point 123 (inverted pendulum mass point) and the second mass point 124.
[0695] As shown in Fig. 35, the estimated inverted pendulum mass point lateral movement amount calculating section
231 receives a detected value of the actual value φb_act (hereinafter, referred to as "detected roll angle φb_act") of the
roll angle (inclination angle in the direction about the X axis (roll direction)) φb of the vehicle body 202, a detected value
of the actual value δf_act (hereinafter, referred to as "detected front-wheel steering angle δf_act") of the steering angle
δf of the front wheel 203f, and a detected value of the actual value δr_act (hereinafter, referred to as "detected rear-
wheel steering angle δr_act") of the steering angle δr of the rear wheel 203r.
[0696] The detected roll angle φb_act is a detected value (observed value) indicated by an output from the vehicle-
body inclination detector 216, the detected front-wheel steering angle δf_act is a detected value (observed value) indicated
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by an output from the front-wheel steering angle detector 217, and the detected rear-wheel steering angle δr_act is a
detected value (observed value) indicated by an output from the rear-wheel steering angle detector 218.
[0697] Here, in the case where it is assumed that a mass point and an inertia moment are set only for the vehicle body
202 of the two-wheeled vehicle 201 A and that the dynamic behavior of the two-wheeled vehicle 201A is expressed by
the behavior of the mass point system made up of the first mass point 123 (inverted pendulum mass point) and the
second mass point 124, the first mass point 123 and the second mass point 124 are on the plane of symmetry of the
vehicle body 202 (plane of symmetry when the vehicle body 202 is considered to be bilaterally symmetrical), as explained
above. Therefore, the inclination in the roll direction of the line segment connecting the first mass point 123 and the
second mass point 124 corresponds to the inclination in the roll direction of the vehicle body 202 of the two-wheeled
vehicle 201 A.
[0698] Accordingly, in the case where the inclination angle φb in the roll direction of the vehicle body 202 of the two-
wheeled vehicle 201 A is sufficiently small, the difference between the movement amount in the Y-axis direction of the
first mass point 123 and the movement amount in the Y-axis direction of the second mass point 124 coincides with a
value obtained by multiplying the inclination angle φb in the roll direction of the vehicle body 202 of the two-wheeled
vehicle 201 A by the height h’ of the first mass point 123.
[0699] Further, in the two-wheeled vehicle 201A of the present embodiment, the front wheel 203f and the rear wheel
203r are both steered wheels. Therefore, the movement amount q in the Y-axis direction of the second mass point 124
is determined uniquely from the steering angle δf of the front wheel 3f and the steering angle δr of the rear wheel 203r.
[0700] Accordingly, the movement amount in the Y-axis direction of the first mass point 123, which is the inverted
pendulum mass point, is obtained as a sum of a component attributable to the inclination in the roll direction of the vehicle
body 202 of the two-wheeled vehicle 201A, a component attributable to the steering angle δf of the front wheel 203f,
and a component attributable to the steering angle δr of the rear wheel 203r.
[0701] The estimated inverted pendulum mass point lateral movement amount calculating section 231 uses this rela-
tionship to calculate the estimated inverted pendulum mass point lateral movement amount Pb_diff_y_act on the basis
of the detected roll angle φb_act, the detected front-wheel steering angle δf_act, and the detected rear-wheel steering
angle δr_act.
[0702] More specifically, the estimated inverted pendulum mass point lateral movement amount calculating section
231 calculates the estimated inverted pendulum mass point lateral movement amount Pb_diff_y_act by the processing
shown in the block diagram in Fig. 36.
[0703] This processing is configured to sum up a first estimated lateral movement amount component Pb_diff_y_act_1,
which is an estimate of the actual movement amount in the Y-axis direction of the inverted pendulum mass point 123
caused by the inclination in the roll direction of the vehicle body 202, a second estimated lateral movement amount
component Pb_diff_y_act_2, which is an estimate of the actual movement amount in the Y-axis direction of the inverted
pendulum mass point 123 caused by the steering of the front wheel 203f, and a third estimated lateral movement amount
component Pb_diff_y_act_3, which is an estimate of the actual movement amount in the Y-axis direction of the inverted
pendulum mass point 123 caused by the steering of the rear wheel 203r, to thereby calculate the estimated inverted
pendulum mass point lateral movement amount Pb_diff_y_act.
[0704] In Fig. 36, a processing section 231-1 represents a processing section which obtains the first estimated lateral
movement amount component Pb_diff_y_act_1, a processing section 231-2 represents a processing section which
obtains the second estimated lateral movement amount component Pb_diff_y_act_2, a processing section 231-3 rep-
resents a processing section which obtains the third estimated lateral movement amount component Pb_diff_y_act_3,
and a processing section 231-4 represents a processing section which sums up the first estimated lateral movement
amount component Pb_diff_y_act_1, the second estimated lateral movement amount component Pb_diff_y_act_2, and
the third estimated lateral movement amount component Pb_diff_y_act_3.
[0705] The processing section 231-1 determines the first estimated lateral movement amount component
Pb_diff_y_act_1 in accordance with the detected roll angle φb_act at the current time. More specifically, the processing
section 231-1 multiplies the detected roll angle φb_act (angle value in [rad]) by the height h’(=c+h), multiplied by -1, of
the inverted pendulum mass point 123, to calculate the first estimated lateral movement amount component
Pb_diff_y_act_1(=φb_act*(-h’)).
[0706] Accordingly, the first estimated lateral movement amount component Pb_diff_y_act_1 is calculated, in accord-
ance with the detected roll angle φb_act, as a value of a linear function with respect to the roll angle φb of the vehicle
body 202 (a value of a constant multiple of φb). Further, Pb_diff_y_act_1 becomes zero in the state where φb_act=0
(where the vehicle body 202 is not leaned to the right or left), and therefore, it is the movement amount in the Y-axis
direction with reference to the position of the inverted pendulum mass point 123 in that state.
[0707] It should be noted that sin(φb_act) is approximated by φb_act in the calculating processing in the processing
section 231-1. Further, the value of h’ (or c, h) has been preset in the two-wheeled vehicle 201A and is stored in a
memory in the control device 215. For example, the value has been set to satisfy the relationship in the aforesaid
expression (5b) (the relationship that c(=h’-h)=I/(m*=h)), from the height h of the overall center of gravity G in the basic
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posture state of the two-wheeled vehicle 201A, the overall inertia I of the two-wheeled vehicle 201A (inertia moment
about the axis passing through the overall center of gravity G and parallel to the X-axis direction), and the total mass m
of the two-wheeled vehicle 201A.
[0708] The value of h’, however, may be set to a value roughly approximating the value satisfying the relationship in
the above expression (5b) such that optimal control characteristics can be obtained on the basis of various experiments,
simulation, etc.
[0709] The processing section 231-2 in Fig. 36 determines the second estimated lateral movement amount component
Pb_diff_y_act_2 in accordance with the detected front-wheel steering angle δf_act at the current time. More specifically,
the processing section 231-2 obtains the second estimated lateral movement amount component Pb_diff_y_act_2
(=Plfy(δf_act)) from the detected front-wheel steering angle δf_act at the current time, by a preset conversion function
Plfy(δf). That is, the processing section 231-2 obtains a value Plfy(δf_act) of the conversion function Plfy(δf) corresponding
to δf_act, and determines the obtained value as the second estimated lateral movement amount component
Pb_diff_y_act_2.
[0710] The above conversion function Plfy(δf) is defined, for example, by a mapping or an arithmetic expression. The
conversion function Plfy(δf) is a nonlinear function which has been preset, as illustrated by the graph shown in the
processing section 231-2 in Fig. 36, such that Plfy(δf) monotonically changes (in the present embodiment, monotonically
increases) with increasing steering angle δf of the front wheel 203f, and such that the magnitude of the rate of change
of Plfy(δf) with respect to the steering angle δf (the amount of change of Plfy(δf) per unit increase of δf) becomes relatively
small in the region where the magnitude (absolute value) of the steering angle δf of the front wheel 203f is relatively
large, compared to that in the region where the magnitude of the steering angle δf is small (region where δf is near zero).
[0711] Accordingly, the second estimated lateral movement amount component Pb_diff_y_act_2 is determined, in
accordance with the detected front-wheel steering angle δf_act, as a value of a nonlinear function with respect to the
steering angle δf of the front wheel 203f.
[0712] The processing section 231-3 in Fig. 36 determines the third estimated lateral movement amount component
Pb_diff_y_act_3 in accordance with the detected rear-wheel steering angle δr_act at the current time. More specifically,
the processing section 231-3 obtains the third estimated lateral movement amount component Pb_diff_y_act_3
(=Plry(δr_act)) from the detected rear-wheel steering angle δr_act at the current time, by a preset conversion function
Plry(δr). That is, the processing section 231-3 obtains a value Plry(δr_act) of the conversion function Plry(δr) that cor-
responds to δr_act, and determines the obtained value as the third estimated lateral movement amount component
Pb_diff_y_act_3.
[0713] The conversion function Plry(δr) is defined, for example, by a mapping or an arithmetic expression. The con-
version function Plry(δr) is a nonlinear function which has been preset, as illustrated by the graph shown in the processing
section 231-3 in Fig. 36, such that Plry(δr) monotonically changes (in the present embodiment, monotonically decreases)
with increasing steering angle δr of the rear wheel 203r, and such that the magnitude of the rate of change of Plry(δr)
with respect to the steering angle δr (the amount of change of Plry(δr) per unit increase of δr) becomes relatively small
in the region where the magnitude (absolute value) of the steering angle δr of the rear wheel 203r is relatively large,
compared to that in the region where the magnitude of the steering angle δr is small (region where δr is near zero).
[0714] Accordingly, the third estimated lateral movement amount component Pb_diff_y_act_3 is determined, in ac-
cordance with the detected rear-wheel steering angle δr_act, as a value of a nonlinear function with respect to the
steering angle δr of the rear wheel 203r.
[0715] The estimated inverted pendulum mass point lateral movement amount calculating section 231 determines the
estimated inverted pendulum mass point lateral movement amount Pb_diff_y_act by summing up, in the processing
section 231-4, the first estimated lateral movement amount component Pb_diff_y_act_1, the second estimated lateral
movement amount component Pb_diff_y_act_2, and the third estimated lateral movement amount component
Pb_diff_y_act_3 calculated in the above-described manner.
[0716] Accordingly, the estimated inverted pendulum mass point lateral movement amount Pb_diff_y_act is determined
by the following expression (71).

[0717] In the above expression (71), the first term on the right side is a linear term with respect to the detected roll
angle φb_act, the second term on the right side is a nonlinear term with respect to the detected front-wheel steering
angle δf_act, and the third term on the right side is a nonlinear term with respect to the detected rear-wheel steering
angle δr_act.
[0718] It should be noted that the second term on the right side of the expression (71) can be ignored when the
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magnitude of the value Plfy(δf_act) of the aforesaid conversion function Plfy(δf) corresponding to the actual steering
angle δf_act of the front wheel 203f is sufficiently small (when the magnitude of of_act is small).
[0719] Similarly, the third term on the right side of the expression (71) can be ignored when the magnitude of the value
Plry(δr_act) of the aforesaid conversion function Plry(δr) corresponding to the actual steering angle δr_act of the rear
wheel 203r is sufficiently small (when the magnitude of δr_act is small).
[0720] Further, in the case where the magnitudes of both of Plfy(δf_act) and Plry(δr_act) are sufficiently small, the
detected roll angle φb_act of the vehicle body 202 may be used instead of the estimated inverted pendulum mass point
lateral movement amount Pb_diff_y_act. With this configuration, the processing in the estimated inverted pendulum
mass point lateral movement amount calculating section 231 becomes unnecessary, so that the computational load of
the control device 215 can be reduced.
[0721] Next, the control device 215 carries out the processing in the estimated inverted pendulum mass point lateral
velocity calculating section 232.
[0722] As shown in Fig. 35, the estimated inverted pendulum mass point lateral velocity calculating section 232 receives
the estimated inverted pendulum mass point lateral movement amount Pb_diff_y_act calculated in the estimated inverted
pendulum mass point lateral movement amount calculating section 231, a detected front-wheel steering angle δf_act,
an estimate of the actual value Vf_act (hereinafter, referred to as "estimated front-wheel rotational transfer velocity
Vf_act") of the rotational transfer velocity Vf of the front wheel 203f, a detected rear-wheel steering angle δr_act, and
an estimate of the actual value Vr_act (hereinafter, referred to as "estimated rear-wheel rotational transfer velocity
Vr_act") of the rotational transfer velocity Vr of the rear wheel 203r.
[0723] It should be noted that the estimated front-wheel rotational transfer velocity Vf_act is a velocity which is calculated
by multiplying a detected value (observed value) of the rotational angular velocity of the front wheel 203f, indicated by
an output from the aforesaid front-wheel rotational speed detector 219, by a predetermined effective rolling radius of the
front wheel 203f. Similarly, the estimated rear-wheel rotational transfer velocity Vr_act is a velocity which is calculated
by multiplying a detected value (observed value) of the rotational angular velocity of the rear wheel 203r, indicated by
an output from the aforesaid rear-wheel rotational speed detector 220, by a predetermined effective rolling radius of the
rear wheel 203r.
[0724] The estimated inverted pendulum mass point lateral velocity calculating section 232 carries out the processing
shown in the block diagram in Fig. 37 to calculate an estimated inverted pendulum mass point lateral velocity Vby_act.
[0725] This processing is configured to sum up a first estimated lateral velocity component Vby_act_1, which is an
estimate of the actual transfer velocity (relative to the origin) in the Y-axis direction of the inverted pendulum mass point
123 as seen from the origin of the XYZ coordinate system set in the above-described manner for the two-wheeled vehicle
201A, a second estimated lateral velocity component Vby_act_2, which is an estimate of the actual transfer velocity in
the Y-axis direction of the inverted pendulum mass point 123 (= transfer velocity of the origin of the XYZ coordinate
system) caused by the translational movement of the two-wheeled vehicle 201A accompanying the rolling of the front
wheel 203f while the front wheel 203f is being steered (when the actual steering angle of the front wheel 203f is not "0"),
and a third estimated lateral velocity component Vby_act_3, which is an estimate of the actual transfer velocity in the
Y-axis direction of the inverted pendulum mass point 123 (= transfer velocity of the origin of the XYZ coordinate system)
caused by the translational movement of the two-wheeled vehicle 201 A accompanying the rolling of the rear wheel 203r
while the rear wheel 203r is being steered (when the actual steering angle of the rear wheel 203r is not "0"), to thereby
calculate the estimated inverted pendulum mass point lateral velocity Vby_act.
[0726] In Fig. 37, a processing section 232-1 represents a processing section which obtains the first estimated lateral
velocity component Vby_act_1, a processing section 232-2 represents a processing section which obtains the second
estimated lateral velocity component Vby_act_2, a processing section 232-3 represents a processing section which
obtains the third estimated lateral velocity component Vby_act_3, and a processing section 232-4 represents a processing
section which sums up the first estimated lateral velocity component Vby_act_1, the second estimated lateral velocity
component Vby_act_2, and the third estimated lateral velocity component Vby_act_3.
[0727] The processing section 232-1 calculates, as the first estimated lateral velocity component Vby_act_1, a temporal
change rate Pb_diff_y_dot_act (amount of change per unit time) at the current time of the estimated inverted pendulum
mass point lateral movement amount Pb_diff_y_act successively calculated by the estimated inverted pendulum mass
point lateral movement amount calculating section 231. That is, the processing section 232-1 calculates a differential
value Pb_diff_y_dot_act of Pb_diff_y_act, as Vby_act_1.
[0728] Further, the processing section 232-2 multiplies, in a processing section 232-2-1, a detected front-wheel steering
angle δf_act at the current time by a cosine value cos(θcf) of the caster angle θcf of the front wheel 203f, to thereby
calculate an estimate of the actual value δ’f_act (hereinafter, referred to as "estimated front-wheel effective steering
angle δ’f_act") of a front-wheel effective steering angle δ’f which corresponds to the rotational angle in the yaw direction
of the front wheel 203f.
[0729] Supplementally, the front-wheel effective steering angle δ’f is an angle of the line of intersection of the ground
surface 110 and the rotational plane of the front wheel 203f being steered (plane passing through the center of the axle
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of the front wheel 203f and orthogonal to the axle centerline Cf thereof) with respect to the longitudinal direction (X-axis
direction) of the vehicle body 202.
[0730] In the case where the roll angle φb of the vehicle body 202 is relatively small, the estimated front-wheel effective
steering angle δ’f_act can be calculated approximately by the following expression (72a). The processing in the above-
described processing section 232-2-1 is the process of approximately calculating δ’f_act by the expression (72a).

[0731] To further improve the accuracy of δ’f_act, δ’f_act may be obtained by a mapping from δf_act. Alternatively, to
still further improve the accuracy of δ’f_act, δ’f_act may be obtained by a mapping (two-dimensional mapping) or the
like from δf_act and a detected roll angle φb_act.
[0732] The processing section 232-2 further calculates a sine value sin(δ’f_act) of the above-described estimated
front-wheel effective steering angle δ’f_act and multiplies the estimated front-wheel rotational transfer velocity Vf_act at
the current time by the sine value, in a processing section 232-2-2 and a processing section 232-2-3, to thereby calculate
a transfer velocity in the Y-axis direction (in other words, a component in the Y-axis direction of Vf_act) of the ground
contact part of the front wheel 203f.
[0733] Further, the processing section 232-2 multiplies, in a processing section 232-2-4, the value as a result of
calculation in the processing section 232-2-3 by Lr/L (where L=Lf+Lr), to thereby obtain a second estimated lateral
velocity component Vby_act_2 (=Vf_act*sin(δ’f_act)*(Lr/L)).
[0734] It should be noted that the above-described Lr and Lf in this processing have the same meanings as those in
the two-wheeled vehicle 201 in Fig. 11. That is, Lr refers to a distance in the X-axis direction between the ground contact
point of the rear wheel 203r and the overall center of gravity G in the basic posture state of the two-wheeled vehicle
201A, and Lf refers to a distance in the X-axis direction between the ground contact point of the front wheel 203r and
the overall center of gravity G in the basic posture state of the two-wheeled vehicle 201A.
[0735] The values of Lr and Lf and the caster angle θcf have been preset for the two-wheeled vehicle 201A, and are
stored in a memory in the control device 215.
[0736] Further, the processing section 232-3 multiplies, in a processing section 232-3-1, a detected rear-wheel steering
angle δr_act at the current time by a cosine value cos(θcr) of the caster angle θcr of the rear wheel 203r, to thereby
calculate an estimate of the actual value δ’r_act (hereinafter, referred to as "estimated rear-wheel effective steering
angle δ’r_act") of a rear-wheel effective steering angle δ’r which corresponds to the rotational angle in the yaw direction
of the rear wheel 203r.
[0737] Supplementally, the rear-wheel effective steering angle δ’r is an angle of the line of intersection of the ground
surface 110 and the rotational plane of the rear wheel 203r being steered (plane passing through the center of the axle
of the rear wheel 203r and orthogonal to the axle centerline Cr thereof) with respect to the longitudinal direction (X-axis
direction) of the vehicle body 202.
[0738] In the case where the roll angle φb of the vehicle body 202 is relatively small, the estimated rear-wheel effective
steering angle δ’r_act can be calculated approximately by the following expression (72b). The processing in the above-
described processing section 232-3-1 is the process of approximately calculating δ’r_act by the expression (72b).

[0739] To further improve the accuracy of δ’r_act, δ’r_act may be obtained by a mapping from δr_act. Alternatively, to
still further improve the accuracy of δ’r_act, δ’r_act may be obtained by a mapping (two-dimensional mapping) or the
like from δr_act and a detected roll angle δb_act.
[0740] The processing section 232-3 further calculates a sine value sin(δr_act) of the above-described estimated rear-
wheel effective steering angle δ’r_act and multiplies the estimated rear-wheel rotational transfer velocity Vr_act at the
current time by the sine value, in a processing section 232-3-2 and a processing section 232-3-3, to thereby calculate
a transfer velocity in the Y-axis direction (in other words, a component in the Y-axis direction of Vr_act) of the ground
contact part of the rear wheel 203r.
[0741] Further, the processing section 232-3 multiplies, in a processing section 232-3-4, the value as a result of
calculation in the processing section 232-3-3 by Lf/L (where L=Lf+Lr), to thereby obtain a third estimated lateral velocity
component Vby_act_3 (=Vr_act*sin(δ’r_act)*(Lf/L)).
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[0742] The value of the caster angle θcr used in the processing in the processing section 232-3 has also been preset
for the two-wheeled vehicle 201A, as with the values of Lf, Lr, and θcf, and is stored in the memory in the control device 215.
[0743] The estimated inverted pendulum mass point lateral velocity calculating section 232 sums up, in the processing
section 232-4, the first estimated lateral velocity component Vby_act_1, the second estimated lateral velocity component
Vby_act_2, and the third estimated lateral velocity component Vby_act_3 calculated in the above-described manner, to
calculate an estimated inverted pendulum mass point lateral velocity Vby_act.
[0744] Accordingly, the estimated inverted pendulum mass point lateral velocity Vby_act is calculated by the following
expression (73).

[0745] It should be noted that in the case where the magnitudes of the value of the aforesaid conversion function
Plfy(δf) corresponding to the actual steering angle δf_act of the front wheel 203f and the value of the aforesaid conversion
function Plry(δr) corresponding to the actual steering angle δr_act of the front wheel 203r are sufficiently small (when
the magnitudes of δf_act and δr_act are small), a differential value of the value of Pb_diff_y_act obtained by ignoring
the second term and the third term on the right side of the expression (71) may be adopted as Pb_diff_y_dot_act for
use in the expression (73). That is, in the expression (73), a value, multiplied by -h’, of the differential value of the detected
roll angle φb_act of the vehicle body 202, or a value, multiplied by -h’, of the detected value of the roll angular velocity
(temporal change rate of the roll angle) of the vehicle body 202, may be used instead of Pb_diff_y_dot_act. With this
configuration, the computational load of the control device 215 can be reduced.
[0746] Next, the control device 215 carries out the processing in the estimated traveling speed calculating section 233.
[0747] As shown in Fig. 35, the estimated traveling speed calculating section 233 receives the aforesaid estimated
rear-wheel rotational transfer velocity Vr_act and the aforesaid detected rear-wheel steering angle δr_act.
[0748] The estimated traveling speed calculating section 233 carries out the processing shown in the block diagram
in Fig. 38 to calculate an estimated traveling speed Vox_act.
[0749] In Fig. 38, a processing section 233-1 represents a processing section which multiplies a detected rear-wheel
steering angle δr_act at the current time by a cosine value of the caster angle θcr of the rear wheel 203r (as in the
aforesaid expression (72b)) to obtain the estimated rear-wheel effective steering angle δ’r_act, which has been described
above in conjunction with the processing section 232-2 in the estimated inverted pendulum mass point lateral velocity
calculating section 232, a processing section 233-2 represents a processing section which obtains a cosine value
cos(δ’r_act) of the estimated rear-wheel effective steering angle δ’r_act, and a processing section 233-3 represents a
processing section which multiplies an estimated rear-wheel rotational transfer velocity Vr_act at the current time by the
above-described cosine value cos(δ’r_act) to thereby calculate an estimated traveling speed Vox_act.
[0750] Accordingly, the estimated traveling speed calculating section 233 is configured to calculate Vox_act by mul-
tiplying Vr_act by the cosine value cos(δ’r_act) of δ’r_act. That is, Vox_act is calculated by the following expression (74b).

[0751] The estimated traveling speed Vox_act calculated in this manner corresponds to a component in the X-axis
direction of the estimated rear-wheel rotational transfer velocity Vr_act.
[0752] It should be noted that the estimated traveling speed Vox_act may be calculated by multiplying the estimated
front-wheel rotational transfer velocity Vf_act by a cosine value cos(δ’f_act) of the estimated front-wheel effective steering
angle δ’f_act calculated by the aforesaid expression (72a). That is, Vox_act may be calculated by the following expression
(74a).
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[0753] Further, in the processing of calculating Vox_act, for the estimated rear-wheel effective steering angle δ’r_act
(or the estimated front-wheel effective steering angle δ’f_act), the value calculated by the estimated inverted pendulum
mass point lateral velocity calculating section 232 as it is may be used. In this case, it is unnecessary to supply the
detected rear-wheel steering angle δr_act (or the estimated front-wheel effective steering angle δ’f_act) to the estimated
traveling speed calculating section 233, and the processing section 233-1 is also unnecessary.
[0754] Further, instead of the detected rear-wheel steering angle δr_act and the estimated rear-wheel rotational transfer
velocity Vr_act at the current time, a value (last time’s value) δr_cmd_p of the desired rear-wheel steering angle δr_cmd,
calculated by the posture control arithmetic section 237 (described later) in the last time’s control processing cycle, and
a value (last time’s value) Vr_cmd_p of the desired rear-wheel rotational transfer velocity Vr_cmd, calculated by the
desired rear-wheel rotational transfer velocity determining section 236 (described later) in the last time’s control process-
ing cycle, respectively, may be used. More specifically, δr_cmd_p and Vr_cmd_p may be used to perform computation
similar to that in the right side of the above expression (74b), and the resultant value (=Vr_cmd_p*cos(δr_cmd_p*cos(θcr)))
may be obtained as a pseudo estimate (alternative observed value) as an alternative to the estimated traveling speed
Vox_act.
[0755] Further, in obtaining the pseudo estimate (alternative observed value) as an alternative to the estimated traveling
speed Vox_act, δr_cmd_p may be used instead of the detected rear-wheel steering angle δr_act at the current time,
and the estimated rear-wheel rotational transfer velocity Vr_act may be used as it is. Conversely, Vr_cmd_p may be
used instead of the estimated rear-wheel rotational transfer velocity Vr_act at the current time, and the detected rear-
wheel steering angle δr_act may be used as it is.
[0756] Next, the control device 215 carries out the processing in the desired rear-wheel rotational transfer velocity
determining section 236.
[0757] As shown in Fig. 35, the desired rear-wheel rotational transfer velocity determining section 236 receives a
detected value of the actual value of the accelerator manipulated variable, which is indicated by an output from the
aforesaid accelerator manipulation detector 221.
[0758] The desired rear-wheel rotational transfer velocity determining section 236 determines a desired rear-wheel
rotational transfer velocity Vr_cmd by the processing shown in the block diagram in Fig. 42, i.e. the processing in a
processing section 236-1.
[0759] The processing section 236-1 determines the desired rear-wheel rotational transfer velocity Vr_cmd from a
detected value of the accelerator manipulated variable at the current time, by a preset conversion function.
[0760] The conversion function is a function which is defined, for example, by a mapping or an arithmetic expression.
This conversion function is basically set such that Vr_cmd determined by the conversion function increases monotonically
as the accelerator manipulated variable increases.
[0761] The conversion function is set, for example, with the trend as illustrated by the graph in Fig. 42. In this case,
the processing section 236-1 determines Vr_cmd to be zero when the detected value of the accelerator manipulated
variable falls within the dead band range (range near zero) from zero to a prescribed first accelerator manipulated variable
A1.
[0762] Further, when the detected value of the accelerator manipulated variable falls within the range from the first
accelerator manipulated variable A1 to a prescribed second accelerator manipulated variable A2 (>A1), the processing
section 236-1 determines Vr_cmd such that Vr_cmd increases monotonically as the accelerator manipulated variable
increases and that the rate of increase of Vr_cmd (increase of Vr_cmd per unit increase of the accelerator manipulated
variable) increases smoothly.
[0763] When the detected value of the accelerator manipulated variable falls within the range from the second accel-
erator manipulated variable A2 to a prescribed third accelerator manipulated variable A3 (>A2), the processing section
236-1 determines Vr_cmd such that Vr_cmd increases monotonically, at a constant rate of increase, as the accelerator
manipulated variable increases.
[0764] Further, when the detected value of the accelerator manipulated variable exceeds the third accelerator manip-
ulated variable A3, the processing section 236-1 determines Vr_cmd such that it remains at a constant value (at the
value corresponding to A3).
[0765] Next, the control device 215 carries out the processing in the control gain determining section 235. As shown
in Fig. 35, the control gain determining section 235 receives, via a delay element 238, a last time’s desired rear-wheel
steering angle δr_cmd_p, which is a value (last time’s value) of the desired rear-wheel steering angle δr_cmd determined
by the posture control arithmetic section 237 in the last time’s control processing cycle of the control device 215. The
control gain determining section 235 also receives an estimated traveling speed Vox_act calculated by the estimated
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traveling speed calculating section 233 in the current time’s control processing cycle.
[0766] The control gain determining section 235 carries out the processing shown in the block diagram in Fig. 39, for
example, to determine values of a plurality of gains K1, K2, K3, and K4 for the posture control of the vehicle body 202.
[0767] The values of the gains K1, K2, K3, and K4 are each determined variably in accordance with δr_cmd_p and
Vox_act, or in accordance with Vox_act, as will be described in detail later.
[0768] Next, the control device 215 carries out the processing in the desired posture state determining section 234.
The desired posture state determining section 234 determines a desired inverted pendulum mass point lateral movement
amount Pb_diff_y_cmd, which is a desired value of the inverted pendulum mass point lateral movement amount Pb_diff_y,
and a desired inverted pendulum mass point lateral velocity Vby_cmd, which is a desired value of the inverted pendulum
mass point lateral velocity Vby. In the present embodiment, the desired posture state determining section 234 sets both
of Pb_diff_y_cmd and Vby_cmd to zero, by way of example.
[0769] Next, the control device 215 carries out the processing in the posture control arithmetic section 237. As shown
in Fig. 35, the posture control arithmetic section 237 receives the desired inverted pendulum mass point lateral movement
amount Pb_diff_y_cmd and the desired inverted pendulum mass point lateral velocity Vby_cmd determined in the desired
posture state determining section 234, the estimated inverted pendulum mass point lateral movement amount
Pb_diff_y_act calculated in the estimated inverted pendulum mass point lateral movement amount calculating section
231, the estimated inverted pendulum mass point lateral velocity Vby_act calculated in the estimated inverted pendulum
mass point lateral velocity calculating section 232, and the gains K1, K2, K3, and K4 determined in the control gain
determining section 235.
[0770] The posture control arithmetic section 237 uses the above-described input values to carry out the processing
shown in the block diagram in Fig. 43, to thereby determine a desired rear-wheel steering angle δr_cmd, a desired rear-
wheel steering angular velocity δr_dot_cmd, and a desired rear-wheel steering angular acceleration δr_dot2_cmd.
[0771] In Fig. 43, a processing section 237-1 represents a processing section which obtains a deviation of Pb_diff_y_act
from Pb_diff_y_cmd, a processing section 237-2 represents a processing section which multiplies the output of the
processing section 237-1 by the gain K1, a processing section 237-3 represents a processing section which obtains a
deviation of Vby_act from Vby_cmd, a processing section 237-4 represents a processing section which multiplies the
output of the processing section 237-3 by the gain K2, a processing section 237-5 represents a processing section which
multiplies δr_cmd_p by the gain K3, a processing section 237-6 represents a processing section which multiplies a last
time’s desired rear-wheel steering angular velocity δr_dot_cmd_p, which is a value of the desired rear-wheel steering
angular velocity δr_dot_cmd determined by the posture control arithmetic section 237 in the last time’s control processing
cycle, by the gain K4, and a processing section 237-7 represents a processing section which sums up the outputs from
the processing sections 237-2 and 237-4 and the values, each multiplied by -1, of the outputs from the processing
sections 237-5 and 237-6, to thereby calculate a desired rear-wheel steering angular acceleration δr_dot2_cmd.
[0772] Further, a processing section 237-8 represents a processing section which integrates the output of the process-
ing section 237-7 to obtain a desired rear-wheel steering angular velocity δr_dot_cmd, a processing section 237-9
represents a delay element which outputs the output from the processing section 237-8 in the last time’s control processing
cycle (i.e. last time’s desired rear-wheel steering angular velocity δr_dot_cmd_p) to the processing section 237-6, a
processing section 237-10 represents a processing section which integrates the output of the processing section 237-8
to obtain a desired rear-wheel steering angle δr_cmd, and a processing section 237-11 represents a delay element
which outputs the output from the processing section 237-10 in the last time’s control processing cycle (i.e. last time’s
desired rear-wheel steering angle δr_cmd_p) to the processing section 237-5.
[0773] Accordingly, the posture control arithmetic section 237 calculates the desired rear-wheel steering angular
acceleration δr_dot2_cmd by the following expression (75).

[0774] In the above expression (75), K1*(Pb_diff_y_cmd-Pb_diff_y_act) is a feedback manipulated variable having
the function of making the deviation (Pb_diff_y_cmd-Pb_diff_y_act) approach "0", K2*(Vby_cmd-Vby_act) is a feedback
manipulated variable having the function of making the deviation (Vby_cmd-Vby_act) approach "0", -K3*δr_cmd_p is a
feedback manipulated variable having the function of making δr_cmd approach "0", and -K4*δr_dot_cmd_p is a feedback
manipulated variable having the function of making δr_dot_cmd approach "0".
[0775] The posture control arithmetic section 237 integrates δr_dot2_cmd determined by the above expression (75)
to determine a desired rear-wheel steering angular velocity δr_dot_cmd. Further, the posture control arithmetic section
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237 integrates this δr_dot_cmd to determine a desired rear-wheel steering angle δr_cmd.
[0776] It should be noted that δr_cmd_p and δr_dot_cmd_p used in the computation of the expression (75) have the
meanings as pseudo estimates (alternative observed values) of the actual steering angle and steering angular velocity,
respectively, of the rear wheel 203r at the current time. Therefore, instead of δr_cmd_p, a detected rear-wheel steering
angle δr_act at the current time may be used. Further, instead of δr_dot_cmd_p, a detected rear-wheel steering angular
velocity δr_dot_act (detected value of the actual steering angular velocity of the rear wheel 203r) based on an output
from the aforesaid rear-wheel steering angle detector 218 may be used.
[0777] The above has described the processing in the posture control arithmetic section 237.
[0778] In accordance with the processing in the posture control arithmetic section 237, the desired rear-wheel steering
angular acceleration δr_dot2_cmd is basically determined such that any divergence of the actual inverted pendulum
mass point lateral movement amount (estimated inverted pendulum mass point lateral movement amount Pb_diff_y_act)
of the two-wheeled vehicle 201A from the desired inverted pendulum mass point lateral movement amount
Pb_diff_y_cmd, or any divergence of the actual inverted pendulum mass point lateral velocity (estimated inverted pen-
dulum mass point lateral velocity Vby_act) of the two-wheeled vehicle 201 A from the desired inverted pendulum mass
point lateral velocity Vby_cmd, is eliminated through manipulation of the steering angle δr of the rear wheel 203r (and,
hence, that the actual inverted pendulum mass point lateral movement amount or lateral velocity of the two-wheeled
vehicle 1A is restored to the desired inverted pendulum mass point lateral movement amount Pb_diff_y_cmd or desired
inverted pendulum mass point lateral velocity Vby_cmd).
[0779] Further, in the present embodiment, the desired inverted pendulum mass point lateral movement amount
Pb_diff_y_cmd is "0". Therefore, in the state where the actual inverted pendulum mass point lateral movement amount
of the two-wheeled vehicle 201A is held at a value which coincides, or almost coincides, with the desired inverted
pendulum mass point lateral movement amount Pb_diff_y_cmd, the desired rear-wheel steering angular acceleration
δr_dot2_cmd is determined so as to keep the actual steering angle of the rear wheel 203r at "0" or almost "0".
[0780] Here, the gains K1 to K4 (feedback gains related to the respective feedback manipulated variables in the right
side of the aforesaid expression (75)) used for calculating δr_dot2_cmd by the computation of the expression (75) are
determined in the aforesaid control gain determining section 235. The processing in the control gain determining section
235 will now be described in detail.
[0781] The control gain determining section 235 determines the values of the gains K1 to K4 from the received estimated
traveling speed Vox_act and last time’s desired rear-wheel steering angle δr_cmd_p, by the processing shown in the
block diagram in Fig. 39.
[0782] In Fig. 39, a processing section 235-1 is a processing section which determines the gain K1 in accordance with
Vox_act and δr_cmd_p, and a processing section 235-2 is a processing section which determines the gain K2 in ac-
cordance with Vox_act and δr_cmd_p.
[0783] In the present embodiment, the processing section 235-1 determines the gain K1 from Vox_act and δr_cmd_p,
in accordance with a preset two-dimensional mapping (conversion function of two variables). Similarly, the processing
section 235-2 determines the gain K2 from Vox_act and δr_cmd_p, in accordance with a preset two-dimensional mapping
(conversion function of two variables).
[0784] In these two-dimensional mappings, the trend of the change in value of the gain K1 with respect to Vox_act
and δr_cmd_p and the trend of the change in value of the gain K2 with respect to Vox_act and δr_cmd_p are set
substantially similar to each other.
[0785] Specifically, as illustrated by the graphs shown in the processing sections 235-1 and 235-2 in Fig. 39, the two-
dimensional mappings in the processing sections 235-1 and 235-2 are each set such that the magnitude of the gain K1,
K2 determined by the two-dimensional mapping has the trend of monotonically decreasing with increasing Vox_act when
δr_cmd_p is fixed to a given value.
[0786] Accordingly, the gains K1 and K2 as the feedback gains related to the feedback manipulated variables having
the function of stabilizing the posture in the roll direction of the vehicle body 202 of the two-wheeled vehicle 201 A
(making the estimated inverted pendulum mass point lateral movement amount Pb_diff_y_act and the estimated inverted
pendulum mass point lateral velocity Vby_act converge respectively to Pb_diff_y_cmd and Vby_cmd) are determined
such that the magnitudes of the gains K1 and K2 each become smaller as the actual traveling speed (estimated traveling
speed Vox_act) of the two-wheeled vehicle 201A becomes greater.
[0787] In other words, the gains K1 and K2 are determined such that the control function for stabilizing the posture in
the roll direction of the vehicle body 202 by performing the steering control of the rear wheel 203r so as to make
Pb_diff_y_act and Vby_act converge to Pb_diff_y_cmd and Vby_cmd, respectively, is reduced when the actual traveling
speed (estimated traveling speed Vox_act) of the two-wheeled vehicle 201 A is in a high-speed range, as compared to
when it is in a low-speed range.
[0788] Accordingly, in the case where the actual traveling speed (estimated traveling speed Vox_act) of the two-
wheeled vehicle 201A is relatively high, i.e. in the state where the posture in the roll direction of the vehicle body 202 is
unlikely to become unstable, a rider of the two-wheeled vehicle 201A can readily change the posture in the roll direction
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(roll angle φb) of the vehicle body 202 by shifting the weight of the rider’s body and so on, as in the case of a conventional
two-wheeled vehicle (which is not provided with the function of controlling the posture in the roll direction of the vehicle
body).
[0789] It should be noted that the two-dimensional mappings for determining the gains K1 and K2 may each be set
such that the value of K1, K2 is determined to be "0" or almost "0" when the estimated traveling speed Vox_act reaches
a certain level of speed.
[0790] With this configuration, the function of controlling the posture in the roll direction of the vehicle body 202 becomes
substantially OFF when the actual traveling speed (estimated traveling speed Vox_act) of the two-wheeled vehicle 201
A is relatively high. This can make the behavioral characteristics of the two-wheeled vehicle 201A approach the char-
acteristics comparable to those of a conventional two-wheeled vehicle in the case where the actual traveling speed of
the two-wheeled vehicle 201A is high.
[0791] Further, the two-dimensional mappings in the processing sections 235-1 and 235-2 are each set such that the
gain K1, K2 determined by the mapping has the trend of monotonically decreasing with increasing magnitude (absolute
value) of δr_cmd_p when Vox_act is fixed to a given value.
[0792] Accordingly, the gains K1 and K2 as the gains related to the feedback manipulated variables having the function
of stabilizing the posture in the roll direction of the vehicle body 202 of the two-wheeled vehicle 201A are determined
such that the magnitudes of the gains K1 and K2 each become smaller as the magnitude of δr_cmd_p, corresponding
to the actual steering angle of the rear wheel 203r, becomes larger.
[0793] The magnitudes of the gains K1 and K2 are changed as described above, for the following reason. In the case
where the magnitude of the actual steering angle of the rear wheel 203r is large, compared to the case where it is small,
the radius of curvature of the ground contact part of the steered wheel (rear wheel 203r) as seen in a cross section
including the ground contact point of the steered wheel (rear wheel 203r) and having a normal in the X-axis direction
(longitudinal direction of the vehicle body 202) becomes larger, as explained above.
[0794] Therefore, in the case where the magnitude of the actual steering angle of the rear wheel 203r is large, compared
to the case where it is small, the change in movement amount of the ground contact point of the rear wheel 203r according
to the change in the steering becomes larger. Because of this, if the magnitudes of the gains K1 and K2 are set inde-
pendently of the actual steering angle, oscillation is likely to occur in the control of the posture in the roll direction of the
vehicle body 202 of the two-wheeled vehicle 201A.
[0795] When it is configured such that the magnitudes of the gains K1 and K2 are changed in accordance with the
magnitude of δr_cmd_p, as described above, the above-described oscillation can be prevented even in the case where
the magnitude (absolute value) of the actual steering angle of the rear wheel 203r is large.
[0796] In the block diagram in Fig. 39, processing sections 235-3 and 235-4 represent processing sections which
determine the gains K3 and K4, respectively, in accordance with Vox_act.
[0797] In the present embodiment, the processing sections 235-3 and 235-4 determine the gains K3 and K4, respec-
tively, from Vox_act, in accordance with conversion functions defined by preset mappings (or arithmetic expressions).
[0798] These conversion functions are set, as illustrated by the graphs shown in the processing sections 235-3 and
235-4 in Fig. 39, such that basically the gains K3 and K4 each increase monotonically, between a prescribed upper limit
and a prescribed lower limit, as Vox_act increases.
[0799] In this case, in the conversion functions in the processing sections 235-3 and 235-4, in the region where Vox_act
takes a value near "0", K3 and K4 are each maintained at the lower limit. In the region where Vox_act takes a sufficiently
large value, K3 and K4 are each maintained at the upper limit.
[0800] As the gains K3 and K4 are determined in the above-described manner, the gains K3 and K4 as the feedback
gains related to the feedback manipulated variables having the function of making the steering angle δr of the rear wheel
203r approach zero are determined such that the magnitudes of the gains K3 and K4 become relatively large in the case
where the actual traveling speed (estimated traveling speed Vox_act) of the two-wheeled vehicle 201A is relatively high
(in a high-speed range), compared to the case where the actual traveling speed of the two-wheeled vehicle 201A is
relatively low (in a low-speed range (including "0")).
[0801] Here, in an ordinary two-wheeled vehicle, when it is traveling at a relatively high speed, the steered wheel is
usually held in a non-steered state or nearly non-steered state. Therefore, setting the gains K3 and K4 in the above-
described manner can allow the steering characteristics of the rear wheel 203r of the two-wheeled vehicle 201 A when
the actual traveling speed of the two-wheeled vehicle 201A is relatively high to approach the characteristics of the
ordinary two-wheeled vehicle.
[0802] The above has described the details of the processing in the control gain determining section 235 according
to the present embodiment.
[0803] In the processing in the aforesaid processing sections 235-1 and 235-2, the gains K1 and K2 were determined
in accordance with Vox_act and δr_cmd_p by using two-dimensional mappings. The gains K1 and K2, however, may
be determined in another manner not using the two-dimensional mappings.
[0804] For example, the gains K1 and K2 may be determined by the processing in processing sections 235-6 and
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235-7 in the block diagram in Fig. 40 or 41. It should be noted that, except for the processing in the processing sections
235-6 and 235-7, the processing in the block diagram in each of Figs. 40 and 41 is identical to the processing in the
block diagram in Fig. 39.
[0805] The processing section 235-6 in Fig. 40 includes a processing section 235-6-1 which determines a first adjust-
ment parameter Kv_1 for adjusting the value of the gain K1, from Vox_act, by a preset conversion function, a processing
section 235-6-2 which determines a second adjustment parameter Kδ_1 for adjusting the value of the gain K1, from
δr_cmd_p, by a preset conversion function, a processing section 235-6-3 which determines a composite adjustment
parameter (=Kv_1*Kδ_1) by multiplying the adjustment parameters Kv_1 and Kδ_1, and a processing section 235-6-4
which adds this composite adjustment parameter to a prescribed reference value (lower limit) K0_1 of the gain K1, to
thereby determine the gain K1 (=Kv_1*Kδ_1+K0_1).
[0806] The processing section 235-7 includes a processing section 235-7-1 which determines a first adjustment pa-
rameter Kv_2 for adjusting the value of the gain K2, from Vox_act, by a preset conversion function, a processing section
235-7-2 which determines a second adjustment parameter Kδ_2 for adjusting the value of the gain K2, from δr_cmd_p,
by a preset conversion function, a processing section 235-7-3 which determines a composite adjustment parameter
(=Kv_2*Kδ_2) by multiplying the adjustment parameters Kv_2 and Kδ_2, and a processing section 235-7-4 which adds
this composite adjustment parameter to a prescribed reference value (lower limit) K0_2 of the gain K2, to thereby
determine the gain K2 (=Kv_2*Kδ_2+K0_2).
[0807] In this case, the conversion functions of the respective processing sections 235-6-1, 235-7-1, 235-6-2, and
235-7-2 are each defined, for example, by a mapping (one-dimensional mapping) or an arithmetic expression.
[0808] The conversion functions of the processing sections 235-6-1 and 235-7-1 are set, as illustrated by the graphs
shown in the processing sections 235-6-1 and 235-7-1 in Fig. 40, such that Kv_1 and Kv_2 determined by the respective
conversion functions each decrease monotonically (to approach zero) from a prescribed upper limit (>0) as Vox_act
becomes larger.
[0809] Accordingly, in a low-speed range where Vox_act is relative small, Kv_1 and Kv_2 are each set to an effective
positive value (having a magnitude above a certain level).
[0810] Further, the conversion functions of the processing sections 235-6-2 and 235-7-2 are set, as illustrated by the
graphs shown in the processing sections 235-6-2 and 235-7-2 in Fig. 40, such that Kδ_1 and Kδ_2 determined by the
respective conversion functions each decrease monotonically as the magnitude (absolute value) of δr_cmd_p increases.
[0811] More specifically, Kδ_1 and Kδ_2 are determined such that they each attain a prescribed upper limit (>0) when
the magnitude of δr_cmd_p is "0", and that Kδ_1 and Kδ_2 each decrease down to a prescribed lower limit (>0) as the
magnitude of δr_cmd_p increases from "0".
[0812] Therefore, the processing sections 235-6 and 235-7 shown in Fig. 40 can determine the gains K1 and K2,
respectively, such that the trends of the changes of K1 and K2 with respect to Vox_act and δr_cmd_p become similar
to the trends of the changes of K1 and K2 determined by the processing sections 235-1 and 235-2, respectively, in Fig. 39.
[0813] The processing sections 235-6 and 235-7 in Fig. 41 are different from those in Fig. 40 only in part of the
processing.
[0814] Specifically, the processing section 235-6 in Fig. 41 adopts a processing section 235-6-5 as a processing
section for determining the first adjustment parameter Kv_1 for adjusting the value of the gain K1 in accordance with
Vox_act, instead of the processing section 235-6-1 shown in Fig. 40. Except for the processing section 235-6-5, the
configuration of the processing section 235-6 in Fig. 41 is identical to that in Fig. 40.
[0815] Similarly, the processing section 235-7 in Fig. 41 adopts a processing section 235-7-5, instead of the processing
section 235-7-1 shown in Fig. 40, as a processing section for determining the first adjustment parameter Kv_2 for
adjusting the value of the gain K2 in accordance with Vox_act. Except for the processing section 235-7-5, the configuration
of the processing section 235-7 in Fig. 41 is identical to that in Fig. 40.
[0816] The processing sections 235-6-5 and 235-7-5 use conversion functions (mappings or arithmetic expressions)
for determining Kv_1 and Kv_2, respectively, which are different from those used in Fig. 40.
[0817] Specifically, the conversion functions in the processing sections 235-6-5 and 235-7-5 are set, as illustrated by
the graphs shown in the processing sections 235-6-5 and 235-7-5 in Fig. 41, such that Kv_1 and Kv_2 determined by
the respective conversion functions each monotonically decrease with increasing Vox_act and, additionally, such that
Kv_1 and Kv_2 are each set to zero (or almost zero) in a high-speed range where Vox_act becomes high.
[0818] It should be noted that the reference value (lower limit) K0_1 of the gain K1 in the processing section 235-6 in
Fig. 41 and the reference value (lower limit) K0_2 of the gain K2 in the processing section 235-7 in Fig. 41 are each set
to zero or a value near zero.
[0819] Therefore, the processing sections 235-6 and 235-7 shown in Fig. 41 can determine the gains K1 and K2,
respectively, such that the trends of the changes of K1 and K2 with respect to Vox_act and δr_cmd_p become similar
to the trends of the changes of K1 and K2 determined by the processing sections 235-1 and 235-2, respectively, in Fig. 39.
[0820] In addition, in a high-speed range where the actual traveling speed of the two-wheeled vehicle 201A is high,
both of the gains K1 and K2 are set to zero or almost zero. This can make the behavioral characteristics of the two-
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wheeled vehicle 201A still further approach the characteristics comparable to those of a conventional two-wheeled
vehicle in the case where the actual traveling speed of the two-wheeled vehicle 201A is high.
[0821] It should be noted that for the conversion functions for determining the gains K1 and K2, conversion functions
in other forms may be adopted, as long as they can determine the gains with the above-described trends with respect
to Vox_act and δr_cmd_p. Similarly, for the conversion functions for determining the gains K3 and K4, conversion
functions in other forms may be adopted, as long as they can determine the gains with the above-described trends with
respect to Vox_act.
[0822] Supplementally, the last time’s desired rear-wheel steering angle δr_cmd_p has the meaning as a pseudo
estimate (alternative observed value) of the actual steering angle of the rear wheel 203r at the current time.
[0823] Accordingly, for determining the respective gains K1, K2, K3, and K4, the aforesaid detected rear-wheel steering
angle δr_act may be used instead of δr_cmd_p.
[0824] Further, in the case where the response of the rear-wheel driving actuator 209 is sufficiently quick, the value
of the traveling speed (=Vr_cmd_p*cos(δr_cmd_p*cos(θcr)), hereinafter referred to as "last time’s desired traveling speed
Vox_cmd_p") calculated by the computation similar to that in the aforesaid expression (74b) from the above-described
last time’s desired rear-wheel steering angle δr_cmd_p and a last time’s desired rear-wheel rotational transfer velocity
Vr_cmd_p (desired rear-wheel rotational transfer velocity Vr_cmd determined by the desired rear-wheel rotational transfer
velocity determining section 236 in the last time’s control processing cycle) has the meaning as a pseudo estimate
(alternative observed value) of the actual traveling speed of the two-wheeled vehicle 201A at the current time.
[0825] Accordingly, for determining the respective gains K1, K2, K3, and K4, the above-described last time’s desired
traveling speed Vox_cmd_p may be used instead of Vox_act.
[0826] Controls of the aforesaid rear-wheel steering actuator 208 and rear-wheel driving actuator 209 will now be
described.
[0827] The control device 215 further includes, as functions other than the functions shown in Fig. 35, a rear-wheel
steering actuator control section 241 shown in Fig. 44 and a rear-wheel driving actuator control section 242 shown in
Fig. 45.
[0828] The rear-wheel steering actuator control section 241 carries out drive control of the rear-wheel steering actuator
208, by the control processing shown in the block diagram in Fig. 44, for example, to cause the actual steering angle
(detected rear-wheel steering angle δr_act) of the rear wheel 203r to track a desired rear-wheel steering angle δr_cmd.
[0829] In this example, the rear-wheel steering actuator control section 241 receives a desired rear-wheel steering
angle δr_cmd, a desired rear-wheel steering angular velocity δr_dot_cmd, and a desired rear-wheel steering angular
acceleration δr_dot2_cmd determined in the above-described manner in the posture control arithmetic section 237, a
detected rear-wheel steering angle δr_act, and a detected rear-wheel steering angular velocity δr_dot_act which is a
detected value of the actual steering angular velocity of the rear wheel 203r.
[0830] It should be noted that the detected rear-wheel steering angular velocity δr_dot_act is a value of the steering
angular velocity which is recognized on the basis of an output from the rear-wheel steering angle detector 218, or a
value obtained by calculating a temporal change rate of the detected rear-wheel steering angle δr_act.
[0831] The rear-wheel steering actuator control section 241 performs the processing in an electric current command
value determining section 241-1 to determine, from the above-described input values, an electric current command value
I_δr_cmd which is a desired value of the electric current passed through the rear-wheel steering actuator 208 (electric
motor).
[0832] The electric current command value determining section 241-1 determines the electric current command value
I_δr_cmd by summing up a feedback manipulated variable component obtained by multiplying a deviation of δr_act from
δr_cmd by a gain Kδr_p of a prescribed value, a feedback manipulated variable component obtained by multiplying a
deviation of δr_dot_act from δr_dot_cmd by a gain Kδr_v of a prescribed value, and a feedforward manipulated variable
component obtained by multiplying δr_dot2_cmd by a gain Kδr_a of a prescribed value, as shown by the following
expression (77).

[0833] The rear-wheel steering actuator control section 241 then controls the actual electric current passed through
the rear-wheel steering actuator 208 (electric motor) to match the electric current command value I_δr_cmd, by an
electric current control section 241-2 which is made up of a motor driver or the like.
[0834] In this manner, the control is performed such that the actual steering angle of the rear wheel 203r tracks the
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desired rear-wheel steering angle δr_cmd. In this case, the electric current command value I_δr_cmd includes the third
term on the right side of the above expression (77), i.e. the feedforward manipulated variable component, ensuring
improved tracking in the above-described control.
[0835] It should be noted that the technique of controlling the rear-wheel steering actuator 208 to cause the actual
steering angle of the rear wheel 203r to track the desired rear-wheel steering angle δr_cmd is not limited to the above-
described technique; other techniques may be used as well. For example, various kinds of known servo control techniques
related to electric motors (feedback control techniques for causing the actual angle of rotation of the rotor of the electric
motor to track a desired value) may be adopted.
[0836] The rear-wheel driving actuator control section 242 carries out drive control of the rear-wheel driving actuator
209, by the control processing shown in the block diagram in Fig. 45, for example, to cause the actual rotational transfer
velocity of the rear wheel 203r to track a desired rear-wheel rotational transfer velocity Vr_cmd (or to cause the actual
rotational angular velocity of the rear wheel 203r to track a desired rotational angular velocity corresponding to Vr_cmd).
[0837] In this example, the rear-wheel driving actuator control section 242 receives a desired rear-wheel rotational
transfer velocity Vr_cmd determined in the above-described manner in the desired rear-wheel rotational transfer velocity
determining section 236, and an estimated rear-wheel rotational transfer velocity Vr_act.
[0838] The rear-wheel driving actuator control section 242 performs the processing in an electric current command
value determining section 242-1 to determine, from the above-described input values, an electric current command value
I_Vr_cmd which is a desired value of the electric current passed through the rear-wheel driving actuator 209 (electric
motor).
[0839] The electric current command value determining section 242-1 determines a feedback manipulated variable
component obtained by multiplying a deviation of Vr_act from Vr_cmd by a gain KVr_v of a prescribed value, as the
electric current command value I_Vr_cmd, as shown by the following expression (78).

[0840] It should be noted that, instead of using the above expression (78), I_Vr_cmd may be determined by, for
example, multiplying a deviation of the detected value of the actual rotational angular velocity of the rear wheel 203r,
which is indicated by an output from the rear-wheel rotational speed detector 220, from a value obtained by dividing
Vr_cmd by the effective rolling radius of the rear wheel 203r (i.e. a desired value of the rotational angular velocity of the
rear wheel 203r) by a gain of a prescribed value.
[0841] The rear-wheel driving actuator control section 242 then controls the actual electric current passed through the
rear-wheel driving actuator 209 (electric motor) to match the electric current command value I_Vr_cmd, by an electric
current control section 242-2 which is made up of a motor driver or the like.
[0842] In this manner, the control is performed such that the actual rotational transfer velocity of the rear wheel 203r
tracks the desired rear-wheel rotational transfer velocity Vr_cmd (or such that the actual rotational angular velocity tracks
the desired value of the rotational angular velocity corresponding to Vr_cmd).
[0843] It should be noted that the technique of controlling the rear-wheel driving actuator 209 to cause the actual
rotational transfer velocity of the rear wheel 203r to track the desired rear-wheel rotational transfer velocity Vr_cmd is
not limited to the above-described technique; other techniques may be used as well. For example, various kinds of
known speed control techniques related to electric motors (feedback control techniques for causing the actual rotational
angular velocity of the rotor of the electric motor to track a desired value) may be adopted.
[0844] The above has described the details of the control processing in the control device 215 according the present
embodiment.
[0845] Here, the correspondence between the present embodiment and the present invention will be described. In
the present embodiment, the rear wheel 203r corresponds to the steered wheel in the present invention, and the rear-
wheel steering actuator 208 (electric motor) corresponds to the steering actuator in the present invention. Further, the
front wheel 203f corresponds to the other wheel (steerable wheel) in the present invention.
[0846] Further, the dynamics model of a mass point system having the inverted pendulum mass point 123 (first mass
point 123) and the second mass point 124 in the two-wheeled vehicle 201 A corresponds to the dynamics model in the
present invention. The dynamics model is specifically expressed by the aforesaid expressions (19) to (27).
[0847] In the example of the present embodiment, the motional state quantity of the inverted pendulum mass point
123 is made up of the inverted pendulum mass point lateral movement amount Pb_diff_y, corresponding to the position
in the Y-axis direction of the inverted pendulum mass point 123, and the inverted pendulum mass point lateral velocity
Vby, corresponding to the transfer velocity in the Y-axis direction of the inverted pendulum mass point 123.
[0848] Further, in the example of the present embodiment, the motional state quantity of the steering angle of the
steered wheel (rear wheel 203r) is made up of the steering angle δr of the rear wheel 203r and the steering angular
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velocity δr_dot which is a temporal change rate of the steering angle.
[0849] The inverted pendulum mass point lateral movement amount Pb_diff_y in the present embodiment is obtained
as a linear combination (in the present embodiment, as a sum) of a first motional state quantity component, whose value
is estimated as the aforesaid first estimated lateral movement amount component Pb_diff_y_act1, a second motional
state quantity component, whose value is estimated as the aforesaid second estimated lateral movement amount com-
ponent Pb_diff_y_act2, and a third motional state quantity component, whose value is estimated as the aforesaid third
estimated lateral movement amount component Pb_diff_y_act3, by the processing in the estimated inverted pendulum
mass point lateral movement amount calculating section 231.
[0850] In this case, the first motional state quantity component of the inverted pendulum mass point lateral movement
amount Pb_diff_y is a component which has its value changed in accordance with the roll angle φb of the vehicle body
202 and which is linear with respect to the roll angle φb (in the present embodiment, the first motional state quantity
component = -h’*φb).
[0851] Further, the second motional state quantity component of the inverted pendulum mass point lateral movement
amount Pb_diff_y is a component which has its value changed in accordance with the steering angle δf of the steered
wheel (front wheel 203f) and which is nonlinear with respect to the steering angle δf. In the present embodiment, this
nonlinearity is expressed by the conversion function in the processing section 231-2 in Fig. 36.
[0852] Further, the third motional state quantity component of the inverted pendulum mass point lateral movement
amount Pb_diff_y is a component which has its value changed in accordance with the steering angle δr of the steered
wheel (rear wheel 203r) and which is nonlinear with respect to the steering angle δr. In the present embodiment, this
nonlinearity is expressed by the conversion function in the processing section 231-3 in Fig. 36.
[0853] The inverted pendulum mass point lateral velocity Vby in the present embodiment is obtained as a linear
combination (in the present embodiment, as a sum) of a first motional state quantity component, whose value is estimated
as the aforesaid first estimated lateral velocity component Vby_act1, a second motional state quantity component, whose
value is estimated as the aforesaid second estimated lateral velocity component Vby_act2, and a third motional state
quantity component, whose value is estimated as the aforesaid third estimated lateral velocity component Vby_act3, by
the processing in the estimated inverted pendulum mass point lateral velocity calculating section 232.
[0854] In this case, the first motional state quantity component of the inverted pendulum mass point lateral velocity
Vby is a temporal change rate of the inverted pendulum mass point lateral movement amount Pb_diff_y. Therefore, the
first motional state quantity component is obtained as a linear combination (in the present embodiment, as a sum) of a
temporal change rate of the first motional state quantity component of the inverted pendulum mass point lateral movement
amount Pb_diff_y, having its value estimated as the aforesaid first estimated lateral movement amount component
Pb_diff_y_act1, a temporal change rate of the second motional state quantity component of the inverted pendulum mass
point lateral movement amount Pb_diff_y, having its value estimated as the aforesaid second estimated lateral movement
amount component Pb_diff_y_act2, and a temporal change rate of the third motional state quantity component of the
inverted pendulum mass point lateral movement amount Pb_diff_y, having its value estimated as the aforesaid third
estimated lateral movement amount component Pb_diff_y_act3. The temporal change rate of the first motional state
quantity component of the inverted pendulum mass point lateral movement amount Pb_diff_y is proportional to the
temporal change rate (differential value) of the roll angle φb of the vehicle body 202. Further, the temporal change rate
of the second motional state quantity component of the inverted pendulum mass point lateral movement amount Pb_diff_y
is a component having its value changed in accordance with the steering angle δf of the front wheel 203f and its temporal
change rate (steering angular velocity). Furthermore, the temporal change rate of the third motional state quantity
component of the inverted pendulum mass point lateral movement amount Pb_diff_y is a component having its value
changed in accordance with the steering angle δr of the steered wheel (rear wheel 203r) and its temporal change rate
(steering angular velocity).
[0855] The second motional state quantity component of the inverted pendulum mass point lateral velocity Vby is a
component which has its value changed in accordance with the steering angle δf of the front wheel 203f and which is
nonlinear with respect to the steering angle δf. In the present embodiment, this nonlinearity is expressed by the processing
in the processing section 232-2-2 in Fig. 37.
[0856] Further, the third motional state quantity component of the inverted pendulum mass point lateral velocity Vby
is a component which has its value changed in accordance with the steering angle δr of the steered wheel (rear wheel
203r) and which is nonlinear with respect to the steering angle δr. In the present embodiment, this nonlinearity is expressed
by the processing in the processing section 232-3-2 in Fig. 37.
[0857] The posture control arithmetic section 237 includes the functions as the desired steering angular acceleration
determining section and the desired steering angle determining section in the present invention. In this case, the desired
steering angular acceleration determining section is implemented by the processing in the processing sections 237-1
to 237-7 in Fig. 43, and the desired steering angle determining section is implemented by the processing in the processing
sections 237-8 and 237-10. It should be noted that the desired rear-wheel steering angular acceleration δr_dot2_cmd
calculated in the posture control arithmetic section 237 corresponds to the desired steering angular acceleration in the
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present invention, and has the meaning as an operational target of the rear-wheel steering actuator 208 (steering
actuator).
[0858] In the present embodiment, the desired values (Pb_diff_y_cmd, Vby_cmd) of the inverted pendulum mass point
lateral movement amount and the inverted pendulum mass point lateral velocity constituting the motional state quantity
of the inverted pendulum mass point 123 are each set to zero, and the desired values of the steering angle and the
steering angular velocity constituting the motional state quantity of the steering angle of the steered wheel (rear wheel
203r) are each set to zero.
[0859] In the processing in the posture control arithmetic section 237, the desired rear-wheel steering angular accel-
eration δr-dot2-cmd as an operational target of the rear-wheel steering actuator 208 (steering actuator) is determined,
by a feedback control law, so as to cause a deviation of each of the estimated inverted pendulum mass point lateral
movement amount Pb_diff_y_act, the estimated inverted pendulum mass point lateral velocity Vby_act, the last time’s
desired rear-wheel steering angle δr_cmd_p, representing a pseudo estimate of the steering angle δr, and the last time’s
desired rear-wheel steering angular velocity δr_dot_cmd_p, representing a pseudo estimate of the steering angular
velocity δr_dot, from the corresponding desired value to converge to zero.
[0860] Further, the steering force of the rear-wheel steering actuator 208 is controlled by the aforesaid rear-wheel
steering actuator control section 241 such that the actual steering angle of the rear wheel 203r tracks a desired rear-
wheel steering angle δr_cmd which has been determined by performing integration twice on the above-described
δr_dot2_cmd.
[0861] In this manner, the rear-wheel steering actuator 208 is controlled so as to stabilize the motional state quantity
of the inverted pendulum mass point 123 and the motional state quantity of the steering angle of the steered wheel (rear
wheel 203r) and, hence, to stabilize the posture (in the roll direction) of the vehicle body 202.
[0862] In the present embodiment, the arrangement (relative to the rear wheel 203r) of the steering axis Csr of the
rear wheel 203r which is a steered wheel is set such that, in the basic posture state of the two-wheeled vehicle 201A,
the intersection point Er’ of the steering axis Csr and a virtual straight line connecting the center of the axle of the rear
wheel 203r and the ground contact point thereof is located below the ground surface 110 (that is, such that the height
a’ of the intersection point Er’ from the ground surface 110 satisfies: a’<0).
[0863] Therefore, the condition that a’<a_sum’ (and, hence, the aforesaid "first condition" in the present invention) is
naturally satisfied for a_sum’ defined by the aforesaid expression (28)’. Further, the condition that a’≤a_s’ (and, hence,
the "second condition" in the present invention) is also naturally satisfied for a_s’ defined by the aforesaid expression
(40)’. Still further, the condition that a’≤Rr is also naturally satisfied for the radius of curvature Rr of the transverse cross-
sectional shape of the steered wheel (rear wheel 203r) in the basic posture state of the two-wheeled vehicle 201 A.
[0864] In the present embodiment, the inverted pendulum mass point lateral movement amount Pb_diff_y corresponds
to the basic motional state quantity of the inverted pendulum mass point in the present invention, and the steering angle
δr of the steered wheel (rear wheel 203r) corresponds to the basic motional state quantity of the steering angle of the
steered wheel in the present invention. Further, the steering angular acceleration δr_dot2_cmd of the steered wheel
(rear wheel 203r) corresponds to the reference quantity in the present invention.
[0865] The aforesaid gain K1 corresponds to the sensitivity Ra1 of the change in value of the reference quantity
(δr_dot2_cmd) to the change in observed value (Pb_diff_y_act) of the basic motional state quantity of the inverted
pendulum mass point 123, and the aforesaid gain K2 corresponds to the sensitivity Ra2 of the change in value of the
reference quantity (δr_dot2_cmd) to the change in observed value (Vby_act) of the temporal change rate of the basic
motional state quantity of the inverted pendulum mass point 123.
[0866] Further, the aforesaid gain K3 corresponds to the sensitivity Rb1 of the change in value of the reference quantity
(δr_dot2_cmd) to the change in observed value (δr_act) of the basic motional state quantity of the steering angle δr of
the steered wheel (rear wheel 203r), and the aforesaid gain K4 corresponds to the sensitivity Rb2 of the change in value
of the reference quantity (δr_dot2_cmd) to the change in observed value (δr_dot_act) of the temporal change rate of the
basic motional state quantity of the steering angle δr of the steered wheel (rear wheel 203r).
[0867] In this case, as the gains K1, K2, K3, and K4 are determined with the above-described trends with respect to
the observed value of the actual traveling speed Vox_act of the two-wheeled vehicle 201A, the steering force of the
rear-wheel steering actuator 208 is controlled such that the magnitude of the ratio K1/K3 between the gains K1 and K3,
corresponding to the ratio Ra1/Rb1 between the above-described sensitivities Ra1 and Rb1, becomes smaller as the
magnitude of the observed value of the traveling speed Vox_act of the two-wheeled vehicle 201A becomes larger, and
also such that the magnitude of the ratio K2/K4 between the gains K2 and K4, corresponding to the ratio Ra2/Rb2
between the above-described sensitivities Ra2 and Rb2, becomes smaller as the magnitude of the observed value of
the traveling speed Vox_act of the two-wheeled vehicle 201A becomes larger.
[0868] Further, as the gains K1 and K2 are determined with the above-described trends with respect to the observed
value of the steering angle δr_act of the steered wheel (rear wheel 203r), the steering force of the rear-wheel steering
actuator 208 is controlled such that the magnitudes of the gains K1 and K2 corresponding respectively to the above-
described sensitivities Ra1 and Ra2 each become smaller as the magnitude of the observed value of the steering angle
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δr_act of the steered wheel (rear wheel 203r) from the non-steered state thereof becomes larger.
[0869] According to the present embodiment described above, it is set such that, in the basic posture state of the two-
wheeled vehicle 201A, the height a’ of the intersection point Er’ of the steering axis Csr of the rear wheel 203r which is
a steered wheel and a virtual straight line connecting the center of the axle of the rear wheel 203r and the ground contact
point thereof satisfies: a’<0 (and, hence, a’<a_aum’, a’≤a_s’), as described above. As a result, the height a’ is set to
satisfy the aforesaid "first condition" and "second condition".
[0870] Therefore, in the case where the actual inverted pendulum mass point lateral movement amount (estimated
inverted pendulum mass point lateral movement amount Pb_diff_y_act) of the two-wheeled vehicle 201A deviates from
the desired inverted pendulum mass point lateral movement amount Pb_diff_y_cmd (in other words, in the case where
the actual posture of the vehicle body 202 deviates from the desired posture satisfying Pb_diff_y_act=0), the steering
of the rear wheel 203r by the steering force of the rear-wheel steering actuator 208 can cause a moment (in the roll
direction) capable of making the actual inverted pendulum mass point lateral movement amount of the two-wheeled
vehicle 201 A smoothly restored to the desired inverted pendulum mass point lateral movement amount Pb_diff_y_cmd
to act on the vehicle body 202, without the need for the rider to intentionally move the operation apparatus 207. That is,
it is possible to cause the moment in the roll direction for stabilizing the posture of the vehicle body 202 to act on the
vehicle body 202.
[0871] According to this moment, the actual roll angle of the vehicle body 202 is changed, so that the actual inverted
pendulum mass point lateral movement amount is restored to the desired inverted pendulum mass point lateral movement
amount Pb_diff_y_cmd. It should be noted that the actual inverted pendulum mass point lateral movement amount being
restored to the desired inverted pendulum mass point lateral movement amount Pb_diff_y_cmd more specifically means
that the actual roll angle of the vehicle body 202 and the actual steering angle of the rear wheel 203r are controlled so
as to cause the estimated inverted pendulum mass point lateral movement amount Pb_diff_y_act, calculated by the
aforesaid expression (71) from the actual roll angle of the vehicle body 202, the actual steering angle of the front wheel
203f, and the actual steering angle of the rear wheel 203r, to match the desired inverted pendulum mass point lateral
movement amount Pb_diff_y_cmd.
[0872] At this time, the sensitivity of the above-described moment generated in accordance with the change in steering
angle of the rear wheel 203r is relatively high.
[0873] Therefore, the actual inverted pendulum mass point lateral movement amount of the two-wheeled vehicle 201A
can be restored to the desired inverted pendulum mass point lateral movement amount Pb_diff_y_cmd, without causing
an excessive change in steering angle of the rear wheel 203r.
[0874] Further, through calculation of the desired rear-wheel steering angular acceleration δr_dot2_cmd by the afore-
said expression (75), the desired rear-wheel steering angular acceleration δr_dot2_cmd (operational target of the rear-
wheel steering actuator 208) is determined to make a deviation (Pb_diff_y_cmd-Pb_diff_y_act) of the estimated inverted
pendulum mass point lateral movement amount Pb_diff_y_act, representing an observed value of the current actual
inverted pendulum mass point lateral movement amount, from the desired inverted pendulum mass point lateral move-
ment amount Pb_diff_y_cmd of the two-wheeled vehicle 201A, a deviation (Vby_cmd-Vby_act) of the estimated inverted
pendulum mass point lateral velocity Vby_act, representing an observed value of the current actual inverted pendulum
mass point lateral velocity, from the desired inverted pendulum mass point lateral velocity Vby_cmd of the two-wheeled
vehicle 201A, the last time’s desired rear-wheel steering angle δr_cmd_p, representing a pseudo estimate of the current
actual steering angle (from the neutral steering angle) of the rear wheel 203r, and the last time’s desired rear-wheel
steering angular velocity δr_dot_cmd_p, representing a pseudo estimate of the angular velocity of the current actual
steering angle of the rear wheel 203r, each approach "0".
[0875] Therefore, the steering angle of the rear wheel 203r is controlled so as to cause the actual inverted pendulum
mass point lateral movement amount and inverted pendulum mass point lateral velocity to converge to the respective
desired values (zero in the present embodiment), while preventing the actual steering angle of the rear wheel 203r from
diverging from the neutral steering angle (while causing the actual steering angle to ultimately converge to the neutral
steering angle).
[0876] Accordingly, the posture of the vehicle body 202 can be stabilized smoothly, particularly when the two-wheeled
vehicle 201 A is stopped or traveling at a low speed. Further, the two-wheeled vehicle 201A can be started smoothly
with the vehicle body 202 in a stable posture.
[0877] Further, the gains K1 and K2, which are the feedback gains related to the posture control in the roll direction
of the vehicle body 202, are variably determined, as described above, in accordance with the estimated traveling speed
Vox_act, which is an observed value of the current actual traveling speed (transfer velocity in the X-axis direction) of
the two-wheeled vehicle 201A, and the last time’s desired rear-wheel steering angle δr_cmd_p, which is a pseudo
estimate of the current actual steering angle of the rear wheel 203r. Further, the gains K3 and K4, which are the feedback
gains related to the control of the steering angle of the rear wheel 203r, are variably determined, as described above,
in accordance with the estimated traveling speed Vox_act.
[0878] Accordingly, in the state where the vehicle body 202 is likely to become unstable, such as when the two-wheeled
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vehicle 201A is stopped or traveling at a low speed, it is possible to perform the steering of the rear wheel 203r to cause
the actual inverted pendulum mass point lateral movement amount of the two-wheeled vehicle 20 1 A to quickly approach
the desired inverted pendulum mass point lateral movement amount Pb_diff_y_cmd.
[0879] In the state where the two-wheeled vehicle 201A is traveling at a high speed, the steering angle of the rear
wheel 203r can readily be maintained at the neutral steering angle. Further, even if the vehicle body 202 is leaned, the
steering control of the rear wheel 203r for causing the actual inverted pendulum mass point lateral movement amount
of the two-wheeled vehicle 201A to approach the desired inverted pendulum mass point lateral movement amount
Pb_diff_y_cmd is not performed, or such steering control is restricted. Consequently, a rider can readily turn the two-
wheeled vehicle 201A by banking the vehicle body 202 by shifting the weight of the rider’s body, as with a conventional
two-wheeled vehicle.

[Modifications]

[0880] Several modifications each related to the aforesaid first or second embodiment will be described below.
[0881] In the first embodiment, the rear wheel 3r is a non-steered wheel. Alternatively, the rear wheel 3r may be
configured to be passively steered by, for example, the reaction force from the ground surface 110. In this case, it may
be configured such that the estimated inverted pendulum mass point lateral movement amount Pb_diff_y_act and the
estimated inverted pendulum mass point lateral velocity Vby_act are each determined to include, not only the component
according to the steering angle δf of the front wheel 3f, but also the component according to the steering angle δr of the
rear wheel 3r, by the processing similar to that in the corresponding one of the estimated inverted pendulum mass point
lateral movement amount calculating section 231 and the estimated inverted pendulum mass point lateral velocity
calculating section 232 in the second embodiment.
[0882] Further, in each of the aforesaid embodiments, as the motional state quantity of the inverted pendulum mass
point 123, which is a constituent element of the controlled state quantities, the inverted pendulum mass point lateral
movement amount Pb_diff_y and the inverted pendulum mass point lateral velocity Vby were used. Alternatively, the
steering actuator (front-wheel steering actuator 8 or rear-wheel steering actuator 208) may be controlled, using only one
of the above as the controlled state quantity related to the inverted pendulum mass point 123, to cause the one state
quantity to approach a desired value.
[0883] Furthermore, in each of the aforesaid embodiments, as the motional state quantity of the steering angle of the
steered wheel, which is another constituent element of the controlled state quantities, a value of the steering angle (δf
or δr) and its angular velocity (δf_dot or δr_dot) were used. Alternatively, the steering actuator (front-wheel steering
actuator 8 or rear-wheel steering actuator 208) may be controlled, using only one of the above as the controlled state
quantity related to the steering angle of the steered wheel, to cause the one state quantity to approach a desired value.
[0884] The desired value of the motional state quantity of the inverted pendulum mass point 123 (inverted pendulum
mass point lateral movement amount Pb_diff_y, inverted pendulum mass point lateral velocity Vby) may be set to a
value other than zero, as long as the value can stabilize the inverted pendulum mass point 123 and, hence, can stabilize
the posture of the vehicle body 2 or 202 (preventing the posture in the roll direction of the vehicle body 2 or 202 from
becoming unstable).
[0885] Further, the desired value of the motional state quantity of the steering angle (steering angle δf or δr, steering
angular velocity δf_dot or δr_dot) of the steered wheel may be set to zero. It should be noted that the desired value of
the motional state quantity of the steering angle of the steered wheel may be set to a value other than zero, as long as
the value can stabilize the inverted pendulum mass point 123 and, hence, can stabilize the posture of the vehicle body
2 or 202 (preventing the posture in the roll direction of the vehicle body 2 or 202 from becoming unstable).
[0886] The desired value of the motional state quantity of the inverted pendulum mass point 123 (inverted pendulum
mass point lateral movement amount Pb_diff_y, inverted pendulum mass point lateral velocity Vby), or the desired value
of the motional state quantity of the steering angle (steering angle δf or δr, steering angular velocity δf_dot or δr_dot) of
the steered wheel, may be set to a value that is determined in accordance with, for example, the force applied to the
operation apparatus 7 (or 207) by the rider, or the manipulated variable of the operation apparatus 7 (or 207).
[0887] Further, in each of the aforesaid embodiments, in the processing in the estimated inverted pendulum mass
point lateral movement amount calculating section 31 or 231, the second estimated lateral movement amount component
Pb_diff_y_act2 may be calculated as a linear component with respect to the steering angle of the front wheel 3f in the
case where the magnitude of the actual steering angle of the front wheel 3f is sufficiently small. Similarly, in the processing
in the estimated inverted pendulum mass point lateral velocity calculating section 32 or 232, the second estimated lateral
velocity component Vby_act2 may be calculated as a linear component with respect to the steering angle of the front
wheel 3f in the case where the magnitude of the actual steering angle of the front wheel 3f is sufficiently small.
[0888] Further, in the second embodiment, in the processing in the estimated inverted pendulum mass point lateral
movement amount calculating section 231, the third estimated lateral movement amount component Pb_diff_y_act3
may be calculated as a linear component with respect to the steering angle of the rear wheel 203r in the case where
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the magnitude of the actual steering angle of the rear wheel 203r is sufficiently small. Similarly, in the processing in the
estimated inverted pendulum mass point lateral velocity calculating section 232, the third estimated lateral velocity
component Vby_act3 may be calculated as a linear component with respect to the steering angle of the rear wheel 203r
in the case where the magnitude of the actual steering angle of the rear wheel 203r is sufficiently small.
[0889] In each of the aforesaid embodiments, instead of controlling the inverted pendulum mass point lateral movement
amount Pb_diff_y and the inverted pendulum mass point lateral velocity Vby, desired values may be set for the roll angle
φb and its angular velocity of the vehicle body 2 or 202, and the steering actuator (front-wheel steering actuator 8 or
rear-wheel steering actuator 208) may be controlled so as to cause the actual roll angle (detected roll angle φb_act) and
its angula velocity of the vehicle body 2 or 202 to approach the desired values, to thereby stabilize the posture of the
vehicle body 2 or 202.
[0890] For example, in the aforesaid expression (55) or (75), instead of the deviations (Pb_diff_y_cmd-Pb_diff_y_act)
and (Vby_cmd-Vby_act), a deviation of the detected roll angle φb_act from the desired value of the roll angle of the
vehicle body 2 or 202 and a deviation of the detected value or estimate of the angular velocity (temporal change rate of
the detected roll angle φb_act or the like) from the desired value of the angular velocity of the roll angle, respectively,
may be used to determine the steering angular acceleration (δf_dot2_cmd or δr_dot2_cmd) as an operational target (i.e.
the reference quantity in the present invention) of the steering actuator (front-wheel steering actuator 8 or rear-wheel
steering actuator 208).
[0891] Further, in this case, in determining the desired value of the roll angle φb, the centrifugal force during turning
of the two-wheeled vehicle 1A or 201A may be taken into account. That is, the desired value of the roll angle φb may
be determined such that a moment generated about the origin of the XYZ coordinate system in the direction about the
X axis (roll direction) due to the gravitational force acting on the overall center of gravity G of the two-wheeled vehicle
1A or 201A and a moment generated about the origin of the XYZ coordinate system in the direction about the X axis
(roll direction) due to the centrifugal force acting on the overall center of gravity G are balanced (so that the sum of the
moments becomes "0").
[0892] In this case, the desired value of the roll angle φb (hereinafter, referred to as "desired roll angle φb_cmd") can
be determined, for example, in the following manner. Hereinafter, the roll angle φb in the state where the moments
generated about the origin of the XYZ coordinate system due to the gravitational force and the centrifugal force acting
on the overall center of gravity G are balanced with each other will be called a "balanced roll angle φb_lean".
[0893] This balanced roll angle φb_lean is obtained approximately by the following expression (81).

[0894] Here, ωz_act represents a turning angular velocity about the vertical axis (yaw rate) of the vehicle body 2 or
202. For this value, for example, a detected value of the yaw rate, which is indicated by an output from the aforesaid
vehicle-body inclination detector 16 or 216 including the angular velocity sensor, may be used.
[0895] Alternatively, it may be obtained from, for example, an actual value of the aforesaid front-wheel effective steering
angle δ’f (estimated front-wheel effective steering angle δ’f_act), an actual value of the rear-wheel effective steering
angle δ’r (estimated rear-wheel effective steering angle δ’r_act), and an actual value of the traveling speed Vox (estimated
traveling speed Vox_act) of the two-wheeled vehicle 1A or 201A, by the following expression (82).

[0896] In the case where the rear wheel 3r is a non-steered wheel, as in the aforesaid first embodiment, the computation
of the expression (82) can be performed by setting: δ’r_act = 0.
[0897] The balanced roll angle φb_lean calculated in the above-described manner may be determined as a desired
value of the desired roll angle φb_cmd. Alternatively, a value obtained by multiplying φb_lean by a positive constant of
1 or less may be determined as the desired roll angle φb_cmd.
[0898] The desired roll angle φb_cmd may be "0" when the two-wheeled vehicle 1A or 201 A is stopped before it starts
moving, or when the traveling speed Vox of the vehicle is sufficiently low.
[0899] Further, the desired value of the angular velocity of the roll angle φb may be set to zero. It should be noted that
the desired value of the angular velocity of the roll angle φb may be set to a value other than zero, as long as the value
can stabilize the posture of the vehicle body 2 or 202 (preventing the posture in the roll direction of the vehicle body 2
or 202 from becoming unstable).
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[0900] For example, the desired value of the angular velocity of the roll angle φb may be determined in accordance
with the force applied to the operation apparatus 7 (or 207) by the rider or the manipulated variable of the operation
apparatus 7 (or 207).
[0901] In each of the aforesaid embodiments, in the processing in the posture control arithmetic section 37 or 237,
the desired front-wheel steering angular acceleration δf_dot2_cmd or desired rear-wheel steering angular acceleration
δr_dot2_cmd was determined as an operational target of the steering actuator (front-wheel steering actuator 8 or rear-
wheel steering actuator 208).
[0902] In the processing in the posture control arithmetic section 37 in the first embodiment, however, a desired value
of the torque about the steering axis Csf of the steered wheel (front wheel 3f) may be determined in place of, or in addition
to, the desired front-wheel steering angular acceleration δf_dot2_cmd. Then, in the aforesaid front-wheel steering actuator
control section 41, the steering force (torque) of the front-wheel steering actuator 8 may be controlled to cause the actual
torque about the steering axis Csf to match the desired value.
[0903] Similarly, in the processing in the posture control arithmetic section 237 in the second embodiment, a desired
value of the torque about the steering axis Csr of the steered wheel (rear wheel 203r) may be determined in place of,
or in addition to, the desired rear-wheel steering angular acceleration δr_dot2_cmd. Then, in the aforesaid rear-wheel
steering actuator control section 241, the steering force (torque) of the rear-wheel steering actuator 208 may be controlled
to cause the actual torque about the steering axis Csr to match the desired value.
[0904] Further, in the first embodiment, the arrangement of the steering axis Csf of the front wheel 3f was set such
that the height a of the aforesaid intersection point Ef takes a negative value (such that the intersection point Ef is below
the ground surface 110). Alternatively, the arrangement of the steering axis Csf of the front wheel 3f may be set such
that, in the state where the intersection point Ef is above the ground surface 110, a<a_sum or a≤a_s holds for a_sum
defined by the aforesaid expression (28) or for a_s defined by the aforesaid expression (40).
[0905] Similarly, in the second embodiment, the arrangement of the steering axis Csr of the rear wheel 203r may be
set such that, in the state where the intersection point Er’ is above the ground surface 110, for the height a’ of the
intersection point Er’, a’<a_sum’ or a’≤a_s’ holds for a_sum’ defined by the aforesaid expression (28)’ or for a_s’ defined
by the aforesaid expression (40)’.
[0906] Supplementally, the total mass m, the overall inertia I, and the height h of the overall center of gravity G of the
two-wheeled vehicle 1A or 201 A will vary to some extent when there is an object mounted on the two-wheeled vehicle
1A or 201A.
[0907] In this case, in the two-wheeled vehicle 1A of the first embodiment, a minimum value for a_sum defined by the
aforesaid expression (28) or a minimum value for a_s defined by the aforesaid expression (40) may be obtained in
advance within the range of variation estimated for each of m, I, and h.
[0908] Then, the arrangement position of the steering axis Csf of the front wheel 3f may be set such that the height a
of the intersection point Ef becomes smaller than the minimum value of a_sum or not greater than the minimum value
of a_s.
[0909] Similarly, in the two-wheeled vehicle 201A of the second embodiment, a minimum value for a_sum’ defined by
the aforesaid expression (28)’ or a minimum value for a_s’ defined by the aforesaid expression (40)’ may be obtained
in advance within the range of variation estimated for each of m, I, and h.
[0910] Then, the arrangement position of the steering axis Csr of the rear wheel 203r may be set such that the height
a’ of the intersection point Er’ becomes smaller than the minimum value of a_sum’ or not greater than the minimum
value of a_s’.
[0911] It should be noted that the minimum value of a_sum or a_s in the two-wheeled vehicle 1A, or the minimum
value of a_sum’ or a_s’ in the two-wheeled vehicle 201A, may be obtained under the condition that no person or article
has been mounted on the two-wheeled vehicle 1A or 201A.
[0912] Further, in each of the aforesaid embodiments, the description was made by giving, as an example, the case
where the mass and the inertia moment were set only for the vehicle body 2 or 202. The mass or the inertia moment,
however, may also be set for the steered wheel, as explained previously with reference to Figs. 13 and 14. In such a
case as well, the equivalent transformation explained above may be performed to attain a system made up of the inverted
pendulum mass point (mass point A) and the ground surface mass point (mass point B), so that the posture of the vehicle
body 2 or 202 can be controlled as in each of the aforesaid embodiments.
[0913] Further, similarly to a case where a variable related to the position of a mass point may be converted to a
variable related to the angle of the line segment connecting the mass point and the origin, any one of the variables and
constants used in the embodiments may be replaced with another variable or constant that has a one-to-one relationship
therewith. Any variables or constants for which such replacement is possible can be regarded as equivalent to each other.
[0914] Furthermore, for any of the techniques, means, and algorithms shown in the embodiments, one that has been
equivalently transformed to produce the same result can be regarded as the same.
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Claims

1. A two-wheeled vehicle (1) having a vehicle body (2) and a front wheel (3f) and a rear wheel (3r) arranged spaced
apart from each other in a longitudinal direction of the vehicle body (2),
one of the front wheel (3f) and the rear wheel (3r) being a steered wheel which can be steered about a steering axis
(Csf) tilted backward, wherein a state in which the two-wheeled vehicle (1) is standing still in the straight-ahead
posture, in which the front wheel (3f) and the rear wheel (3r) are both stationary in the upright posture in contact
with a ground surface (110) and in which the axle centerlines (Cf, Cr) of the front wheel (3f) and the rear wheel (3r)
extend in parallel with each other in the direction orthogonal to the longitudinal direction of the vehicle body (2) is
defined as a "basic posture state" of the two-wheeled vehicle (1), the two-wheeled vehicle (1) further comprising:

a steering actuator (8, 208) which is configured to generate a steering force for steering the steered wheel, and
a control device (15, 215) which is configured to control the steering actuator (8, 208), wherein
the control device (15, 215) is configured to control the steering actuator (8, 208) so as to stabilize controlled
state quantities including a motional state quantity of a steering angle of the steered wheel and a motional state
quantity of an inverted pendulum mass point (123),
characterized in that the control device (15, 215) is configured to control the steering actuator (8, 208) so as
to stabilize the controlled state quantities including the motional state quantity of the steering angle of the steered
wheel and the motional state quantity of the inverted pendulum mass point (123) in a case where dynamics of
the two-wheeled vehicle (1) is equivalently transformed to a dynamics model which is expressed by dynamics
of a mass point system which is made up of the inverted pendulum mass point (123) and a ground surface
mass point (124), wherein in the state where the two-wheeled vehicle (1) in the "basic posture state" is regarded
as one rigid body the ground surface mass point (124) is located on the ground surface (110) such that the
height of the ground surface mass point (124) from the ground surface (110) is "0":
m = the overall mass of the two-wheeled vehicle (1),
m1 = the mass of the inverted pendulum mass point (123),
m2 = the mass of the ground surface mass point (124), 

h’ = the height of the inverted pendulum mass point (123) from the ground surface (110),
h = the height of the overall center of gravity G of the two-wheeled vehicle (1) from the ground surface (110), 

I = the overall inertia moment of the two-wheeled vehicle (1) about the longitudinal axis Crol which extends in
the longitudinal direction of the vehicle body (2) while passing through the overall center of gravity G of the two-
wheeled vehicle (1), 

wherein the inverted pendulum mass point (123) moves in a horizontal direction above the ground surface (110),
with which the two-wheeled vehicle (1) comes into contact, in accordance with an inclination angle (θb) in a roll
direction of the vehicle body (2), and the steering angle (δ) of the steered wheel, and wherein the ground surface
mass point (124) moves horizontally on the ground surface (110), with which the two-wheeled vehicle (1) comes
into contact, in accordance with the steering angle (δ) of the steered wheel, independently of the inclination
angle (θb) in the roll direction of the vehicle body (2), and wherein the motional state quantity of the inverted
pendulum mass point (123) included in the controlled state quantities includes, as a basic motional state quantity
of the inverted pendulum mass point (123), at least a relative movement amount in the horizontal direction of
the inverted pendulum mass point (123) with respect to a given reference position or an inclination angle in a
roll direction of a line segment connecting the inverted pendulum mass point (123) and a given reference point
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and the motional state quantity of the steering angle (δ) of the steered wheel included in the controlled state
quantities includes, as a basic motional state quantity of the steering angle (δ) of the steered wheel, at least a
value of the steering angle (δ), as it is, of the steered wheel.

2. The two-wheeled vehicle according to claim 1,
wherein the motional state quantity of the inverted pendulum mass point (123) included in the controlled state
quantities is a motional state quantity which is expressed by a linear combination of a first motional state quantity
component having a value changed in accordance with the change in inclination angle (θb) in the roll direction of
the vehicle body (2) and a second motional state quantity component having a value changed in accordance with
the change in steering angle (δ) of the steered wheel.

3. The two-wheeled vehicle according to claim 1, wherein
one of the front wheel and the rear wheel that is other than the steered wheel steered by the steering actuator is
arranged so as to be steerable by an external force about the steering axis (Csf) tilted backward, and
the motional state quantity of the inverted pendulum mass point (123) included in the controlled state quantities is
a motional state quantity which is expressed by a linear combination of a first motional state quantity component
having a value changed in accordance with the change in inclination angle (θb) in the roll direction of the vehicle
body (2), a second motional state quantity component having a value changed in accordance with the change in
steering angle (δ) of the steered wheel, and a third motional state quantity component having a value changed in
accordance with the change in steering angle of the other wheel.

4. The two-wheeled vehicle according to claim 2,
wherein the first motional state quantity component is a linear component with respect to the inclination angle (θb)
in the roll direction of the vehicle body (2) or an angular velocity thereof, and the second motional state quantity
component is a nonlinear component with respect to the steering angle (δ) of the steered wheel.

5. The two-wheeled vehicle according to claim 3,
wherein the first motional state quantity component is a linear component with respect to the inclination angle (θb)
in the roll direction of the vehicle body (2) or an angular velocity thereof, and at least one of the second motional
state quantity component and the third motional state quantity component is a nonlinear component with respect to
the steering angle (δ) of one of the steered wheel and the other wheel which corresponds to the motional state
quantity component.

6. The two-wheeled vehicle according to claim 1,
wherein the control device (15, 215) includes a desired steering angular acceleration determining section which is
configured to successively receive observed values of the controlled state quantities and to determine, based on
the received observed values, a desired steering angular acceleration of the steered wheel for stabilizing the con-
trolled state quantities, and a desired steering angle determining section which is configured to integrate the deter-
mined desired steering angular acceleration and further to integrate the integrated value to determine a desired
steering angle of the steered wheel, and the control device (15, 215) is configured to control the steering actuator
so as to cause an actual value of the steering angle (δ) of the steered wheel to follow the determined desired steering
angle.

7. The two-wheeled vehicle according to claim 1, wherein
in a case where a steering angular acceleration of the steered wheel steered by the steering actuator (8, 208) or a
torque about the steering axis applied to the steered wheel from the steering actuator is defined as a reference
quantity, the control device (15, 215) is configured to control the steering actuator such that a magnitude of a ratio
Ra1/Rb1 between sensitivity Ra1 of the change in value of the reference quantity to the change in observed value
of the basic motional state quantity of the inverted pendulum mass point (123) and sensitivity Rb1 of the change in
value of the reference quantity to the change in observed value of the basic motional state quantity of the steering
angle of the steered wheel becomes smaller as a magnitude of an observed value of a traveling speed of the two-
wheeled vehicle becomes larger.

8. The two-wheeled vehicle according to claim 7, wherein
the motional state quantity of the inverted pendulum mass point (123) included in the controlled state quantities is
made up of the basic motional state quantity of the inverted pendulum mass point and a temporal change rate of
the basic motional state quantity,
the motional state quantity of the steering angle (δ) of the steered wheel included in the controlled state quantities
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is made up of the basic motional state quantity of the steering angle of the steered wheel and a temporal change
rate of the basic motional state quantity, and
the control device is configured to control the steering actuator (8, 208) such that the magnitude of the ratio Ra1/Rb1
becomes smaller as the magnitude of the observed value of the traveling speed of the two-wheeled vehicle becomes
larger and also such that a magnitude of a ratio Ra2/Rb2 between sensitivity Ra2 of the change in value of the
reference quantity to the change in observed value of the temporal change rate of the basic motional state quantity
of the inverted pendulum mass point and sensitivity Rb2 of the change in value of the reference quantity to the
change in observed value of the temporal change rate of the basic motional state quantity of the steering angle of
the steered wheel becomes smaller as the magnitude of the observed value of the traveling speed of the two-
wheeled vehicle becomes larger.

9. The two-wheeled vehicle according to claim 7,
wherein the control device (15, 215) is further configured to control the steering actuator (8, 208) such that the
magnitude of the sensitivity Ra1 of the change of the reference quantity to the change in value of the basic motional
state quantity of the inverted pendulum mass point becomes smaller as the magnitude of an observed value of the
steering angle (δ) of the steered wheel from a non-steered state thereof becomes larger.

10. The two-wheeled vehicle according to claim 8,
wherein the control device (15, 215) is further configured to control the steering actuator (8, 208) such that the
magnitude of the sensitivity Ra1 of the change of the reference quantity to a change in value of the basic motional
state quantity of the inverted pendulum mass point and a magnitude of the sensitivity Ra2 of the change of the
reference quantity to the change of the temporal change rate of the basic motional state quantity of the inverted
pendulum mass point each become smaller as the magnitude of an observed value of the steering angle of the
steered wheel from a non-steered state thereof becomes larger.

11. The two-wheeled vehicle according to claim 1, wherein
in a case where a steering angular acceleration of the steered wheel steered by the steering actuator or a torque
about the steering axis applied to the steered wheel from the steering actuator is defined as a reference quantity,
the control device (15, 215) is configured to control the steering actuator such that the magnitude of sensitivity Ra1
of the change in value of the reference quantity to the change in value of the basic motional state quantity of the
inverted pendulum mass point becomes smaller as the magnitude of an observed value of the steering angle (δ) of
the steered wheel from a non-steered state thereof becomes larger.

12. The two-wheeled vehicle according to claim 11, wherein
the motional state quantity of the inverted pendulum mass point (123) included in the controlled state quantities is
made up of the basic motional state quantity of the inverted pendulum mass point and a temporal change rate of
the basic motional state quantity, and
the control device (15, 215) is further configured to control the steering actuator (8, 208) such that the magnitude
of the sensitivity Ra1 of the change of the reference quantity to the change in value of the basic motional state
quantity of the inverted pendulum mass point and the magnitude of sensitivity Ra2 of the change of the reference
quantity to the change of the temporal change rate of the basic motional state quantity of the inverted pendulum
mass point each become smaller as the magnitude of the observed value of the steering angle of the steered wheel
from the non-steered state thereof becomes larger.

13. The two-wheeled vehicle according to claim 1, wherein
the two-wheeled vehicle further includes an operation apparatus (7) for a rider of the two-wheeled vehicle to hold
for performing steering of the steered wheel (3f) and a handlebar actuator (9) for rotatively driving the operation
apparatus, the operation apparatus being arranged to be rotatively driven by the handlebar actuator in conjunction
with the change of the steering angle of the steered wheel from a non-steered state thereof during the steering of
the steered wheel by the steering actuator, and
the control device (15, 215) is further configured to control the handlebar actuator such that a rotational amount of
the operation apparatus has saturation characteristics with respect to the steering angle of the steered wheel from
the non-steered state thereof.

14. The two-wheeled vehicle according to claim 1, wherein
the mass (m1) of the inverted pendulum mass point (123), the mass (m2) of the ground surface mass point (124),
the height (h’) of the inverted pendulum mass point from the ground surface, a relationship among an inclination
angle (θb) in the roll direction of the vehicle body, the steering angle (δ) of the steered wheel, and a displacement
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of the inverted pendulum mass point (123), and a relationship between a steering angle (δ) of the steered wheel
and a displacement of the ground surface mass point in the dynamics model are set to have dynamic characteristics
equivalent to those of the dynamics of the two-wheeled vehicle in the case where the steered wheel of the two-
wheeled vehicle being stationary on a prescribed origin in the "basic posture state" is steered by the steering angle
(δ), and the dynamics model is configured to express dynamics of the system in which the inverted pendulum mass
point accelerates or decelerates in response to a first gravitational moment, generated about the origin due to a
gravitational force acting on the inverted pendulum mass point (123), a second gravitational moment, generated
about the origin due to a gravitational force acting on the ground surface mass point (124), and a road surface
reaction force moment, acting about the origin due to a road surface reaction force in the vertical direction which
acts on the center of contact pressure of the front wheel and the rear wheel of the two-wheeled vehicle as a whole, and
the height a of a point of intersection of the steering axis of the steered wheel and a virtual straight line connecting
a ground contact point of the steered wheel and the center of axle of the steered wheel in the "basic posture state"
from the ground surface is set to satisfy a following first condition:

First Condition:

in a case where a steering angle of the steered wheel at the time when the steered wheel is steered to
cause a front end of the steered wheel to turn left as the two-wheeled vehicle in the "basic posture state"
is seen from above is defined as a positive steering angle and a moment that causes the vehicle body to
lean to the right is defined as a positive moment, a following holds: 

where M2 denotes the second gravitational moment generated by movement of the ground surface mass
point (124) at the time when the steered wheel of the two-wheeled vehicle being stationary on the origin in
the "basic posture state" is steered instantaneously by the steering angle δ, and Mp denotes the road
surface reaction force moment generated about the origin by movement of the center of contact pressure
at the time when the steered wheel of the two-wheeled vehicle being stationary on the origin in the basis
posture state is steered instantaneously by the steering angle δ.

15. The two-wheeled vehicle according to claim 14,
wherein, to satisfy the first condition, the height a is set to be smaller than a first prescribed value a_sum determined
by a following expression (A): 

Lf: longitudinal distance between the center of gravity of the two-wheeled vehicle and the center of axle of the front
wheel in the "basic posture state" of the two-wheeled vehicle;
Lr: longitudinal distance between the center of gravity of the two-wheeled vehicle and the center of axle of the rear
wheel in the "basic
where
polarity of a: a>0 in the case where the point of intersection is above the ground surface, a<0 in the case where the
point of intersection is below the ground surface;
I: inertia moment of the two-wheeled vehicle;
m: mass of the two-wheeled vehicle;
h: height of the center of gravity of the two-wheeled vehicle from the ground surface in the "basic posture state" of
the two-wheeled vehicle; 

 posture state" of the two-wheeled vehicle;
Rf: radius of curvature of a transverse cross-sectional shape of the front wheel at a ground contact point of the front
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wheel in the "basic posture state" of the two-wheeled vehicle;
Rr: radius of curvature of a transverse cross-sectional shape of the rear wheel at a ground contact point of the rear
wheel in the "basic posture state" of the two-wheeled vehicle; and
Rs: one of the radii of curvature Rf and Rr that corresponds to the steered wheel.

16. The two-wheeled vehicle according to claim 14,
wherein the height a is set to further satisfy the following second condition:

Second Condition: Msum/δ > -M2/δ
where Msum denotes a sum moment of the second gravitational moment M2 and the road surface reaction
force moment Mp.

17. The two-wheeled vehicle according to claim 16,
wherein, to satisfy the first condition and the second condition, the height a is set to be not greater than a second
prescribed value a_s determined by a following expression (B): 

where

polarity of a: a>0 in the case where the point of intersection is above the ground surface, a<0 in the case where
the point of intersection is below the ground surface;
I: inertia moment of the two-wheeled vehicle;
m: mass of the two-wheeled vehicle;
h: height of the center of gravity of the two-wheeled vehicle from the ground surface in the "basic posture state"
of the two-wheeled vehicle; 

Lf: longitudinal distance between the center of gravity of the two-wheeled vehicle and the center of axle of the
front wheel in the "basic posture state" of the two-wheeled vehicle;
Lr: longitudinal distance between the center of gravity of the two-wheeled vehicle and the center of axle of the
rear wheel in the basic posture state" of the two-wheeled vehicle;
Rf: radius of curvature of a transverse cross-sectional shape of the front wheel at a ground contact point of the
front wheel in the "basic posture state" of the two-wheeled vehicle;
Rr: radius of curvature of a transverse cross-sectional shape of the rear wheel at a ground contact point of the
rear wheel in the "basic posture state" of the two-wheeled vehicle; and
Rs: one of the radii of curvature Rf and Rr that corresponds to the steered wheel.

18. The two-wheeled vehicle according to claim 1, wherein
in the case where a radius of curvature of a transverse cross-sectional shape of the steered wheel at a ground
contact point of the steered wheel in the "basic posture state" of the two-wheeled vehicle is denoted as Rs,
the height a of a point of intersection of the steering axis of the steered wheel and a virtual straight line connecting
the ground contact point of the steered wheel and the center of axle of the steered wheel in the basic posture
state" from the ground surface is set to be not higher than the radius of curvature Rs.

19. The two-wheeled vehicle according to claim 18, wherein the height a is set to a level below the ground surface.

Patentansprüche

1. Zweirädriges Fahrzeug (1), das einen Fahrzeugkörper (2) und ein Vorderrad (3f) und ein Hinterrad (3r), die in
Längsrichtung des Fahrzeugkörpers mit Abstand voneinander angeordnet sind, aufweist, wobei eines des Vorder-
rads (3f) und des Hinterrads (3r) ein gelenktes Rad ist, das um eine nach hinten geneigte Lenkachse (Csf) gelenkt
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werden kann, wobei ein Zustand, in dem das zweirädrige Fahrzeug (1) in einer Geradeaus-Haltung stillsteht, in der
das Vorderrad (3f) und das Hinterrad (3r) beide in einer aufrechten Lage in Kontakt mit einer Bodenoberfläche (110)
stationär sind, und in der die Achsmittellinien (Cf, Cr) des Vorderrads (3f) und des Hinterrads (3r) sich in Richtung
orthogonal zu der Längsrichtung des Fahrzeugskörpers (2) zueinander parallel erstrecken, als "Basis-Haltungszu-
stand" des zweirädrigen Fahrzeugs (1) definiert ist, wobei das zweirädrige Fahrzeug (1) ferner aufweist:

einen Lenkaktuator (8, 208), der konfiguriert ist, um eine Lenkkraft zum Lenken des gelenkten Rads zu erzeugen;
und
eine Steuervorrichtung (15, 215), die konfiguriert ist, um den Lenkaktuator (8, 208) zu steuern/zu regeln, wobei
die Steuervorrichtung (15, 215) konfiguriert ist, um den Lenkaktuator (8, 208) so zu steuern/zu regeln, dass
gesteuerte/geregelte Zustandsgrößen, die eine Bewegungszustandsgröße eines Lenkwinkels des gelenkten
Rads und eine Bewegungszustandsgröße eines Inverspendel-Massepunkts (123) enthalten, stabilisiert werden,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die Steuervorrichtung (15, 215) konfiguriert ist, um den Lenkaktuator (8, 208)
so zu steuern/zu regeln, dass die gesteuerten/geregelten Zustandsgrößen, die die Bewegungszustandsgröße
des Lenkwinkels des gelenkten Rads und die Bewegungszustandsgröße des Inverspendel-Massepunkts (123)
in einem Fall stabilisiert werden, wo die Dynamik des zweirädrigen Fahrzeugs (1) äquivalent in ein Dynamik-
modell umgewandelt wird, das durch die Dynamik eines Massepunktsystems ausgedrückt wird, das aus dem
Inverspendel-Massepunkt (123) und einem Bodenoberflächen-Massepunkt (124) aufgebaut ist, wobei in dem
Zustand, wo das zweirädrige Fahrzeug (1) im "Basis-Haltungszustand", als ein starrer Körper bezeichnet wird,
der Bodenoberflächen-Massepunkt (124) auf der Bodenoberfläche (110) derart angeordnet ist, dass die Höhe
des Oberflächen-Massepunkts (124) von der Bodenoberfläche (110) "0" ist:

m = die Gesamtmasse des zweirädrigen Fahrzeugs (1),
m1 = die Masse des Inverspendel-Massepunkts (123),
m2 = die Masse des Bodenoberflächen-Massepunkts (124), 

h’ = die Höhe des Inverspendel-Massepunkts (123) von der Bodenoberfläche (110),
h = die Höhe des Gesamtschwerpunkts G des zweirädrigen Fahrzeugs (1) von der Bodenoberfläche (110), 

I = das Gesamtträgheitsmoment des zweirädrigen Fahrzeugs (1) um die Längsachse Crol, die sich in der
Längsrichtung des Fahrzeugkörpers (2) erstreckt, während sie durch den Gesamtschwerpunkt G des zwei-
rädrigen Fahrzeugs (1) hindurchgeht, 

wobei sich der Inverspendel-Massepunkt (123) in horizontaler Richtung über der Bodenoberfläche (110),
mit der das zweirädrige Fahrzeug (1) in Kontakt kommt, gemäß einem Neigungswinkel (θb) in Rollrichtung
des Fahrzeugkörpers (2) und dem Lenkwinkel (δ) des gelenkten Rads bewegt, und wobei sich der Boden-
oberflächen-Massepunkt (124) horizontal auf der Bodenoberfläche (110), mit der das zweirädrige Fahrzeug
(1) in Kontakt kommt, gemäß dem Lenkwinkel (δ) des gelenkten Rads, unabhängig vom Neigungswinkel
(θb) in der Rollrichtung des Fahrzeugkörpers (2) bewegt, und wobei die Bewegungszustandsgröße des
Inverspendel-Massepunkts (123), die in den gesteuerten/geregelten Zustandsgrößen enthalten ist, als Ba-
sis-Bewegungszustandsgröße des Inverspendel-Massepunkts (123), zumindest einen Relativbewegungs-
betrag in der horizontalen Richtung des Inverspendel-Massepunkts (123) in Bezug auf eine gegebene
Referenzposition oder einen Neigungswinkel in Rollrichtung eines Liniensegments, das den Inverspendel-
Massepunkt (123) und einen gegebenen Referenzpunkt verbindet, enthält, und die Bewegungszustands-
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größe des Lenkwinkels (δ) des gelenkten Rads, die in den gesteuerten/geregelten Zustandsgrößen ent-
halten ist, als Basis-Bewegungszustandsgröße des Lenkwinkels (δ) des gelenkten Rads zumindest einen
Wert des Lenkwinkels (δ), so wie er ist, des gelenkten Rads enthält.

2. Das zweirädrige Fahrzeug nach Anspruch 1,
wobei die Bewegungszustandsgröße des Inverspendel-Massepunkts (123), die in den gesteuerten/geregelten Zu-
standsgrößen enthalten ist, eine Bewegungszustandsgröße ist, die durch eine lineare Kombination einer ersten
Bewegungszustandsgrößenkomponente, deren Wert sich gemäß der Änderung des Neigungswinkels (θb) in der
Rollrichtung des Fahrzeugkörpers (2) verändert, und einer zweiten Bewegungszustandsgrößenkomponente, deren
Wert sich gemäß der Änderung im Lenkwinkel (δ) des gelenkten Rads ändert, ausgedrückt wird.

3. Das zweirädrige Fahrzeug nach Anspruch 1, wobei eines des Vorderrads und des Hinterrads, das anders als das
vom Lenkaktuator gelenkte Rad ist, so angeordnet ist, dass es durch eine externe Kraft um die nach hinten geneigte
Lenkachse (Csf) lenkbar ist, und
die Bewegungszustandsgröße des Inverspendel-Massepunkts (123), die in den gesteuerten/geregelten Zustands-
größen enthalten ist, eine Bewegungszustandsgröße ist, die durch eine lineare Kombination einer ersten Bewe-
gungszustandsgrößenkomponente, deren Wert sich gemäß der Änderung im Neigungswinkel (θb) in der Rollrichtung
des Fahrzeugkörpers (2) verändert, einer zweiten Bewegungszustandsgrößenkomponente, deren Wert sich gemäß
der Änderung im Lenkwinkel (δ) des gelenkten Rads verändert, und einer dritten Bewegungszustandsgrößenkom-
ponente, deren Wert sich gemäß der Änderung im Lenkwinkel des anderen Rads verändert, ausgedrückt wird.

4. Das zweirädrige Fahrzeug nach Anspruch 2,
wobei die erste Bewegungszustandsgrößenkomponente eine lineare Komponente in Bezug auf den Neigungswinkel
(θb) in der Rollrichtung des Fahrzeugkörpers (2) oder eine Winkelgeschwindigkeit davon ist, und die zweite Bewe-
gungszustandsgrößenkomponente eine nichtlineare Komponente in Bezug auf den Lenkwinkel (δ) des gelenkten
Rads ist.

5. Das zweirädrige Fahrzeug nach Anspruch 3,
wobei die erste Bewegungszustandsgrößenkomponente eine lineare Komponente in Bezug auf den Neigungswinkel
(θb) in der Rollrichtung des Fahrzeugkörpers (2) oder eine Winkelgeschwindigkeit davon ist, und zumindest eine
der zweiten Bewegungszustandsgrößenkomponente und der dritten Bewegungszustandsgrößenkomponente eine
nicht-lineare Komponente in Bezug auf den Lenkwinkel (δ) des einen des gelenkten Rads und des anderen Rads
ist, die der Bewegungszustandsgrößenkomponente entspricht.

6. Das zweirädrige Fahrzeug nach Anspruch 1,
wobei die Steuervorrichtung (15, 215) einen Soll-Lenkwinkelbeschleunigung-Bestimmungsabschnitt enthält, der
konfiguriert ist, um sukzessiv beobachtete Werte der gesteuerten/geregelten Zustandsgrößen zu empfangen und,
basierend auf den empfangenen beobachteten Werten, eine Soll-Lenkwinkelbeschleunigung des gelenkten Rads
zu bestimmen, um die gesteuerten/geregelten Zustandsgrößen zu stabilisieren, und einen Soll-Lenkwinkelbestim-
mungsabschnitt, der konfiguriert ist, um die bestimmte Soll-Lenkwinkelbeschleunigung zu integrieren und ferner
den integrierten Wert zu integrieren, um einen Soll-Lenkwinkel des gelenkten Rads zu bestimmen, und die Steuer-
vorrichtung (15, 215) konfiguriert ist, um den Lenkaktuator anzusteuern, um zu bewirken, dass ein Ist-Wert des
Lenkwinkels (δ) des gelenkten Rads dem bestimmten Soll-Lenkwinkel folgt.

7. Das zweirädrige Fahrzeug nach Anspruch 1, wobei in einem Fall, wo die Lenkwinkelbeschleunigung des vom
Lenkaktuator (8, 208) gelenkten Rads oder ein Drehmoment um die Lenkachse, das auf das gelenkte Rad von dem
Lenkaktuator ausgeübt wird, als Referenzgröße definiert ist, wobei die Steuervorrichtung (15, 215) konfiguriert ist,
um den Lenkaktuator derart zu steuern/zu regeln, dass ein Ausmaß eines Verhältnisses Ra1/Rb1 zwischen einer
Empfindlichkeit Ra1 der Änderung im Wert der Referenzgröße zur Änderung im beobachteten Wert der Basis-
Bewegungszustandsgröße des Inverspendel-Massepunkts (123) und einer Empfindlichkeit Rb1 der Änderung im
Wert der Referenzgröße zur Änderung im beobachteten Wert der Basis-Bewegungszustandsgröße des Lenkwinkels
des gelenkten Rads kleiner wird, wenn ein Ausmaß eines beobachteten Werts einer Fahrgeschwindigkeit des
zweirädrigen Fahrzeugs größer wird.

8. Das zweirädrige Fahrzeug nach Anspruch 7, wobei die Bewegungszustandsgröße des Inverspendel-Massepunkts
(123), die in den gesteuerten/geregelten Zustandsgrößen enthalten ist, aus der Basis-Bewegungszustandsgröße
des Inverspendel-Massepunkts und einer zeitlichen Änderungsrate der Basis-Bewegungszustandsgröße aufgebaut
ist,
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die Bewegungszustandsgröße des Lenkwinkels (δ) des gelenkten Rads, die in den gesteuerten/geregelten Zu-
standsgrößen enthalten ist, aus der Basis-Bewegungszustandsgröße des Lenkwinkels des gelenkten Rads und
einer zeitlichen Änderungsrate der Basis-Bewegungszustandsgröße aufgebaut ist, und
die Steuervorrichtung konfiguriert ist, um den Lenkaktuator (8, 208) derart anzusteuern, dass das Ausmaß des
Verhältnisses Ra1/Rb1 kleiner wird, wenn das Ausmaß des beobachteten Werts der Fahrgeschwindigkeit des
zweirädrigen Fahrzeugs größer wird, und auch derart, dass ein Ausmaß eines Verhältnisses Ra2/Rb2 zwischen
der Empfindlichkeit Ra2 der Änderung im Wert der Referenzgröße zur Änderung im beobachteten Wert der zeitlichen
Änderungsrate der Basis-Bewegungszustandsgröße des Inverspendel-Massepunkts, und der Empfindlichkeit Rb2
der Änderung im Wert der Referenzgröße zur Änderung im beobachteten Wert der zeitlichen Änderungsrate der
Basis-Bewegungszustandsgröße des Lenkwinkels des gelenkten Rads kleiner wird, wenn das Ausmaß des beob-
achteten Werts der Fahrgeschwindigkeit des zweirädrigen Fahrzeugs größer wird.

9. Das zweirädrige Fahrzeug nach Anspruch 7,
wobei die Steuervorrichtung (15, 215) ferner konfiguriert ist, um den Lenkaktuator (8, 208) derart anzusteuern, dass
das Ausmaß der Empfindlichkeit Ra1 der Änderung der Referenzgröße zur Änderung im Wert der Basis-Bewe-
gungszustandsgröße des Inverspendel-Massepunkts kleiner wird, wenn das Ausmaß eines beobachteten Werts
des Lenkwinkels (δ) des gelenkten Rads von seinem nichtgelenkten Zustand größer wird.

10. Das zweirädrige Fahrzeug nach Anspruch 8,
wobei die Steuervorrichtung (15, 215) ferner konfiguriert ist, um den Lenkaktuator (8, 208) derart anzusteuern, dass
das Ausmaß der Empfindlichkeit Ra1 der Änderung der Referenzgröße zu einer Änderung im Wert der Basis-
Bewegungszustandsgröße des Inverspendel-Massepunkts und ein Ausmaß der Empfindlichkeit Ra2 der Änderung
der Referenzgröße zur Änderung der zeitlichen Änderungsrate der Basis-Bewegungszustandsgröße des Inverspen-
del-Massepunkts jeweils kleiner werden, wenn das Ausmaß eines beobachteten Werts des Lenkwinkels des ge-
lenkten Rads von seinem nicht-gelenkten Zustand größer wird.

11. Das zweirädrige Fahrzeug nach Anspruch 1, wobei in einem Fall, wo die Lenkwinkelbeschleunigung des vom
Lenkaktuatorgelenkten Rads oder ein Drehmoment um die Lenkachse, das von dem Lenkaktuator auf das gelenkte
Rad ausgeübt wird, als Referenzgröße definiert wird, wobei die Steuervorrichtung (15, 215) konfiguriert ist, um den
Lenkaktuator derart anzusteuern, dass das Ausmaß der Empfindlichkeit Ra1 der Änderung im Wert der Referenz-
größe zur Änderung im Wert der Basis-Bewegungszustandsgröße des Inverspendel-Massepunkts kleiner wird,
wenn das Ausmaß eines beobachteten Werts des Lenkwinkels (δ) des gelenkten Rads von seinem nicht-gelenkten
Zustand größer wird.

12. Das zweirädrige Fahrzeug nach Anspruch 11, wobei die Bewegungszustandsgröße des Inverspendel-Massepunkts
(123), die in den gesteuerten/geregelten Zustandsgrößen enthalten ist, aus der Basis-Bewegungszustandsgröße
des Inverspendel-Massepunkts und einer zeitlichen Änderungsrate der Basis-Bewegungszustandsgröße aufgebaut
ist, und
die Steuervorrichtung (15, 215) ferner konfiguriert ist, um den Lenkaktuator (8, 208) derart anzusteuern, dass das
Ausmaß der Empfindlichkeit Ra1 der Änderung der Referenzgröße zur Änderung im Wert der Basis-Bewegungs-
zustandsgröße des Inverspendel-Massepunkts und das Ausmaß der Empfindlichkeit Ra2 der Änderung der Refe-
renzgröße zur Änderung der zeitlichen Änderungsrate der Basis-Bewegungszustandsgröße des Inverspendel-
Massepunkts jeweils kleiner werden, wenn das Ausmaß des beobachteten Werts des Lenkwinkels des gelenkten
Rads von seinem nicht-gelenkten Zustand größer wird.

13. Das zweirädrige Fahrzeug nach Anspruch 1, wobei das zweirädrige Fahrzeug ferner eine Bedienungsvorrichtung
(7) enthält, die von einem Fahrer des zweirädrigen Fahrzeugs zu halten ist, um das Lenken des gelenkten Fahrzeugs
(3f) durchzuführen, sowie einen Lenkstangenaktuator (9) zum drehenden Antrieb der Bedienungsvorrichtung, wobei
die Bedienungsvorrichtung angeordnet ist, dass sie von dem Lenkstangenaktuator in Verbindung mit der Änderung
des Lenkwinkels des gelenkten Rads von seinem nichtgelenkten Zustand drehend angetrieben wird, während das
gelenkte Rad durch den Lenkaktuator gelenkt wird, und
die Steuervorrichtung (15, 215) ferner konfiguriert ist, um den Lenkstangenaktuator derart anzusteuern, dass ein
Drehbetrag der Bedienungsvorrichtung Sättigungscharakteristiken in Bezug auf den Lenkwinkel des gelenkten Rads
von seinem nicht-gelenkten Zustand aufweist.

14. Das zweirädrige Fahrzeug nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Masse (m1) des Inverspendel-Massepunkts (123), die Masse
(m2) des Bodenoberflächen-Massepunkts (124), die Höhe (h’) des Inverspendel-Massepunkts von der Bodenober-
fläche, eine Beziehung zwischen einem Neigungswinkel (θb) in der Rollrichtung des Fahrzeugkörpers, dem Lenk-
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winkel (δ) des gelenkten Rads und einer Verlagerung des Inverspendel-Massepunkts (123), sowie eine Beziehung
zwischen dem Lenkwinkel (δ) des gelenkten Rads und einer Verlagerung des Bodenoberflächen-Massepunkts in
dem dynamischen Modell so gesetzt sind, dass sie dynamische Charakteristiken haben, die zu jenen der Dynamik
des zweirädrigen Fahrzeugs äquivalent sind, in dem Fall, wo das gelenkte Rad des zweirädrigen Fahrzeugs auf
einem vorbestimmten Ursprung in dem "Basis-Haltungszustand" stationär ist, um den Lenkwinkel (δ) gelenkt wird,
und das Dynamikmodell konfiguriert ist, um die Dynamik des Systems auszudrücken, indem der Inverspendel-
Massepunkt, in Antwort auf ein erstes Schwere-Moment, das aufgrund einer auf den Inverspendel-Massepunkt
(123) wirkenden Schwerkraft um den Ursprung herum erzeugt wird, ein zweites Schwere-Moment, das um den
Ursprung herum aufgrund einer auf den Bodenoberflächen-Massepunkt (124) wirkenden Schwerkraft erzeugt wird,
und ein Straßenoberflächen-Reaktionskraftmoment, das in der vertikalen Richtung um den Ursprung herum aufgrund
der Straßenoberflächen-Reaktionskraft wirkt, die auf die Mitte des Kontaktdrucks des Vorderrads und des Hinterrads
des zweirädrigen Fahrzeugs insgesamt wirkt, beschleunigt oder verzögert, und
die Höhe a eines Schnittpunkts der Lenkachse des gelenkten Rads und einer virtuellen geraden Linie, die einen
Bodenkontaktpunkt des gelenkten Rads und die Achsmitte des gelenkten Rads in dem "Basis-Haltungszustand"
von der Bodenoberfläche verbindet, so gesetzt ist, dass sie der folgenden ersten Bedingung genügt:

Erste Bedingung:

In einem Fall, wo ein Lenkwinkel des gelenkten Rads, während das gelenkte Rad so gelenkt wird, dass
ein Vorderende des gelenkten Rads nach links gedreht wird, wenn bei Betrachtung von oben das zweirädrige
Fahrzeug im "Basis-Haltungzustand" ist, als positiver Lenkwinkel definiert ist, und ein Moment, das bewirkt,
dass sich der Fahrzeugkörper nach rechts lehnt, als positives Moment definiert ist, folgendes gilt: 

wobei M2 das zweite Schwere-Moment bezeichnet, das durch die Bewegung des Bodenoberflächen-
Massepunkts (124) erzeugt wird, während das gelenkte Rad des zweirädrigen Fahrzeugs, das auf dem
Ursprung im "Basis-Haltungszustand" stationär ist, plötzlich um den Lenkwinkel (δ) gelenkt wird, und Mp
ein Straßenoberflächen-Reaktionskraftmoment bezeichnet, das um den Ursprung durch die Bewegung der
Mitte des Kontaktdrucks erzeugt wird, während das gelenkte Rad des zweirädrigen Fahrzeugs, das im
Basis-Haltungszustand auf dem Ursprung stationär ist, plötzlich um den Lenkwinkel (δ) gelenkt wird.

15. Das zweirädrige Fahrzeug nach Anspruch 14,
wobei, um die erste Bedingung zu erfüllen, die Höhe a kleiner gesetzt ist als ein erster vorgeschriebener Wert
a_sum, der durch den folgenden Ausdruck (A) bestimmt ist: 

wobei

die Polarität von a: a>0 in dem Fall, wo der Schnittpunkt über der Bodenoberfläche liegt, a<0 in dem Fall, wo
der Schnittpunkt unter der Bodenoberfläche liegt;
I: Trägheitsmoment des zweirädrigen Fahrzeugs;
m: Masse des zweirädrigen Fahrzeugs;
h: Höhe des Schwerpunkts des zweirädrigen Fahrzeugs von der Bodenoberfläche im "Basis-Haltungszustand"
des zweirädrigen Fahrzeugs; 

Lf: Längsabstand zwischen dem Schwerpunkt des zweirädrigen Fahrzeugs und der Achsmitte des Vorderrads
im "Basis-Haltungszustand" des zweirädrigen Fahrzeugs;
Lr: Längsabstand zwischen dem Schwerpunkt des zweirädrigen Fahrzeugs und der Achsmitte des Hinterrads
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im "Basis-Haltungszustand" des zweirädrigen Fahrzeugs;
Rf: Krümmungsradius einer Transversal-Querschnittsform des Vorderrads am Bodenkontaktpunkt des Vorder-
rads im "Basis-Haltungszustand" des zweirädrigen Fahrzeugs;
Rr: Krümmungsradius einer transversalen Querschnittsform des Hinterrads am Bodenkontaktpunkt des Hin-
terrads im "Basis-Haltungszustand" des zweirädrigen Fahrzeugs; und
Rs: einer der Krümmungsradien Rf und Rr, der dem gelenkten Rad entspricht.

16. Das zweirädrige Fahrzeug nach Anspruch 14,
wobei die Höhe a so gesetzt ist, dass sie ferner der folgenden zweiten Bedingung genügt:

Zweite Bedingung: Msum/δ > -M2/δ,
wobei Msum ein Summenmoment der zweiten Schwere-Moments M2 und des Straßenoberflächen-Reaktions-
kraftmoments Mp bezeichnet.

17. Das zweirädrige Fahrzeug nach Anspruch 16,
wobei, um die erste Bedingung und die zweite Bedingung zu erfüllen, die Höhe a so gesetzt ist, dass sie nicht größer
als ein zweiter vorgeschriebener Wert a_s ist, welcher durch den folgenden Ausdruck (B) bestimmt wird: 

wobei

die Polarität von a: a>0 in dem Fall, wo der Schnittpunkt über der Bodenoberfläche liegt, a<0 in dem Fall, wo
der Schnittpunkt unter der Bodenoberfläche liegt;
I: Trägheitsmoment des zweirädrigen Fahrzeugs;
m: Masse des zweirädrigen Fahrzeugs;
h: Höhe des Schwerpunkts des zweirädrigen Fahrzeugs von der Bodenoberfläche im "Basis-Haltungszustand"
des zweirädrigen Fahrzeugs; 

Lf: Längsabstand zwischen dem Schwerpunkt des zweirädrigen Fahrzeugs und der Achsmitte des Vorderrads
im "Basis-Haltungszustand" des zweirädrigen Fahrzeugs;
Lr: Längsabstand zwischen dem Schwerpunkt des zweirädrigen Fahrzeugs und der Achsmitte des Hinterrads
im "Basis-Haltungszustand" des zweirädrigen Fahrzeugs;
Rf: Krümmungsradius einer Transversal-Querschnittsform des Vorderrads am Bodenkontaktpunkt des Vorder-
rads im "Basis-Haltungszustand" des zweirädrigen Fahrzeugs;
Rr: Krümmungsradius einer transversalen Querschnittsform des Hinterrads am Bodenkontaktpunkt des Hin-
terrads im "Basis-Haltungszustand" des zweirädrigen Fahrzeugs; und
Rs: einer der Krümmungsradien Rf und Rr, der dem gelenkten Rad entspricht.

18. Das zweirädrige Fahrzeug nach Anspruch 1, wobei in einem Fall, wo ein Krümmungsradius einer transversalen
Querschnittsform des gelenkten Rads am Bodenkontaktpunkt des gelenkten Rads im "Basis-Haltungszustand" des
zweirädrigen Fahrzeugs als Rs bezeichnet ist,
die Höhe a eines Schnittpunkts der gelenkten Achse des gelenkten Rads und einer virtuellen geraden Linie, die
den Bodenkontaktpunkt des gelenkten Rads und die Achsmitte des gelenkten Rads im "Basis-Haltungszustand"
von der Bodenoberfläche verbindet, so gesetzt ist, dass sie nicht höher als der Krümmungsradius Rs ist.

19. Das zweirädrige Fahrzeug nach Anspruch 18, wobei die Höhe a auf einen Pegel unter der Bodenoberfläche gesetzt
ist.
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Revendications

1. Véhicule à deux roues (1) ayant une carrosserie de véhicule (2) et une roue avant (3f) et une roue arrière (3r)
agencées espacées l’une de l’autre dans une direction longitudinale de la carrosserie de véhicule (2),
l’une de la roue avant (3f) et de la roue arrière (3r) étant une roue directrice qui peut être dirigée autour d’un axe
de direction (Csf) incliné vers l’arrière, dans lequel un état dans lequel le véhicule à deux roues (1) est en position
immobile dans la posture tout droit, où la roue avant (3f) et la roue arrière (3r) sont toutes deux stationnaires dans
la posture droite en contact avec une surface de sol (110) et où les axes centraux d’essieu (Cf, Cr) de la roue avant
(3f) et de la roue arrière (3r) s’étendent parallèlement l’un à l’autre dans la direction orthogonale à la direction
longitudinale de la carrosserie de véhicule, est défini comme un « état de posture de base » du véhicule à deux
roues (1), le véhicule à deux roues (1) comprenant en outre :

un actionneur de direction (8, 208) qui est configuré pour générer une force de direction destinée à diriger la
roue directrice, et
un dispositif de commande (15, 215) qui est configuré pour commander l’actionneur de direction (8, 208), dans
lequel
le dispositif de commande (15, 215) est configuré pour commander l’actionneur de direction (8, 208) de façon
à stabiliser des quantités d’état commandées incluant une quantité d’état de mouvement d’un angle de braquage
de la roue directrice et une quantité d’état de mouvement d’un point de masse de pendule inversé (123),
caractérisé en ce que le dispositif de commande (15, 215) est configuré pour commander l’actionneur de
direction (8, 208) de façon à stabiliser des quantités d’état commandées incluant la quantité d’état de mouvement
de l’angle de braquage de la roue directrice et la quantité d’état de mouvement du point de masse de pendule
inversé (123) dans un cas où une dynamique du véhicule à deux roues (1) est transformée de façon équivalente
en un modèle de dynamique qui est exprimé par la dynamique d’un système de point de masse qui est composé
du point masse de pendule inversé (123) et d’un point de masse de surface de sol (124), dans lequel, dans
l’état où le véhicule à deux roues (1) dans l’« état de posture de base » est considéré comme une carrosserie
rigide, le point de masse de surface de sol (124) est situé sur la surface de sol ((110) de sorte que la hauteur
du point de masse de surface de sol (124) à partir de la surface de sol (110) soit « 0 » :

m = la masse globale du véhicule à deux roues (1),
m1 = la masse du point de masse de pendule inversé (123),
m2 = la masse du point de masse de surface de sol (124), 

h’ = la hauteur du point de masse de pendule inversé (123) à partir de la surface de sol (110),
h = la hauteur du centre de gravité global G du véhicule à deux roues (1) à partir de la surface de sol (110), 

I = le moment d’inertie global du véhicule à deux roue (1) autour de l’axe longitudinal Crol qui s’étend dans
la direction longitudinale de la carrosserie de véhicule (2) tout en passant par le centre de gravité global G
du véhicule à deux roues (1), 

dans lequel le point de masse de pendule inversé (123) se déplace dans une direction horizontale au-
dessus de la surface de sol (110), avec laquelle le véhicule à deux roues (1) vient en contact, en conformité
avec un angle d’inclinaison (θb) dans une direction de roulis de la carrosserie de véhicule (2), et l’angle de
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braquage (δ) de la roue directrice, et dans lequel le point de masse de surface de sol (124) se déplace
horizontalement sur la surface de sol (110), avec laquelle le véhicule à deux roues (1) entre en contact, en
conformité avec l’angle de braquage (δ) de la roue directrice, indépendamment de l’angle d’inclinaison (θb)
dans la direction de roulis de la carrosserie de véhicule (2), et dans lequel la quantité d’état de mouvement
du point de masse de pendule inversé (123) incluse dans les quantités d’état commandées inclut, comme
une quantité d’état de mouvement de base du point de masse de pendule inversé (123), au moins une
quantité de mouvement relatif dans la direction horizontale du point de masse de pendule inversé (123)
par rapport à une position de référence donnée ou un angle d’inclinaison dans une direction de roulis d’un
segment de droite reliant le point de masse de pendule inversé (123) et un point de référence donné et la
quantité d’état de mouvement de l’angle de braquage (δ) de la roue directrice incluse dans les quantités
d’état commandées inclut, comme quantité d’état de mouvement de base de l’angle de braquage (δ) de la
roue directrice, au moins une valeur de l’angle de braquage (δ), tel qu’il est, de la roue directrice.

2. Véhicule à deux roues selon la revendication 1,
dans lequel la quantité d’état de mouvement du point de masse de pendule inversé (123) incluse dans les quantités
d’état commandées est une quantité d’état de mouvement qui est exprimée par une combinaison linéaire d’une
première composante de quantité d’état de mouvement ayant une valeur changée en conformité avec le changement
d’angle d’inclinaison (θb) dans la direction de roulis de la carrosserie de véhicule (2) et d’une deuxième composante
de quantité d’état de mouvement ayant une valeur changée en conformité avec le changement d’angle de braquage
(δ) de la roue directrice.

3. Véhicule à deux roues selon la revendication 1, dans lequel
l’une de la roue avant et de la roue arrière qui est autre que la roue directrice dirigée par l’actionneur de direction
est agencée de façon à pouvoir être dirigée par une force externe autour de l’axe de direction (Csf) incliné vers
l’arrière, et
la quantité d’état de mouvement du point de masse de pendule inversé (123) incluse dans les quantités d’état
commandées est une quantité d’état de mouvement qui est exprimée par une combinaison linéaire d’une première
composante de quantité d’état de mouvement ayant une valeur changée en conformité avec le changement d’angle
d’inclinaison (θb) dans la direction de roulis de la carrosserie de véhicule (2) et d’une deuxième composante de
quantité d’état de mouvement ayant une valeur changée en conformité avec le changement d’angle de braquage
(δ) de la roue directrice, et d’une troisième composante de quantité d’état de mouvement ayant une valeur changée
en conformité avec le changement d’angle de braquage de l’autre roue.

4. Véhicule à deux roues selon la revendication 2,
dans lequel la première composante de quantité d’état de mouvement est une composante linéaire par rapport à
l’angle d’inclinaison (θb) dans la direction de roulis de la carrosserie de véhicule (2) ou une vitesse angulaire de
celle-ci, et la deuxième composante de quantité d’état de mouvement est une composante non linéaire par rapport
à l’angle de braquage (δ) de la roue directrice.

5. Véhicule à deux roues selon la revendication 3,
dans lequel la première composante de quantité d’état de mouvement est une composante linéaire par rapport à
l’angle d’inclinaison (θb) dans la direction de roulis de la carrosserie de véhicule (2) ou une vitesse angulaire de
celle-ci, et au moins l’une de la deuxième composante de quantité d’état de mouvement et de la troisième composante
de quantité d’état de mouvement est une composante non linéaire par rapport à l’angle de braquage (δ) de l’une
de la roue directrice et de l’autre roue qui correspond à la composante de quantité d’état de mouvement.

6. Véhicule à deux roues selon la revendication 1,
dans lequel le dispositif de commande (15, 215) comprend une section de détermination d’accélération angulaire
de direction souhaitée qui est configurée pour recevoir successivement des valeurs observées des quantités d’état
commandées et pour déterminer, sur la base des valeurs observées reçues, une accélération angulaire de direction
souhaitée de la roue directrice pour stabiliser les quantités d’état commandées, et une section de détermination
d’angle de braquage souhaité qui est configurée pour intégrer l’accélération angulaire de direction souhaitée dé-
terminée et en outre pour intégrer la valeur intégrée afin de déterminer un angle de braquage souhaité de la roue
directrice, et le dispositif de commande (15, 215) est configuré pour commander l’actionneur de direction de façon
à amener une valeur réelle de l’angle de braquage (δ) de la roue directrice à suivre l’angle de braquage souhaité
déterminé.

7. Véhicule à deux roues selon la revendication 1, dans lequel
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dans un cas où une accélération angulaire de direction de la roue directrice dirigée par l’actionneur de direction (8,
208) ou un couple autour de l’axe de direction appliqué à la roue directrice par l’actionneur de direction est définie
comme une quantité de référence, le dispositif de commande (15, 215) est configuré pour commander l’actionneur
de direction de sorte qu’une grandeur d’un rapport Ra1/Rb1 entre la sensibilité Ra1 du changement de valeur de
la quantité de référence par rapport au changement de valeur observée de la quantité d’état de mouvement de base
du point de masse de pendule inversé (123) et la sensibilité Rb1 du changement de valeur de la quantité de référence
par rapport au changement de valeur observée de la quantité d’état de mouvement de base de l’angle de braquage
de la roue directrice diminue à mesure qu’une grandeur d’une valeur observée d’une vitesse de marche du véhicule
à deux roues augmente.

8. Véhicule à deux roues selon la revendication 7, dans lequel
la quantité d’état de mouvement du point de masse de pendule inversé (123) incluse dans les quantités d’état
commandées est constituée de la quantité d’état de mouvement de base du point de masse de pendule inversé et
d’un taux de changement temporel de la quantité d’état de mouvement de base,
la quantité d’état de mouvement de l’angle de braquage (δ) de la roue directrice incluse dans les quantités d’état
commandées est constituée de la quantité d’état de mouvement de base de l’angle de braquage de la roue directrice
et d’un taux de changement temporel de la quantité d’état de mouvement de base, et
le dispositif de commande est configuré pour commander l’actionneur de direction (8, 208) de sorte que la grandeur
du rapport Ra1/Rb1 diminue à mesure que la grandeur de la valeur observée de la vitesse de marche du véhicule
à deux roues augmente et également de sorte qu’une grandeur d’un rapport Ra2/Rb2 entre la sensibilité Ra2 du
changement de valeur de la quantité de référence par rapport au changement de la valeur observée du taux de
changement temporel de la quantité d’état de mouvement de base du point de masse de pendule inversé et la
sensibilité Rb2 du changement de valeur de la quantité de référence par rapport au changement de valeur observée
du taux de changement temporel de la quantité d’état de mouvement de base de l’angle de braquage de la roue
directrice diminue à mesure que la grandeur de la valeur observée de la vitesse de marche du véhicule à deux
roues augmente.

9. Véhicule à deux roues selon la revendication 7, dans lequel
le dispositif de commande (15, 215) est en outre configuré pour commander l’actionneur de direction (8, 208) de
sorte que la grandeur de la sensibilité Ra1 du changement de la quantité de référence par rapport au changement
de valeur de la quantité d’état de mouvement de base du point de masse de pendule inversé diminue à mesure
que la grandeur d’une valeur observée de l’angle de braquage (δ) de la roue directrice à partir d’un état non dirigé
de celle-ci augmente.

10. Véhicule à deux roues selon la revendication 8,
dans lequel le dispositif de commande (15, 215) est en outre configuré pour commander l’actionneur de direction
(8, 208) de sorte que la grandeur de la sensibilité Ra1 du changement de la quantité de référence par rapport à un
changement de valeur de la quantité d’état de mouvement de base du point de masse de pendule inversé et une
grandeur de la sensibilité Ra2 du changement de la quantité de référence par rapport au changement du taux de
changement temporel de la quantité d’état de mouvement de base du point de masse de pendule inversé diminuent
chacune à mesure que la grandeur d’une valeur observée de l’angle de braquage de la roue directrice à partir d’un
état non dirigé de celle-ci augmente.

11. Véhicule à deux roues selon la revendication 1, dans lequel
dans un cas où une accélération angulaire de direction de la roue directrice dirigée par l’actionneur de direction ou
un couple autour de l’axe de direction appliqué à la roue directrice à partir de l’actionneur de direction est défini
comme une quantité de référence, le dispositif de commande (15, 215) est configuré pour commander l’actionneur
de direction de sorte que la grandeur de la sensibilité Ra1 du changement de valeur de la quantité de référence
par rapport au changement de valeur de la quantité d’état de mouvement de base du point de masse de pendule
inversé diminue à mesure que la grandeur d’une valeur observée de l’angle de braquage (δ) de la roue directrice
à partir d’un état non dirigé de celle-ci augmente.

12. Véhicule à deux roues selon la revendication 11, dans lequel
la quantité d’état de mouvement du point de masse de pendule inversé (123) incluse dans les quantités d’état
commandées est constituée de la quantité d’état de mouvement de base du point de masse de pendule inversé et
d’un taux de changement temporel de la quantité d’état de mouvement de base, et
le dispositif de commande (15, 215) est en outre configuré pour commander l’actionneur de direction (8, 208) de
sorte que la grandeur de la sensibilité Ra1 du changement de la quantité de référence par rapport au changement
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de valeur de la quantité d’état de mouvement de base du point de masse de pendule inversé et la grandeur de la
sensibilité Ra2 du changement de la quantité de référence par rapport au changement du taux de changement
temporel de la quantité d’état de mouvement de base du point de masse de pendule inversé diminuent chacune à
mesure que la grandeur de la valeur observée de l’angle de braquage de la roue directrice à partir de l’état non
dirigé de celle-ci augmente.

13. Véhicule à deux roues selon la revendication 1, dans lequel
le véhicule à deux roues comprend en outre un appareil d’exploitation (7) destiné à être tenu par un utilisateur du
véhicule à deux roues pour réaliser une direction de la roue directrice (3f) et un actionneur de guidon (9) destiné à
entraîner en rotation l’appareil d’exploitation, l’appareil d’exploitation étant agencé pour être entraîné en rotation
par l’actionneur de guidon conjointement au changement de l’angle de braquage de la roue directrice à partir d’un
état non dirigé de celle-ci pendant la direction de la roue directrice par l’actionneur de direction, et
le dispositif de commande (15, 215) est en outre configuré pour commander l’actionneur de guidon de sorte qu’une
quantité de rotation de l’appareil d’exploitation ait des caractéristiques de saturation par rapport à l’angle de braquage
de la roue directrice à partir de l’état non dirigé de celle-ci.

14. Véhicule à deux roues selon la revendication 1, dans lequel
la masse (m1) du point de masse de pendule inversé (123), la masse (m2) du point de masse de surface de sol
(124), la hauteur (h’) du point de masse de pendule inversé à partir de la surface de sol, une relation parmi un angle
d’inclinaison (θb) dans la direction de roulis de la carrosserie de véhicule, l’angle de braquage (δ) de la roue directrice,
et un déplacement du point de masse de pendule inversé (123), et une relation entre un angle de braquage (δ) de
la roue directrice et un déplacement du point de masse de surface de sol dans le modèle de dynamique sont fixées
pour avoir des caractéristiques dynamiques équivalentes à celles de la dynamique du véhicule à deux roues dans
le cas où la roue directrice du véhicule à deux roues stationnaire sur une origine prescrite dans l’« état de posture
de base » est dirigée par l’angle de braquage (δ), et le modèle de dynamique est configuré pour exprimer la dynamique
du système dans lequel le point de masse de pendule inversé accélère ou décélère en réponse à un premier moment
gravitationnel, généré autour de l’origine en raison d’une force gravitationnelle agissant sur le point de masse de
pendule inversé (123), un second moment gravitationnel, généré autour de l’origine en raison d’une force gravita-
tionnelle agissant sur le point de masse de surface de sol (124), et un moment de force de réaction de surface de
route, agissant autour de l’origine en raison d’une force de réaction de surface de route dans la direction verticale
qui agit sur le centre de pression de contact de la roue avant et de la roue arrière du véhicule à deux roues dans
son ensemble, et
la hauteur a d’un point d’intersection de l’axe de direction de la roue directrice et d’une ligne droite virtuelle reliant
un point de contact au sol de la roue directrice et du centre d’essieu de la roue directrice dans l’« état de posture
de base » à partir de la surface de sol est fixée pour satisfaire une première condition suivante :

première condition :

dans un cas où un angle de braquage de la roue directrice à l’instant où la roue directrice est dirigée pour
amener une extrémité avant de la roue directrice à tourner vers la gauche lorsque le véhicule à deux roues
dans l’« état de posture de base » est vu de dessus est défini comme un angle de braquage positif et un
moment qui amène la carrosserie de véhicule à pencher vers la droite est défini comme un moment positif,
ce qui suit s’applique : 

où M2 désigne le second moment gravitationnel généré par un mouvement du point de masse de surface
de sol (124) à l’instant où la roue directrice du véhicule à deux roues stationnaire sur l’origine dans l’« état
de posture de base » est dirigée instantanément par l’angle de braquage (δ), et Mp désigne le moment de
force de réaction de surface de route généré autour de l’origine par un mouvement du centre de pression
de contact à l’instant où la roue directrice du véhicule à deux roues stationnaire sur l’origine dans l’état de
posture de base est dirigée instantanément par l’angle de braquage (δ).

15. Véhicule à deux roues selon la revendication 14,
dans lequel, pour satisfaire la première condition, la hauteur a est fixée pour être plus petite qu’une première valeur
prescrite a_somme déterminée par une expression (A) suivante : 
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où

la polarité de a : a > 0 dans le cas où le point d’intersection est au-dessus de la surface de sol, a < 0 dans le
cas où le point d’intersection est en dessous de la surface de sol ;
I : moment d’inertie du véhicule à deux roues ;
m : masse du véhicule à deux roues ;
h : hauteur du centre de gravité du véhicule à deux roues à partir de la surface de sol dans l’« état de posture
de base » du véhicule à deux roues ; 

Lf : distance longitudinale entre le centre de gravité du véhicule à deux roues et le centre d’essieu de la roue
avant dans l’« état de posture de base » du véhicule à deux roues ;
Lr : distance longitudinale entre le centre de gravité du véhicule à deux roues et le centre d’essieu de la roue
arrière dans l’« état de posture de base » du véhicule à deux roues ;
Rf : rayon de courbure d’une forme en coupe transversale de la roue avant au niveau d’un point de contact au
sol de la roue avant dans l’« état de posture de base » du véhicule à deux roues ;
Rr : rayon de courbure d’une forme en coupe transversale de la roue arrière au niveau d’un point de contact
au sol de la roue arrière dans l’« état de posture de base » du véhicule à deux roues ; et
Rs : l’un des rayons de courbure Rf et Rr qui correspond à la roue directrice.

16. Véhicule à deux roues selon la revendication 14,
dans lequel la hauteur a est fixée pour satisfaire en outre la seconde condition suivante :

seconde condition : Msomme/δ > -M2/δ
où Msomme désigne un moment de somme du second moment gravitationnel M2 et du moment de force de
réaction de surface de route Mp.

17. Véhicule à deux roues selon la revendication 16,
dans lequel, pour satisfaire la première condition et la seconde condition, la hauteur a est fixée pour ne pas être
supérieure à une seconde valeur prescrite a_s déterminée par une expression (B) suivante : 

où

la polarité de a : a > 0 dans le cas où le point d’intersection est au-dessus de la surface de sol, a < 0 dans le
cas où le point d’intersection est en dessous de la surface de sol ;
I : moment d’inertie du véhicule à deux roues ;
m : masse du véhicule à deux roues ;
h : hauteur du centre de gravité du véhicule à deux roues à partir de la surface de sol dans l’« état de posture
de base » du véhicule à deux roues ; 

Lf : distance longitudinale entre le centre de gravité du véhicule à deux roues et le centre d’essieu de la roue
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avant dans l’« état de posture de base » du véhicule à deux roues ;
Lr : distance longitudinale entre le centre de gravité du véhicule à deux roues et le centre d’essieu de la roue
arrière dans l’« état de posture de base » du véhicule à deux roues ;
Rf : rayon de courbure d’une forme en coupe transversale de la roue avant au niveau d’un point de contact au
sol de la roue avant dans l’« état de posture de base » du véhicule à deux roues ;
Rr : rayon de courbure d’une forme en coupe transversale de la roue arrière au niveau d’un point de contact
au sol de la roue arrière dans l’« état de posture de base » du véhicule à deux roues ; et
Rs : l’un des rayons de courbure Rf et Rr qui correspond à la roue directrice.

18. Véhicule à deux roues selon la revendication 1, dans lequel
dans le cas où un rayon de courbure d’une forme en coupe transversale de la roue directrice au niveau d’un point
de contact au sol de la roue directrice dans l’« état de posture de base » du véhicule à deux roues est désigné
comme Rs,
la hauteur a d’un point d’intersection de l’axe de direction de la roue directrice et une ligne droite virtuelle reliant le
point de contact au sol de la roue directrice et le centre d’essieu de la roue directrice dans l’« état de posture de
base » à partir de la surface de sol est fixée pour ne pas être supérieure au rayon de courbure Rs.

19. Véhicule à deux roues selon la revendication 18, dans lequel la hauteur a est fixée à un niveau en dessous de la
surface de sol.
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